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Though it is not easy to write an introduction to Stories from the Future, 
we, the authors of the book, feel obliged to say a word or two about the point 
of departure of this book. The man behind the idea for the book is a re-
searcher in mechanical engineering, who has invited a partner, a female au-
thor of young adult fiction with professional background in two interrelated  
fields: energy and ecology. Knowing the respective field as well as we do, en-
abled us as writers to create a playground on which we placed all our fu-
turistic heroes who are surrounded either by flying vehicles or by modern 
versions of prehistoric animals, while they appear as uniform people from 
the future, with their olive skin tones and hairless heads; an entirely differ-
ent appearance from what we are used to today. The only thing they have in 
common with humans from the beginning of the twenty-first century is that 
the former love adventures in the same way—or more—as the latter.  

Inventing stories and writing about adventures which take place in years 
2150, 2300, 2350, 2420 or even 2490 in a world without democracy, capi-
talism, icebergs, or farming was a unique writing experience for both of us.  

But before you embark on a journey through time, we would like to share 
some thoughts with you. Before we can eye the future, we must first look back 
to the past, paying attention to the present, to our actions and our attitudes to-
wards Mother Nature who gave us life. Envy, greed, wantonness, larceny, sloth, 
and hatred are those horrendous aspects of human nature that have been pre-
sent in people throughout history, and even more so in the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries. If we wish human species to survive, we need to eradi-
cate those traits. Maybe we cannot really help the present generations who are 
in fact responsible for the current situation, but we can teach the young gener-
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ations to keep the world as it was in times of their ancestors, and to preserve it 
for the generations to come. We can do this together by minimising the use of 
fossil fuels, such as coal, natural gas, and oil, and by using them rationally and 
efficiently. Notwithstanding the efficient use of energy, a constant growth and 
development will lead to surging demand for energy. We should all try to meet 
that demand by employing as many environmentally friendly energy sources, 
such as solar, wind, hydro and geothermal energy. We should not turn a blind 
eye to the fact that nuclear energy or fission—which is rightfully considered a 
high-risk energy source—shall not shape our future. Besides renewable ener-
gies, the latter will be used in safer and more efficient systems. Later on, they 
will be joined by nuclear fusion as well. And what is to come next? Is it ex-
ploitation of antimatter? Or will we use the energy from the stars and extract en-
ergy from parallel universes? From there on, nobody knows the answers. Surely 
a lot depends on our (unlimited) imagination. Until then, please be moderate, 
both in energy use and its transformation. Of course that does not apply to your 
sports activities which will surely be part of your future life as well.   

We hope you enjoy reading the adventurous Stories from the Future. The 
only thing left to say is that you can expect a sequel which will take you to 
the times after the year 2500....   

The Authors  
  
P. S. to the introduction of Stories from the Future 
Five years after the publication of Stories from the Future, which has now 

not only been reprinted in Slovenian, but has also been translated into English, 
we have only one thing to add to the initial introduction from 2015. When writ-
ing the work of fiction that you are holding in your hands (either printed or 
in e-book form) our premise was that people were never forced, for example, 
to wear a chip or to dress up as catomics. This is because we believe that be-
ing forced into something puts us on a path that is opposite to freedom and 
wellbeing in the humanistic sense of the word. What is more, it indicates a 
violent direction and, as we know, violence breeds violence – and then some. 
For this reason, we hope that even in these times, which are unfortunately 
heavily marked by COVID-19, people will remember and, more importantly, 
live in accordance with the well-known saying: ‘Live and let live’. Perhaps this 
way, we can avoid the versions of the future described by Aldous Leonard Hux-
ley in his Brave New World and by George Orwell in 1984. Live and let live.  

The Authors (2020)
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In these times, when we are already living a future that nobody could pos-
sibly have imagined at the beginning of 2020, writing about the future is not 
too difficult. As individuals, we have got used to, or are still getting used to, 
certain social changes; but companies are also adapting – as always – to the 
new social and economic, as well as (perhaps primarily), environmental con-
ditions.  

Petrol, currently the largest energy company in Slovenia, is now also in-
creasing its presence in the wider region. For a long time, our attention has 
not just been on physical sales points and petroleum products; the strategic 
focus has been mainly on advanced and sophisticated energy solutions. En-
ergy, water, infrastructure, and building management are among these so-
lutions, as well as the management of entire cities. The latter are becoming 
ever ‘smarter’, more responsive to the needs of what we can call ‘smart’, or 
better still, ‘active’ inhabitants. Individuals are at the centre of the energy and 
infrastructure systems of the future, i.e. inhabitants who will become, or to 
a certain degree already are, proactive users, co-creating their reality.  

Perhaps these will be the characteristics of the people of the future, or fu-
turians, as they are called by the authors of the book. Regardless of the ques-
tions we might have about the future, and which today – in light of the coro-
navirus pandemic – might seem especially precarious, one thing is clear: it’s 
likely that none of us, who might someday be called bygonians (as the book’s 
authors call the people from the past), would want to leave devastation as a 
legacy.  

That is why Petrol strives to overcome the climate and other challenges 
that form the barriers between us – contemporaries – and a sustainable fu-
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ture. Following sustainable goals is built into our DNA, and we believe that 
it is the only way to preserve the world for the people of tomorrow. You can 
learn how we can achieve this together, as a society, in the Stories from the 
Future, collected in this book. 

Petrol is proud to be able to back and support the reprinting of this book 
in Slovenian, as well as its publication in English. The accompanying mes-
sage is that we shouldn't fear leaping into the future, as the ball, which de-
termines what this future will be, is in humanity’s court. Here and now.  

 
Jože Bajuk, board member 

Petrol d. d., Ljubljana 
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Twelve billion earthlings had just entered a new decade, while the west-
ern world was still catching its breath after recent water hurricanes which 
had risen over the ocean and had been sent swirling, completely unexpect-
edly, against the shores of the western continent. There were practically no 
more beaches left; well, at least not the beaches people had been used to in 
the beginning of the twenty-first century, when the word “beach” implied 
leisurely holiday activities by the sea. In 2150, the sea, along with the 
drought, heat and floods were the man’s worst enemies that kept changing 
the landscapes worldwide. People from hot and drought-prone areas and 
those from the land that was flooded inhabited northern areas of more tem-
perate climate.  

One of the largest high schools in the American East decided to encour-
age its students to take part in a virtual sports game called FIST (acronym for 
Fight with Intelligence and SporT), the objective of which was to make ev-
eryone forget the recent natural disaster and its aftermath....      

 
Q Q Q  

 
The sun-bakedness of the morning was broken by the shadows of MOVEs, 

silent driverless vehicles which were used to transport people at various alti-
tudes and with incredible speed. The hissing sounds of electrical cars and hy-
drogen transporters rushing at 200 kilometres per hour on the white surface 
could be heard from below. A number of columns which were used for wire-
less charging of vehicles flickered in the game of shadows and sun. Suddenly, 
the dull movement was interrupted by two figures appearing on the road.  

2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500

2013 2150 2350 2420 2490



“Axar, wait! Axar!” Ayar ran screaming after his twin brother, trying to 
speed up.  

The two teenagers were running like the wind in the opposite direction 
of traffic. Luckily, the vehicles were able to sense two living beings on the sur-
face they were not supposed to be on. Thanks to a control system which in-
dicated each anomaly by means of sound alarms, all the vehicles slowed 
down to forty kilometres per hour. The wireless connection was turned off 
for safety reasons, so the vehicles now ran on their own energy. Running at 
over fifty kilometres per hour past the decelerated yet free-flowing traffic, the 
two boys felt like time had stopped. 

People sitting in electric vehicles looked at the boys in awe, some of them 
flapping their arms in disapproval. The road was no place for play and it was 
obvious that earlier that morning, the two boys had put on their PAs, that is, 
Propulsion Adds which were not a fashion accessory but rather bionic gear 
which increased the physical power of the person wearing it several times.  

“Axar, are you crazy? Wait!” Ayar screamed his head off.  
The pedestrians walking by the road on shining pavements were curi-

ously turning their heads in the direction of the boys, thinking that there 
were enough sports parks where the two could burn off their excess energy. 
Getting life back on track after the hurricane called for moderation, so it was 
that more unacceptable to see two brats chasing one another on the road, 
obstructing the morning traffic.  

But within a millisecond, Axar suddenly froze. Ayar ran to him and saw 
an incredible sight before him. A vast hole opened before them on the white 
road where cars had been driving less than a second ago, and spread across 
pavements and green skyscrapers in the vicinity. The hole bulged like an in-
visible cloud and the boys realised that a virtual world had opened right be-
fore them. They really did not wish to see that; at least not then and there 
and definitely not in such form.  

“But we did remove our contact lenses!” Ayar shrieked while Axar intu-
itively touched his green-brown eyes. No, the contact lenses were no longer 
there.  

“I believe this has nothing to do with the lenses,” Axar spoke almost whis-
peringly, realising that his twin brother who was also his best friend had not 
exaggerated, running from the classroom after seeing three new classmates 
sitting at their virtual desks.   

“No,” Ayar concurred. “They are really back,” he whispered to his brother.  

STORIES FROM THE FUTURE 
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Q Q Q  
 

TEN DAYS EARLIER 
It was an early morning and purple sky indicated there was an excep-

tionally hot day ahead.  
Silent cooling systems which had been operating during night time 

were being slowly shut down and were switched to the mode of using 
stored cold for cooling buildings.    

The early breeze aroused by sun rays stirred the electronic leaves on some 
rooftops and synthetic trees which diligently started to produce the first elec-
trons. 

After their morning flight, birds were looking for friendly shaded corners 
where they could hide from the midday heat stroke.  

Ayar had waken up long ago and was trying on his newest outfit.  
He was talking to the house computer: “It’s a good thing I got this 

new outfit,” he said looking at the sleeves, and added, “It feels re-
freshingly cool and keeps my skin dry despite the fact that it is overall re-
ally tight.”  

“Ayar, I can send you the latest software for colouring your clothes if you 
wish. Take a look at the virtual field and see what you can do with it,” the 
house computer said, forwarding the latest fad of patterns which the owner 
of the suit could customise according to his or her wishes.  

“Wow, this is totally insane,” Ayar started to play with the software, try-
ing out different patterns on his outfit.  

“Look at this,” Axar said as he entered the room, releasing a light elec-
tronic thrust towards Ayar’s body.  

“Hey, what are you doing?” Ayar asked fully awake, noticing the special 
electronic shield his outfit had created around it.   

“Ha, you really pulled a fast one on me this time,” he laughed looking 
at the bluish plasma which surrounded the outfit for a few moments.   

“Ayar, this is a special electronic shield which protects you against un-
wanted waves that might compromise your virtual visual system,” the com-
puter explained. 

“Boys, make sure you do not misuse it. You might use it for an entirely 
painless yet unusual touch; as if you used the power of two magnets with 
the same polarity,” the computer elaborated further.   

Well, the outfits of that time were really something special, and, unlike 
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in the past, the fashion nowadays incorporated more and more sophisticated 
technologies which enabled one to use various patterns on their clothes. 
Some people, however, selected a free-dressing option in the virtual visual 
system, so other people saw them wearing any of the preset clothes. Those 
were mainly clothes which a person had loved and used to wear in the past, 
so people had memorised them.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
“So, have you thought about FIST?” Ayar asked Axar about half an hour 

later while they were on their way to school.  
“Sure. I think we should team up with Anya. He knew that Ayar was 

madly in love with their neighbour who was their elder by just a few min-
utes. Her name started with the letter ‘A’ just like the names of all those born 
in that year. Actually, the selection of names at the time was a clear indica-
tion of what would be the names of future generations or futurians, as cur-
rentians would refer to them.  

Ayar suddenly turned around as if to head back home, but Axar had seen 
that coming, so he managed to stop his brother with a sudden move, 
whereby the energy of his arm came briefly into contact with the energy of 
his brother’s arm. There was Anya standing before them. While Ayar could 
see, for a brief moment, in the virtual parallel—which he could look into 
through his contact lenses—that they would shortly see his crush, Axar, the 
twin that was always a step ahead, could also see that it would happen that 
very moment.    

“Hey, you two!” Anya, as always, was happy to see them.  
The girl looked almost exactly like the twins. She had marvellous olive 

skin which was a result of global migrations and a tattoo instead of hair 
which could nowadays be seen only on few of the oldest earthlings—a 
woman from Siberia, who was the oldest person alive, was celebrating her 
165th birthday one of those days. The tattoo, just like the outfit, was virtual, 
sparkling now and then, changing its position or changing its colour and 
shape. That day, Anya was wearing a tattoo of a purple butterfly which 
seemed the same colour as the dawn, and Ayar thought to himself how par-
ticularly beautiful she looked. Just like the previous generation, the one of 
that time would fall in love based on human character, while appearance was 
of marginal importance.  



“Good morning, good morning!” Axar who was not at all shy greeted 
Anya, pushing his timid twin Ayar forward with the power of his suit. 

“Do you mind if I tag along?” Anya said to start the conversation, as she 
already was walking along the two at a fast pace. There was no need for the 
boys to answer her question as she prattled on tirelessly, and Axar knew that 
she was talking a blue streak because of Ayar. When she was near him, some-
thing simply came over her, and she just had to talk; even though what she 
said was sometimes merely cute gibberish.    

There was sparkling energy between her and Ayar, going forth and back 
during the entire way to school. Anyone who was wearing contact lenses to 
see the virtual world could notice it. In 2150, the virtual world was simply 
reality. That included also the teasing by peers who could see blue sparks be-
tween the two from afar.  

 
Q Q Q  

 

Dark shadows flashed across the sky and immediately disappeared in the 
distance. A slight noise indicated that pilot-free ROCE police patrol had just 
flown over on their routine overflight. It had been long since ROCEs sup-
planted helicopters that were now remembered as unusually funny flying rat-
tles with one or two pairs of rotor blades. Instead of rotor blades, ROCEs 
used up to ten micro turbines, which made them so stable that a person, of 
course one that does not suffer from vertigo, could easily walk the roof of the 
aircraft, playing silly pranks. Below, the remaining students ecstatically ran 
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from the school building, across the synthetic tree park, and through the gate 
of a large hall.   

“So, the members of our first team are Anya, Axar, and Ayar, and the 
members of our second team are Api, Anina, and Aman!,” Mr. Nitro, the pro-
fessor of sports physics announced in a loud voice, once the decision on 
FIST was finally made. Professor Nitro belonged to Generation N, which 
ended the era of fossil fuels and digitalisation and handed everything over 
to the next generation denoted by the letter ‘O’. Therefore, Mr. Nitro was per-
ceived by students as a rational guy who was sometimes a bit nostalgic and 
did not take everything related to technological development as gospel. For 
that reason, the headmistress believed he was the right person to oversee the 
execution of FIST.   

In a vast blue and silver hall, students were conducting the most in-
credible experiments pertaining to sports physics. The changing images on 
the walls made the hall appear an entirely different environment. During 
breaks, the place normally turned into a deep blue sea with whales, dolphins, 
and other wonderful sea creatures swimming all around.  

Once professor Nitro made the announcement, the audience blustered, 
and the blueness disappeared, being replaced by the outdoor light as the 
walls became transparent. You could see trees of amazing colours with fruits 
of unusual yet delicious taste, smiling to the sun. Each fruit was enough to 
satisfy a person’s daily vitamin requirements. A few years ago, a law was 
passed, which stipulated that the trees developed by means of synthetic bi-
ology must be available to everyone, providing them with their treasure of 
fruits. During night, those trees emitted more light than a full moon. City 
lighting, particularly now that people had their virtual sight, was no longer 
required. The youth was fascinated by the fact that people had once been 
afraid of darkness, which stirred their imagination on past times.   

Several hundreds of students were sitting on each side of the hall. Their 
heads displayed a wide array of tattoos, from bright and wild, nearly mon-
strous, to cute images of flowers or birds which flew high above clouds and 
had not been seen below in years. Whoever was wearing virtual contact 
lenses—which was in fact every single person in the hall—could also see 
playful patterns and colours of students’ clothes. Professor Nitro was wear-
ing a track suit from the beginning of the century, which he would take, 
whenever it was necessary, to a clothes repair shop where they enhanced the 
sky blue fabric with white stripes on the sides.   
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Once the competitors were announced, the students on the right shouted 
with one voice, “Atoms! Atoms! Atoms!” and the first group knew they were 
referring to them. The name of the group was chosen the very moment that 
the most sophisticated among the students virtually spread the idea among 
his peers, and, at the same time, it was heard also by Anya, Axar, and Ayar. 
The trinity bowed courteously while a bunch of students gave a round of ap-
plause signifying their approval.  

But their applause was drowned out by the clamour of the crowd on the 
left side of the hall, yelling, “Panama! Panama! Panama!” The students were 
well acquainted with the American history of the nineteenth century and the 
case of Panama, and since the names of the second group were wittingly 
reminiscent of the infamous case, the choice of such a name was self-evi-
dent.   

The whole thing was interrupted by an ear-piercing whistle by the pro-
fessor, which echoed so heavily that it made the students cover their ears and 
moan. That was a whistle commonly used by the Generation N which 
loved going to American football games back in the thirties. Today’s gener-
ation, however, did not find American football exciting or interesting 
enough.   

“Attention, everyone,” professor Nitro shouted out. “We are all familiar 
with FIST, but let me repeat the rules so we avoid anything stupid,” he said 
in a voice that was nearly threatening. The students knew it was because a 
couple of years ago, one of the contestants had lost his reason, though they 
had never found out what might have led to that. Everyone knew the rules 
of the game, and nobody dared to break them.     

“You must beat the opponent at intelligence,” professor Nitro started, 
with which he referred to the virtual success, “and then at sports which in 
our case is a martial art,” he continued excitedly, while once again the hall 
was shaking with rapturous tumult of the students. The energy that was 
flashing across the hall shaded the plasma between Anya and Ayar.   

“So,” the professor raised his voice to silence the cry in the hall, and 
pointed his finger to the two teams chosen to compete. “It is on you to cre-
ate virtual co-contestants that will fight and defeat the virtual co-contestants 
of your opposing team. First intelligence, then fight,” the professor yelled, 
while the hall was shaking all over again.   

Headmistress Ofeliya—she belonged to Generation O—who observed 
the whole thing from her oval office at the top of the huge green school build-
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ing saw that the blue sports facility was gradually turning silver. That meant 
that the storage of photovoltaic electricity was full, so the shield of the build-
ing was ready to switch to producing and storing hydrogen. A rustic green-
house glittered next to the hall. Although it appeared outdated on the outside, 
it provided the entire school with enough fruit and vegetables throughout the 
year. There was a large water tank underneath it which was used to collect rain-
water from nearby roofs and similar surfaces. “With so much energy from our 
students, our self sustainability is perfect,” she thought to herself contentedly.    

 
Q Q Q  

 
The sounds of plasmic loudly resounded through the entire house. De-

spite a brisk rhythm, the rich and perfect sound of 16-level music made one 
feel as if in a state of weightlessness.  How could it not; it was programmed 
with human senses in mind.  

Anya sat comfortably in a virtual chair, with her eyes fixed on the exte-
rior wall. A gentle light from other walls was dispersed across the room. The 
words which she whispered appeared before her eyes like a stream. Various 
images on the wall kept changing so as to reflect her feelings:   

 
“… How do I tell him  
This world is a rainbow,  
Mysteriously trapped 
In the future of dreams, 
The universal yearning … 
… How do I tell him  
Of the fiery electron dance 
Every time we touch, 
The smell of spring in my heart, 
The fire of summer in my body. 
 
How do I tell him that I l...”  
 
A pop-up window suddenly appeared in the right corner with both twins 

smiling from the screen: “Hey, Anya, are you coming out?” Ayar asked. Anya 
nodded, smiling, and with a wave of her hand made the wall become trans-
parent, revealing a beautiful view of the flower garden. Anya quickly changed 



the appearance of her outfit and rocketed outside. A deep yet gentle elec-
tronic voice of her home computer wished her a nice and pleasant day as she 
crossed the doorstep.  

Being slightly short of breath, it was easier for her to disguise the redness 
which flushed her face whenever she looked at Ayar. To avoid embarrass-
ment she blurted, “Guys, I have an idea! I know exactly what kind of virtual 
team we need.”  

Axar and Ayar looked at her with curiosity, while the butterfly on her 
head—she still had the same tattoo—turned bright yellow, which proved how 
excited she was.   

“We shall be our co-contestants!” she said flapping her arms, while the 
boys stared at each other, both surprised and confused.  

“What do you mean?” Ayar asked seriously. He was considerably bolder in 
regard to the virtual world compared to Axar, for whom the virtual world was 
more a matter of sensory perception, and he did not venture to influence it.  

“I believe we can pull ourselves from another time dimension, let’s say 
the end of the twenty-fifth century, and ask us or them,” she giggled, “to help 
us, and afterwards, we return them back to their world,” she said hastily. That 
time she was not nervous because of Ayar but was rather driven by the ob-
session with the game. In fact, the latter had possessed the entire school and 
even professor Nitro.  

“Erm, this is something entirely different from having pulled our parents 
from the past, Anya,” Axar tried to reason with her, while all Ayar could ut-
ter was a thoughtful “Hm.”   

“Sure! And if we dare to be that bold, I am certain we can beat team 
Panama,” Anya clapped.  

“I don’t know, I am not sure what the abilities of our futurians will be,” Axar 
expressed his doubt. The word futurians denoted people from the future 
which were the same as them, the only difference being that the former pos-
sessed much greater abilities. Similarly, while people in the present still wore 
contact lenses to be able to see the virtual world, those belonging to the new 
generation which were born a year ago had the virtual system integrated—with 
the help of biotechnologies—in their brains. Some people were pretty afraid 
of them. As for their appearance, the only distinguishing feature compared 
to other people was the colour of their eyes, which was light blue.    

“As far as I know, our futurians can fully perceive the virtual world, 
just as if they really lived in it, smelled and tasted it,” Anya continued. 
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She then grew silent for a moment, noticing Axar’s and Ayar’s pro-
truding eyes, and said, “Our futurians can read each others’ minds and 
converse this way, and they can also operate all the machines and de-
vices with their mind.” The boys knew she was right and they all went 
silent.      

“I think that might be breaking the rules of the game,” Axar was scepti-
cal. Ayar still said nothing.  

“Ayar?” Anya now turned to his crush.  
“Yes, I think it might work,” he finally asserted.  
“Yes!” Anya cried out happily, hugging him so hard that a wonderful blue 

and purple circle formed around the two. But just for a second. As she let 
go, the colours faded away entirely.   



“Well, you two love birds, stop jerking around,” Axar said in a serious 
tone. He did not like the idea at all.  

“Look, brother. If we find out that we are breaking any of the rules, we 
will back out, ok?” Ayar said, turning to his brother. Axar merely nodded.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
“So?” Ayar asked Axar when the latter stormed into the athletics hall. On 

one side of the hall the Atoms were still forming their team, while the mem-
bers of the Panama team were already practicing martial arts with their con-
testants, the once famous Chuck Norris and Arnold Schwarzenegger and a 
member of the former Foreign Legion which had disappeared entirely 
some decades ago. The last living legionnaires had vanished without a 
trace during the fifty-year fights in Africa. During those times, the poorest 
of about eighty million people from the extremely hot and dry South-West 
wanted to move closer to Equatorial Africa. The richer population from 
North Africa and people from Middle East, however, widely populated what 
used to be steppes of Siberia but was now a territory with high humidity and 
moderate temperatures.     

With a hand wave, Axar removed the virtual screen on which Ayar and 
Anya had created family trees of all three of them, so they would be able to 
foresee the features and the abilities of their futurians, based on past features 
and abilities of their family members.    

“We are not breaking any rules,” Axar said with excitement.  
Over the past few days, that is, ever since Anya had come up with the 

unimaginable idea of using their futurians as their team members in the 
game of FIST, he had a chance to think things through. Since he was a per-
son who would put his faith in reliability, he had decided that it was better 
to trust himself—even though that was actually his future self—than some 
character from the past which one could bring to the present, thus offering 
him or her the opportunity they would never have had in their lifetime. You 
could never tell whether such a person would want to stay in that world or 
not. That had never happened before, as none of the so-called hystorians had 
come to a new world and then wanted to go back to their nostalgia.     

“So we go for it?” Anya pierced him with her big round eyes. He nodded.  
“Jay!” Anya and Ayar screamed dancing around Axar who was slightly 

lifted by the energy the two had incited. Team Panama looked at them scorn-
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fully. They did not really fear their opponents, as they were far ahead in their 
training with their virtual team members. In addition, the latter were funny, 
speaking a weird kind of English, in particular the one with a heavy and un-
familiar accent.   

A heavy accent was something fairly common at the time, as the entire 
world was a melting pot of different cultures. It was a result of many mi-
grations of peoples over the past century. Over a billion people moved to find 
friendlier living spaces. Numerous attempts of managing weather and cli-
mate on Earth fell through or in some cases, even caused more damage. One 
such example was the idea to install mirrors in space, which would provide 
shade over certain areas. A sudden asteroid rain bashing the mirrors in 2114 
changed the Earth’s orbit into a massive landfill of debris.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
The sun was setting into the redness, casting its light on the greenish 92-

storey skyscraper of a vertical farm. The latter provided fruit and vegetables 
for as much as 15,000 city people. That was the only building that could be 
seen from the school hall where two figures of nearly identical outlines were 
standing in suspense.  

“Just a little bit longer, just a little bit ...” Ayar said through his teeth, while 
Axar nervously stood behind his back, clenching his fists and sweating like 
hell. A good thing was that his new outfit allowed sweat to quickly evapo-
rate or else his back would have been completely wet.  

The twins stared at the virtual screen where colours and different patterns 
melted into one another, creating rainbow images. Three of the blotches 
started to resemble human shapes. The boys knew those were their futuri-
ans. They had not let Anya to be there when they would summon their fu-
turians, as they did not know anything about their abilities or their inten-
tions, let alone their way of thinking.  

However, the curious girl would not have them really drive her away. 
From the corner of the hall which was now empty, as team Panama had com-
pleted their training for the day, she peeked at the screen, biting on a nail 
from time to time.   

“Come on, come on ...” she whispered but the boys could not hear her 
despite their advanced sixth sense. They were totally rapt in the heavily 
anticipated arrival of the three futurians. That was enabled by artificial in-



telligence which had been developed merely a year ago, though it had not 
been tested yet whether it could also be used to summon futurians. Thus 
far, it had only been used in summoning hystorians. Nevertheless, people 
who had written the law on virtual travels had left the respective article 
rather loose in case they would have shortly undertaken such testing. They 
had known—or at least relied on the fact—that ordinary people simply 
would not have dared to invite futurians on their own, the reason being 
the huge yet ordinary human complex each currentian had, that is, they 
considered themselves invincible and the most competent people alive. 
But just as new generations brought with them new virtual systems, so 
new generations were brought to life, having new systems which were ei-
ther inborn or installed into them. Lawmakers surely had not envisioned 
a youth which would be as inquisitive as Generation A actually was.  

With energy accumulating in the virtual screen and the images of now 
recognisable people becoming increasingly clearer, the hall went completely 
dark and than bright as daylight, and then dark again. Every sound was de-
voured by silence that was not human. The three Atoms held their breath 
and the boys instinctively took a step back from the screen. Anya’s futurian 
stepped out of the screen. She was dressed in black from top to toe, and her 
outfit looked as if it had grown entirely on her skin. Her bright blue eyes 
darted across the hall and everyone got a strange feeling as if their minds 
had been shot through.   

Anya who was standing at one end of the hall could not help but make 
a wheezing sound. The twins looked at her, while Ayar, in an instinctively 
protective way, hissed, “Hey!” Anya ran immediately to him and grabbed 
hold of his hand. Her future self obviously did not realise entirely where she 
was, as she stood among the three, looking at her hands which were covered 
in dark stuff.     

Within less than a second, Ayar’s futurian jumped out of the screen 
shouting out, “Mya! Mya!” When he found himself next to his beloved who 
had just been pulled—so it seemed—way back into the past, he instinctively 
turned towards three possible assailants and put his hands up, ready for 
combat. The black stuff on his hands moved to form a number of razor-
sharp tentacles. When the three currentians saw that, they immediately took 
a step back. Mya which was obviously the name of Anya’s futurian ran be-
hind her loved one. Notwithstanding the situation, Anya thought to herself 
how nice it was to see that Ayar and she were meant for each other, no mat-
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ter the time. Her thoughts were interrupted by the arrival of the third per-
son, Axar’s futurian who flew from the screen directly onto the floor in front 
of the bunch.   

“Heey!” he shouted, irritated, to break the silence between the trinity 
from 2150 and the futurian couple from 2480. His cry sounded nearly elec-
tronic, though he seemed much weaker than Axar. The latter was almost a 
bit disappointed at his futurian. “Is this what I shall turn into?” he muttered 
to himself, while Anya—partly owing to her anxiety and partly owing to her 
genuineness—burst out laughing.   

“Who are you, people?” Mya asked gently and Anya became instantly se-
rious, recognising her scared self within Mya.  

“Hello, I’m Anya,” she said holding out her hand. Mya looked at the hand 
strangely and retreated back behind her boyfriend. He moved forward. 
“These are our hystorians,” Ayar’s futurian noted. His tentacles were now 
completely gone, and he bowed courteously. “I’m Mey,” he said. “And I’m 
Mex,” said the last of the newcomers, Axar’s futurian, bowing like Mey be-
fore him.  

“Thanks for saving us,” Mya said oozing sincerity, while her light blue 
eyes turned nearly white. “They look as if water was talking from them,” 
Anya thought to herself.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
“People, do you have any idea what you started in the twenty-second 

century?” Mex said and took a sip of a green ice-cold liquid from a really 
thin glass. Freezy was a popular drink launched at the beginning of the 
twenty-second century by one of the largest corporations in beverage pro-
duction. The drink was a fresh mixture of healthy hops and herbs with 
added vitamins.   

What Mex was referring to, as he reproached the three hystorians, was the 
discovery which was made in 2136. Up until then, scientists had endeav-
oured to connect the theory of quantum physics—which dealt with the be-
haviour of matter in tiny realms which were smaller than atoms—with the 
theory of relativity which was introduced at the beginning of the twentieth 
century by the famous scientist Einstein. In 2136, they finally managed to 
develop and experimentally prove the Theory of Everything. Thus, humans 
were finally able to grasp the correlation between gravity and quantum 



physics. Furthermore, that discovery facilitated the understanding of the uni-
verse and its relations to other parallel universes. Later on, that would rep-
resent the basis for experiments conducted throughout the twenty-fifth 
century. It was then that people were able to open special wormholes which 
provided access to other universes. They soon realised that they could use 
those wormholes to draw energy from other universes. When they started 
doing that—it was roughly at the time whence the three futurians came—
they caused instability in one of the parallel universes. The instability soon 
appeared also in other universes, ours included. All of a sudden, wormholes 
started to appear, gobbling up objects and people. As a result, many living 
beings suddenly disappeared without a trace. Some say they went to Never, 
a special steady state of all universes.    

“This is great!” Mey beckoned with his empty glass, upon which a small 
round android came sliding to him and poured another drink from his core.   

“These hystorian androids are downright nostalgically fantastic!” Mya 
laughed.  

“Nostalgically fantastic? We’ve only had them for about a year,” Anya 
grinned. “You should see the old ones; they occasionally spilled the drink 
while serving it.”  

“Well then, what is life like just before the beginning of the twenty-sixth 
century?” Axar said seriously.  

“You don’t want to know, dude,” Mey said, taking another sip.  
“Or maybe you do; this might change some things,” Mya said. “You know, 

half-way through the twenty-fifth century, that is, thirty years ago in our time, 
travelling through time was prohibited. As it happened, bions had escaped 
into the virtual past too many a time.”    

“Really?” Anya asked in disbelief and continued, “Who on earth are bions?”  
“They are standing right before you,” Mya laughed.  
Their explanation was getting more and more complex and the three A’s 

found it difficult to follow the account of three hundred years of development 
in merely a few seconds.   

Mya noticed that it would be better to save some information for later. 
Hence she said, “Well, speaking of bions and their flights, the latter preferred 
to live in 2200 and 2300 as those were the best of times,” Mya replied and 
bit her lip as if she had said too much.   

“But your generation, Generation A, surely went down in history, no 
doubt about it,” Mey raised his glass, again with a slightly reprimanding un-
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dertone, to undo her lapse without anyone noticing. He and Ayar made a 
toast to each other.  

“What for?” Anya was curious to know. 
The futurian trinity exchanged looks among them. “Maybe tomorrow,” 

Mya sharply replied, while all three turned on their heels and headed towards 
the door of the nice coffee shop by the hall.  

“Where are you...?” Anya started but was stopped by Ayar, “Let them be, 
they must be tired. They will tell that tomorrow.” 

Axar was no that sure. The whole thing was very weird, and besides, he 
noticed that the futurian trinity kept changing their moods. 

“Do you think they know what we are thinking about?” Anya turned to 
the twins who merely shrug their shoulders. Something just did not feel 
right....  

 
Q Q Q  

 
On the outskirts of the city, state-of-the-art human-friendly nuclear power 

plant facilities glistened under the morning sun rays. They were pride and 
joy of human ingenuity and their care for environment, while they also stood 
as a reminder of past nuclear mistakes of humankind.    

In the vicinity of the power plants, robots were working hard in factories. 
Fresh artificial meat, milk, and cheese produced at biological farms in the 
neighbourhood were loaded onto conveyor belts. Any animal in the past 
would have been extremely grateful for the achievements and the machines 
of the present day. 

Conveyor belts transported the products to huge tubes through which 
packaged food and other raw material were moving at a great speed. Such 
systems were called INTRA which stood for Internal Transport. Since they 
were introduced, large trucks or hydrogen transporters, as they were called, 
no longer came into the city.  

Pods, that is, driverless electrical vehicles were used to deliver food from 
INTRA systems to hungry citizens.  

A light beeping sound indicated that waste was being collected. Waste 
was taken to systems called EXTRA which stood for External Transport. 
From there, they travelled a distance of a 100 kilometres in merely six min-
utes. Running along the pipes of the INTRA and EXTRA systems, were su-
per grid cables transporting electrons and cold hydrogen.  
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Thanks to green scenery, people did not even notice such infrastructure, 
though it was a vital part of their lives.   

“The mornings in 2150 are so beautiful!” Mya cheered happily the next 
morning as she ran behind Anya who was walking to school, deep in her 
thoughts. She had not slept a wink.  

“Oh, good morning!” she greeted her futurian, smiling. Mey and Mex 
came running after Mya. Mex grabbed hold of Mya’s hand right a way, and 
Anya thought to herself that he was surely not as shy as his hystorian. Think-
ing of Ayar, she smiled.  

“Yes, they indeed are,” she replied. She wanted to ask about mornings 
in 2480 but the group was joined by Ayar and Axar.  

“Hello, company!” they greeted. They, too, had not been able to sleep 
much the past night. The three futurians did not greet back; besides not shak-
ing hands any more, people in the future apparently no longer greeted each 
other either. 

“So you need us to beat your opponents,” Ayar was boldly interrupted by 
his futurian May.   

“I won’t even ask how you know this,” Ayar smiled at him.  
“We’re up for it!” Mya jumped cheerfully. “In return, you three can go back 

to 2480 instead of us!” That took away their breath. Anya instantly felt frozen.   
“Well ...” Axar started to break the silence, but the reaction that followed 

was something that even he—despite his exceptional ability of foreseeing 
things that were about to happen—could not see coming.  

“This was neither a question nor a condition,” Mey said, his slightly elec-
tronic voice reverberating. Obviously, his electronic components were stirred 
whenever he was aggravated, though one could not see that with the other 
two futurians. 

“You have brought us into the present time, and though nobody has 
forced you to do so, you do realise that a certain balance has to be main-
tained. It’s as simple as that,” Mex added. He, too, sounded more sinister 
than the evening before. In fact, Ayar recalled that he had seemed completely 
helpless the evening before. 

The best thing at that point would have been to lead the discussion as the 
futurians had planned. The fact was that the trinity from the present was not 
aware of the powers their future versions possessed. Perhaps the indication 
at the edge of the screen the evening before had been right after all, though 
Ayar could not believe that the overall power of three newcomers exceeded 
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600 megawatts, and he thought that the virtual time-travel system had gone 
crazy for a moment due to overload.  

“We understand, but could we first complete our first training session 
and then see how it goes?” Axar asked in a calm voice, easing the situation. 
Axar had the ability to give people what they wanted in a way that he actu-
ally had the last word, though others believed they had come out winning.   

The three futurians did not reply to that. Mex was easily whistling to him-
self and t went after Mey who had entered the school building a while ago. 
Mya, on the other hand, was nowhere to be seen. Currentians did not realise 
that the black close-fitted outfits that futurians wore enabled the latter to 
jump into a parallel world unknown to people in the present. It was there 
that Mya had gone. As that was something that was not permitted in 2480, 
she had to go to town on it.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
In 2380, many decades after the time our story is set in, a Korean scientist 

by the name of Sang Hu Kim developed special molecular robots he named 
Catomics (the word itself derives from claytronics; Claytronic + Atom = 
Catom). Those molecular robots, unlike their earlier and fairly primitive ver-
sions, were able to form extremely thin and diverse shapes. They came in 
black, but were able to change colour. They were exceptionally good at con-
necting one another’s powers of thinking, thus enhancing the latter by mu-
tual interworking. Sang Hu kept his discovery well hidden from the public 
eye. However, one day, his assistant borrowed the clothes and dressed him-
self in catomics. He walked the streets, surprising unsuspecting passers-by. 
Some first thought he was a new synthetic creature, while others turned pale, 
seeing in him an alien. The black freak wandered the streets, changing its 
face to mimic the astonished expressions of passers-by. When the latter 
stared back in equal curiosity and surprise the freak’s face suddenly trans-
formed into a huge monster’s gullet. People ran away in panic, while cov-
ers of virtual news media continued to feature pompous news of some un-
usual black apparition. The whole thing went so far as to require police to 
send patrols on the streets. Two days later, the scoundrel was finally caught. 
Sang Hu later made his discovery public and as a sign of apology—though 
he in fact had nothing to do with those events—he developed special suits 
people could use while doing various chores and in harsh conditions. 



Catomics thus became part of human lives, accompanying them everywhere 
they went. Mya, Mey, and Mex wore catomic outfits as well.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
The virtual news media announced that the Cairo mission comprising 

a mixed crew of androids and humans had successfully completed the con-
struction of an underground base on Mars’ moon Phobos. Underground 
bases were vital due to radiation and asteroid rain which could easily pierce 
fragile human bodies or damage equipment. The virtual field featured 
smiling faces of crew members, with Mars in the background. Behind 
them, the first of the cargo ships lifted and set off on a few-minute ride to 
Mars. People on Earth looked at each other happily, pleased with yet another 
triumph of mankind and technology.    

But they soon got serious, seeing the newest footage of sea-flooded land 
in Bangladesh, Florida, the Netherlands, Northern Italy, and a number of 
other places across the globe. Nearly ten thousand souls worldwide had left 
their homes that day. And another ten thousand followed the next day. And 
another ten thousand a day after that.... Virtual news of the American 
Union each day featured similar footage, warning viewers of the folly of their 
environmentally unaware predecessors, while at the same time inciting tol-
erance and help to those less fortunate at the time. The grave silence of sad-
dened faces watching the news in the air was interrupted by a shrill sound.  

“Pheeeew!” Team Panama whistled when the Atoms with their team 
members from the virtual world entered the hall where they used to practice.   

“Am I seeing this right?” Api trilled, while Anina bumped into Anya on 
purpose. Aman, just like Axar, looked at the newcomers distrustfully.   

“You decided to use your futurians!” Anina said scornfully yet with slight 
concern. “I didn’t realise something like this was possible.” 

“Well, it is,” Mey hissed boldly, while Mya banged into Anina, just like 
she had earlier into Anya. Anya thought to herself that her futurian and her 
chosen one were far more daring compared to herself and Ayar. If she no 
longer feared what the results of FIST would be, she definitely did worry 
about the outcome of the whole feat. Although she loved travelling, she 
somehow did not fancy the year 2480. In particular because their new ac-
quaintances did not wish to say much about it but also because they wanted 
so desperately to stay in the future, that is, hers and Ayar’s present.   
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“Let’s go!” Mey yelled, the electronic sound of his voice kicking in again. 
Mex and Mya jumped at Api and Anina as under built-in orders, while Mey 
focused his attention on Aman. In the meantime, Schwarzy—which was a pet 
name of the Panama Team for their hystorian Arnold—, Chuck Norris, and 
the legionnaire were merrily raising their glasses filled with Freezy. Each time 
they took a sip, they got brain freezes, which they found terribly amusing.   

“Team Panama, charge!” Aman let out a howl that nearly made his 
brothers-in-arms’ blood freeze. They used their skills to attack Anya, Ayar, 
and Axar, catching them totally unprepared. In the first part of FIST, the 
Atoms focused on the intellect or better, on outsmarting Team Panama by 
their choice of virtual team members, and dedicated less time to practice for 
the final combat. In fact, they had not managed to find time to train at all. 

While Anya hid behind her hands just before Chuck Norris flew scream-
ing at her, Ayar unsuccessfully confronted Schwarzy. Axar, on the other hand, 
was somehow managing to defend himself against the blows of the le-
gionnaire. But the three were not at the mercy of their assailants for long. 
In no time, their futurians kicked the asses of the original Team Panama who 
were left lying on the floor, moaning, and rushed to help their hystorians. It 
was not long before the virtual Team Panama was left lying on the floor as 
well. The futurian trinity overpowered them by entering their minds and 
reading their planned blows and swerves, so the former were always a step 
ahead, regardless of the intentions of the latter.  Virtual Atoms nodded con-
tentedly and left the hall. A couple of students who had entered a minute 
earlier stared at what was happening in surprise. Professor Nitro appeared 
in the door right after them. It was immediately clear to him that Team Atom 
and Team Panama have just had their first fight.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
Late afternoon turned into dusk. Synthetic trees and road edges started 

to emit gentle light, though the beat of the city was far from stopping.  
About a hundred metres above ground, a group of young couples in two-

seater ROCEs was rushing downtown to a concert of the band Anima & An-
imus which was on its tour. Four million visitors had come to indulge in the 
choreography and musical virtuosity inside a giant 320-metre high am-
phitheatre. Those that had not made it to the concert could have bought a 
virtual ticket which ensured them a spot among real concertgoers. The 



only difference was that perception-wise, their experience would resemble 
watching the concert from a short distance. The sounds from the concert 
could be heard far away at the outskirts, where Team A was sitting by the 
school building, chatting with their future selves.      

Anya looked at Mya and asked her like she were a small schoolgirl, “Mya, 
please tell me who bions really are.”   

Mya thought for a couple of seconds and then took hold of Anya’s hand. 
“You know, people were forced to change if they were to survive on this 
planet, and even more so because of life in space where we will have to go 
someday in the far future.” The concerned faces of the three Atoms from the 
present got really serious upon hearing what Mya had just said. They re-
membered that people who lived in space at the time had to consume spe-
cial bionic synthetics which were sort of molecular drinks that maintained 
their bodily functions normal under reduced gravity conditions.     

“Well, human development, among other things, claimed the expansion 
of human brain capacity,” Mey continued in a slightly friendlier voice.    

“The brain we have is synthetic, but this does not make us robots or an-
droids as the ones you have in your world,” Mex added. “People have found 
a way to upgrade their brains, all the while maintaining their emotions and 
creativity,” he continued further.  

Mya still held Anya’s hand in hers, “And since our bodies have changed, 
we took up a new name, bions, the successors of people.”  

“But are you human?” Anya asked innocently. 
“Of course we are! Well, at least on the outside,” Mya laughed.  
“But I still don’t understand why you don’t wish to go back to your 

world,” Anya asked tentatively but she obviously went too far with it, as Mya 
released her hand at that instant and gave her that cold look which the fu-
turian twins had in their blue eyes the whole time.   

“You’ll see,” Mey replied in her stead. In a second, the virtual trinity dis-
appeared. They went to enjoy themselves in the parallel world they had only 
managed to have a glimpse at earlier that morning and which held promise 
of a few new adventures.   

Once they were positively certain that they were alone, Ayar, Axar, and 
Anya formed a huddle.  

“There’s no way we’re going to 2480!” Axar hissed.  
“Of course not,” Ayar replied thinking of a plan that would help them 

send the futurian trinity back to the future once FIST has come to an end.  
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“And just how will we do this?” asked Anya who was obviously able to 
see what he was thinking about.  

“The same way we have always got hystorians back into their world, the 
only difference being that for the futurians to go back into the virtual screen 
we will need to ... well ...”   

“… use force,” Ayar completed his brother’s sentence.  
“Yes, and we should do this before they can read our minds and see what 

we are up to!” Anya asserted.  
 

Q Q Q  
 
“Good morning, professor Nitro,” Mya greeted the professor daunt-

lessly, almost as if she was flirting with him. Professor Nitro was astonished. 
According to the rules of behaviour in and out of school, which were made 
clear to all, any relationship between a professor and a student would result 
in the professor being reprogrammed. That was a new method in neu-
romedicine, where a brain chip or implant was used to balance one’s be-
haviour. Children’s rights in the twenty-second century occupied by far the 
most important place. For that reason, the virtual member of Team Atom 
gave him a scare.    

“Good morning,” he replied shyly. His usual vigour had faded away in-
stantly. That also propelled him to the headmistress’ office.  

“Hello, Nitro!” headmistress Ofeliya kindly, though slightly surprised, 
greeted professor who timidly slipped into her office, acting as if he was try-
ing to hide behind the large glass door separating her office from the hallway. 
As a true democrat, Ofeliya wanted everyone—students and professors 
alike—to feel welcome in her office any time. The room in fact had no walls 
at all, just glass panels which coloured whenever she wanted some privacy. 
She only had to clap twice and the glass turned different colours melting into 
one another with flickering rainbow effect. On one side of the office there was 
a hallway, while the other side opened a view of the vast world in the twenty-
second century. The first building that caught the eye of an observer was the 
school hall where two teams were getting ready for the great FIST contest.   

Professor Nitro turned to her, putting his pointer finger over his mouth 
as if to tell her to be quiet. Ofeliya burst out laughing.  

“But anyone can see you, Nitro,” Ofeliya laughed and beckoned to stu-
dents going past her office along the large white school hallways. A slide show 



of virtual images was displayed on the walls, featuring anything from his-
torical events—one image, for example, showed a scene from Panama where 
human rights continued to be violated—to the achievements of modern so-
ciety, such as the virtual link between the present and the past. The link was 
depicted as a long shiny pipeline surrounded by white and blue waves of 
plasma, the ends of which were somewhat blurred. A two-way connection was 
still impossible at the time, so currentians could only bring hystorians into the 
present but they could not yet travel back to the past themselves. So, they did 
not even dare to think of a connection with the future. For that reason, the 
venture of Team Atom to use futurians as their co-competitors in FIST 
seemed that much more incredible. But not forbidden. Well, at least not yet.  

“Ofeliya, something isn’t right!” professor Nitro hissed the headmistress’ 
way, upon which she clapped her hands twice, turning the walls of her of-
fice rainbow.   

“What’s wrong?” she asked seriously. Being a headmistress was no walk 
in the park, as students could remove her from the position any time by sim-
ply casting votes.   

“I think that Atoms, that is, one of our FIST teams ...” professor started 
to be interrupted by the headmistress, “I know who they are. What have they 
done?” she was all tense.  

“… I think they have summoned their futurians to compete with them as 
their virtual team members,” he concluded anxiously.  

Ofeliya sat down in her large virtual chair she occasionally used to take 
her to her favourite land that no longer existed at the time, namely, to the 
far Antarctic, among ice and sea. There, her chair turned into a comfortable 
deckchair, while she was an easy-going tourist observing polar bears mov-
ing past her, though in fact, polar bears had been extinct for decades, so one 
could only see them in special wildlife parks.   

“Ofeliya, do you hear me? I believe they are ...” 
“I heard you!” the headmistress was getting a bit impatient herself. Ever 

since man first found a way to interfere with the virtual past, she knew that 
interfering with the virtual future was only a question of time. However, she 
also knew that the latter was slightly riskier and more dangerous than the 
former. But she could not imagine that any of the students from her school 
would be connected with it.  

“The worst thing is that it is forbidden!” professor Nitro raised his voice.  
Ofeliya gazed through the glass wall which blocked outside views, though 
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people inside the office could see out. The trinity that professor Nitro had 
just talked about went past her office. One of the twins—Mex to be more ex-
act—turned to her somewhat creepily and made a V-sign with his fingers in 
greeting, as if he were mocking that kind of representation of peace. Ap-
parently, Mex could see inside the headmistress’ office.    

“What shall we do?” she asked her colleague of several years.  
“First, we need to call the Atoms,” he said decisively and bumped into a 

chair opposite Ofeliya’s desk.  
 

Q Q Q  
 
“What were you thinking?” the headmistress raised her voice at Anya, 

Axar, and Ayar. She had never before raised her voice at a student, but that 
time, she was anything but calm.    

“Ofeliya …,” professor Nitro said in a slightly lower voice, tying to calm 
her down. He did not wish to make the issue some kind of a scientific drama 
where the school and he, as FIST coordinator and initiator, would have to 
deal with problems of epic proportions.   

“We realise what we have done,” Axar said confidently.  
“…and we already have made a plan to take our futurians back home,” 

Ayar completed his brother’s sentence. The twins always acted in accord and 
harmony beyond belief, in particular when they were called to such an ac-
count, which normally involved their parents sitting opposite them. Anya 
loved that immensely.  

“I’m all ears,” the headmistress said with a slightly sarcastic undertone 
though still impatiently.   

“Once FIST is over, we plan to open our virtual wormhole and push the 
futurian Atoms into it,” Anya said, stepping forward. She did not want the 
boys to be the only two in the spotlight, when she was actually the one who 
had suggested summoning their virtual team members.    

“Hence with force?” professor Nitro said bluntly, and Team Atom nodded.   
“Well, I guess you’ll need help with that,” he said resigning himself to 

the fact that the problem they were probably about to face needed to be solved 
rationally. After meeting Mya earlier that morning, it was very clear that 
things would not go too smoothly.    

“OK then. Tell us what you need,” headmistress Ofeliya turned in her vir-
tual chair towards the trinity. 
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“Mhm,” Axar hummed and continued in a very low voice, as if he were 
afraid to say it out loud, “We need five gigawatts of power.” For a moment 
he fidgeted, looking at the professor and the headmistress anxiously. “This 
equals the power demand for our entire quarter,” the headmistress reasoned 
out loud. “We only have one chance,” Ayar jumped in, “We need to direct all 
power from the super grid into the virtual wormhole for approximately ten 
seconds.” 

Professor Nitro started coughing as if something had stuck in his throat. 
The headmistress made a quick move to settle his cough. “Do you realise 
we can cause massive damage with this? What about traffic, our transport 
systems or computer network?” professor Nitro asked, irritated and con-
cerned at the same time. Anya and Ayar jumped up as one, “We do have grid 
energy storage! We just need to make sure it doesn’t explode due to energy 
surplus.”  

 
Q Q Q  

 
After one and a half days of non-stop intense training, with Team Atom 

continuously beating Team Panama, it was obvious that the twins together 
with Anya and their futurian team mates would probably become grand 
champions of the final combat. The twins were fast learners, repeating Mey’s 
and Mex’s moves, though the latter used also their catomic capes in com-
bat. Mya, on the other hand, was extremely skilled at baffling her opponents 
by jumping into the parallel world to avoid harsh blows and returning back 
to the same spot to see her opponents trying to grasp where she had disap-
peared. Anya laughed a lot, though she was truly concerned about how their 
time with the three futurians would end. Panama Team was visibly ex-
hausted from the very beginning.  

High school students and their peers from smaller city schools clapped 
their hands excitedly, cheering and stomping their feet whenever the fight 
got really tense. The general atmosphere of excitement made their tattoos 
part from their heads and fly trough the room filled with energy and then 
land back on the heads they had come from. The outfits moved around stu-
dents in slight waves. A spontaneous smile sneaked onto Ofeliya’s face as 
she was observing the whole thing from under the rooftop of the athletics 
hall. Despite everything, everyone somehow managed to overcome the gen-
eral sombre feeling and concern in the aftermath of the vast hurricane, and 





she knew that students would bring that positive energy into their homes 
and to their families. That had always been the case. 

“Anya, watch out!” Axar cried out in frenzy, seeing Anina who was 
standing behind Anya, brandishing a round hammer as if to hit her. If she 
had, that could have been fatal.    

Anya turned and rushed against Anina’s head as if she were to fly, pro-
pelled by the PA she had put on earlier that morning. The students, visibly 
excited, gave her a round of applause.  

When Anina was just about to strike, Mya came rushing wildly from be-
hind her and by extending her two arms in the black outfit gently grabbed 
the sides of Anina’s head and immediately released her. Anina seemed as 
if in a trance, as Mya’s touch had left her completely disoriented and con-
fused. She was looking around her like she was a little girl, when Api 
rushed to her strenuously waving his arms in front of her until she came 
round. Mey who fought with him earlier and Mya laughed at the scene. They 
could not help themselves; those hystorians and their limited abilities were 
really hilarious. 

Behind them, Mex knocked down huge Schwarzenegger who was left 
howling on the floor. When Mex pressed one of his razor-sharp tentacles to 
his throat, the latter shut up. Without hesitation, Mex used his other two ten-
tacles to bring down the legionnaire coming at him from behind. The lat-
ter landed on his side. And since Chuck Norris had been lying on the floor 
under Mya’s feet for quite a while, the audience suddenly stood up and ap-
plauded spontaneously, glorifying the winning team, the Atoms.  

That was a sign for Axar, Ayar, and Anya—as well as for Panama Team 
which was totally exhausted—to gather up their strengths and turn them to-
ward the futurians who were bowing to the cheering audience triumphantly 
and proudly. Blinded by pride, they failed to pay attention to predicting the 
intentions and reading the minds of their hystorians, both of which were di-
rected against them. 

“Noooooow!” professor Nitro cried turning towards them the virtual 
screen he had turned on a minute earlier, linking it with the year 2480. Out-
side, sparks were jumping between buildings and the unbearable sound in-
dicated that the energy storage was about to explode. The vibrations nearly 
made it dance, and passers-by ran away from the shaking box the size of a 
small house. Full-charged cables led to the virtual wormhole which was be-
ginning to turn into the eye of a hurricane.   
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The futurians were so much overcome by pride that their susceptibility 
with regard to anticipating future events was compromised, and thus, they 
were totally unprepared for the joint attack of their hystorians and the de-
feated Team Panama. All of a sudden, they found themselves in the air, with 
their opponents—who had secretly put on extra PAs merely a second ear-
lier—charging at them. Before they could realise it, they were shoved back 
into their home which on screen appeared as surrounded by strange white-
ness. Professor Nitro who had a peak into the screen from afar, did not wish 
to imagine what was the cause of the whiteness and what environmental sins 
humanity had or better would have caused by 2480.   

“Noooo!!!” Mya wailed desperately. Mey who realised there was no other 
way to protect her grabbed hold of her hand. Mex, with his head down, sur-
rendered to the energy wave that took them back home. The energy storage 
unit jumped a little bit more and then continued operating in its normal 
rhythm. There was a great sense of relief among people who witnessed the 
event with their faces completely pale. 

 
Q Q Q  

 
“Congratulations, Atoms! And good job, Team Panama,” professor Ni-

tro toasted with a glass of Freezy, while headmistress Ofeliya youthfully whis-
tled through her fingers, which propelled the entire audience from the 
stands into the auditorium. Team Atom—the remaining half of it—and 
Team Panama raised their glasses filled with green drink, while Chuck Nor-
ris and Schwarzi did a mini circle dance with the legionnaire clapping his 
hands right next to them. Wild electronic music filled the hall, coming from 
invisible speakers, and students danced. The most ardent among support-
ers lifted first Anya and the twins in the air, and then, for the sake of en-
couragement, also Anina, Api, and Aman. Nobody noticed when the three 
hystorians–Chuck Norris, Schwarzi, and the legionnaire—returned to their 
world. They had been escorted to the virtual screen by professor Nitro, who 
shook their hands, thus leaving—without any of them feeling anything—a 
permanent FIST tattoo on their hands. It was a special symbol composed 
of a screen, an android, a sword, and a fist, whereby the first two images 
stood for artificial intelligence and progress and the other two represented 
combat, which was what FIST was all about. He sincerely hoped that was 
the very last FIST competition on the globe.    



Q Q Q  
 

THE LAST and THE FIRST DAY OF THE STORY  
When Axar and Ayar entered the classroom the next morning, their class-

mates rose from their chairs and gave them another round of applause for 
their FIST victory the previous day. The classroom, like the hallway, was filled 
with virtual images showcasing moments from history. At about the same 
time, Anya was receiving the same welcome in her classroom. Suddenly, ev-
erything went completely black before Axar’s eyes, as he noticed Mex, Mey, 
and Mya sitting behind the group of fellow students giving standing ovations 
to him and his brother. He did not realise when he had burst out of the class-
room and out of the school, let alone notice that Ayar was hot on his heels. 
His head echoed and his thoughts intertwined. But above all there was fear 
that the furious trinity—which he did not know how on earth was able to re-
turn to 2150 without their help—would send him, his bother, and Anya to 
the year 2480. He was trying to communicate that mentally to Ayar but the 
latter could not decipher his message instantly, partly due to the sudden re-
action of his twin and partly to the fact that with the help of the PA—which 
they had put on just in case—they were able to run extremely fast. When 
Axar jumped onto the main road used by electric vehicles, Ayar was even less 
able to read what his brother was trying to convey through his mind, fear-
ing for his brother’s safety. He did not know whether Axar was able to see 
properly without his virtual contact lenses. They had decided that morning 
not to use those for the day, as they had had enough virtual games for a while.  

“Axar, Axar!” Ayar ran screaming after his brother.  
“Axar, have you gone mad? Wait!” he cried again. 
At that instant, a huge virtual hole opened before them, spreading like 

a virus over buildings and streets all the way to their school. Before they 
knew it, they were inside the hole with Anya flying next to them towards the 
wormhole. Though it was spreading across a vast area, the hole had only 
swallowed the three of them and then disappeared even faster than it had 
appeared. People who looked frightened and surprised at what was hap-
pening merely a minute earlier now seemed as if awaken from a trance, and 
they continued with their daily routines. Meanwhile, there were three new 
students at the high school Axar, Ayar, and Anya had attended.  
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It was the year 2300 and the world was threatened by climate changes 
no man had ever known before. While on the one hand, islands, coastal 
towns or densely populated areas continued to disappear due to rising sea 
levels, desserts continued to expand on the other. Notwithstanding human 
reforestation efforts, the dividing line between forest and steppe was be-
coming less and less distinct. Trees and other plants appeared numb, as if 
they were loosing their vigour and catching their breath. The air was in-
creasingly saturated with carbon dioxide, a synonym for human past con-
duct in relation to the environment and for greenhouse gases that had led 
the Earth of the twenty-first century to a hot future. Dead plants and soil that 
had been frozen for thousands of years released massive quantities of 
methane which in turn formed large quantities of carbon dioxide. In some 
areas, the concentration of the latter increased to such extent that people 
started to have headaches, some started losing their eyesight, they became 
exhausted, and some of them even died of it. People were forced to make 
huge changes so as to be able to maintain normal oxygen levels. That re-
sulted in massive use of synthetic plants which thrived well in harsh envi-
ronment and produced the so needed oxygen.    

Melting of huge amounts of ice resulted in the quantity of fresh water in 
the north seas increasing considerably. The once sea currents of the Atlantic 
which had been caused by the difference in salinity, now settled. Cold air and 
ruthless winds replaced tepid breeze. After 150 years of continuous floods 
and restless climate, the eastern and the northern parts of the American 
Union as well as the northern and the western parts of the United States of 
Europe were facing a new climate change, namely, a new ice age.   

ANDY  
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Q Q Q  
 
 The wind was playing with sand dunes, whirling the yellowish brown 

sand. An avenue of dead trees moved to the rhythm of the wind and it looked 
as if the fragile tree trunks were about to break in two. The artificial colour 
of the sky in combination with the usual blue haunted a lone cloud which 
happened to end up over the landscape. Far in the distance, a now deserted 
town was rising from the sand dunes like a ghost, howling into the desert 
whenever strong winds swept through it. Opposite it, feeble sun rays were 
casting a shadow of a living being on the bleak sand dunes. Next to it, blue 
plasma was undulating around the motionless shrunk body. Suddenly, as if 
it gave life, the body shook and the blue glow around him disappeared in an 
instant.    

The boy opened his heavy eyelid. His head rang. When he lifted himself 
up and looked around, he realised he had been lying on hot sand which was 
the only thing that surrounded him, with the exception of the desert mon-
ster, that is, the ghost town wailing sadly in the wind. He found himself in 
the middle of the Gobi Desert, which in 2300 spanned across nearly all Mon-
golia and the majority of China’s territory. But that was not the only catas-
trophe that had struck that area. As a result of human activity, the sky was 
crammed with countless parts that obstructed sun rays. The situation 
reached rock bottom in 2286 due to a large number of volcano eruptions in 
Kamchatka. The sky above Mongolia, the Democratic Russian Republic, and 
a large part of the developed China seemed like it was clad in a dark coat. 
Many real plants never recovered after that.   

“Heeey! Is anybody there?” the boy cried in a high-pitched voice. He 
looked an eight-year-old, yet he did not seem scared at all.  

“Hm,” he sighed and looked around him. He sharpened his eyesight by 
approximating the field of view that was a hundred kilometres away to 
merely two centimetres. He slowly turned around, examining the vast 
desert land which was the only thing next to the warm gentle breeze that sur-
rounded him. Nothing. Not a soul. Not even his infrared vision could detect 
a living creature. He was only able to sense some kind of electromagnetic 
waves coming from beyond the sky, that is, from the Earth’s orbit.  

The little boy looked up. The single lone cloud was no longer there and 
he stared into the blue with speckles of unusual yet extremely intriguing 
colours. “Hm,” he sighed again, his voice reflecting the feeling of not know-
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ing what to do though one could also sense determination to go and look for 
answers.   

After having examined the desert once again, he looked to the ground. 
Finally!  

The boy suddenly ran to his right, his face splitting into a wide smile. He 
was the only one who knew what that look had just revealed. He saw that 
to his right, there was an ancient industrial and residential settlement of Chi-
nese and Mongolian workers, which meant that there were still some 
chances to live and survive in the land which was no longer populated. 

 
Q Q Q  

 
 He saw a tiny silhouette on the horizon and noticed that it lifted its feet 

above the desert sand with such ease, with clouds of sand swirling behind 
it. Hardly any creature would be capable of something like that at the speed 
of sixty kilometres per hour, with the sand swallowing feet just for the fun 
of it. The boy who was hardly tired thought about history, imagining past im-
ages of places he once would have seen on his journey. The creepiness of the 
dead nature surrounding him made those images seem like a fairy-tale 
world. Whenever the boy rested, blue plasma gently wrapped his body 
without him being aware of it.   

One and a half days into his journey and two thousand kilometres of sand 
dunes later, the boy suddenly stopped before a dead body covered with 
sand. He was confused for he could not feel the biological origin of the body.  

“So this cannot be human,” thoughts raced through his mind.  
“What can it be then?” he asked himself.  
At that same instant he sensed a hint of energy trapped inside it like the 

genie of Aladdin’s lamp. The boy had simply wished that the body under the 
heap of sand would move, and it actually did. A two-metre figure rose from 
sand like a Poseidon, sand pouring off of it and revealing the stature. It was 
a robot soldier, about one hundred and fifty years old. The scars left by time 
and battle revealed fragility of the strong two-metre robot. The boy realised 
he could control it with his thoughts but as he indulged the idea, the robot 
collapsed to the ground, having used up its last electrons, and lay motion-
less on the sand.    

“Oh my, what on earth have they done to you, soldier,” the boy said kneel-
ing down by the body.  
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“Mhm, perhaps it’s better this way. I don’t know what it might have done 
to me, despite the fact that I was able to control it,” the boy thought to him-
self.   

At almost the exact time, a tiny robot named Sting—as his mind had in-
formed him—buzzed in about five metres above the boy and disappeared 
just as fast, heading towards the horizon which radiated in lush green 
colours of an oasis.   

The boy ran after him, crying, “Heey!” 
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As he reached the thick oasis, Sting nearly disappeared behind the 
crowns of tall trees. At first glance, the oasis was composed of sparse trees 
and bushes with some puddles and a water spring in the middle, with an 
incredibly rich dark green forest behind it.    

The boy called out a couple times more. Instead of summoning Sting, 
his cries were responded by dog barking. It seemed that the sounds were 
coming from the thick forest.  

“Hey, doggy, doggy,” he eagerly persisted. Within a matter of seconds, the 
thick forest bushes opened and a brown Labrador retriever ran towards him, 
right across the precious water source. The dog jumped on the boy, knock-
ing him over, and started licking his face while his tail was wagging like crazy 
as a sign of happiness. The boy thought the dog looked as if it had just found 
its long lost lifelong friend or as if it had lived its entire life in those woods. 
He was laughing loudly to his four-legged friend when he suddenly felt the 
presence of someone....  

 
Q Q Q  

 
 “Hello, Charlie, my name is Andy,” the boy greeted the Labrador calmly, 

sitting cross-legged by the water spring. When the dog quenched its thirst 
at the spring, it playfully ran to the boy and bowed, its front legs extended, 
while its rear was jumping restlessly with its tail wagging. That was a sig-
nal that the dog was inviting the boy to play. Andy saw a tiny dog chain 
around the dog’s front paw with the name Charlie on it. When Andy said his 
name out loud, he thought he should have spoken out loud more often, as 
he found out many new things that way. It seemed as if he had forgotten his 
own name and then remembered it.   

“Have you been here for long?” Andy asked his friend who sat on all 
four legs and laid its kind head into the boy’s lap. Realising they would 
not play, the dog figured it could at least cuddle a bit. The boy smiled and 
dozed off. Before he could fell into a deep sleep, nice musical vibrations 
filled his ears. His body was wrapped into a blue plasma glow stroking 
him gently.  

Soon, the dusk turned into a pitch-black night with the darkness so dense 
it blocked out every bit of moonlight. Such nights were Andy’s favourite, as 
he found them comforting. But he had realised that only the day before when 
he first experienced such darkness in the desert. Nevertheless, it had not 



stopped him from pursuing the course he had felt was right and which had 
led him to the oasis where he was at the moment.  

Not far away from him, something stirred behind a large tree. It was a 
tall dark-clad figure which had just descended from the tree. Charlie was not 
upset, as it recognised the scent it had picked up. 

 
Q Q Q  

 
 The forest was bathing in the morning sun. Sun rays dispersed when 

they hit water droplets running down leaves, shining like pearls in front of 
Andy’s eyes. He had just woken up and was about to lift himself up with eyes 
half closed. To his side, he noticed a green cobra-like snake moving swiftly 
and relentlessly towards Charlie. His senses were telling him that it was no 
biological creature, though his defensiveness was as firm as ever. Before the 
snake could do another swirl, Andy grabbed it by the neck with incredible 
speed and thrust it with such force that it made whistling sounds as it flew 
far to the other side of the trees. Charlie only twitched its leg in its sleep and 
than woke up hearing the strange noise of the snake flying through the air.   

“Good morning, my friend. How did you sleep?” Andy greeted the dog 
who shook from head to tail and barked into the forest.   

“Do you want us to go there?” Andy understood Charlie’s sign, but the 
latter had already flashed over the water spring and disappeared into thick 
bushes. Andy ran after him. Luckily he felt no hunger or thirst. His tired-
ness was more a result of having charged his batteries for any unimagined 
adventures that might have been awaiting him that day. He never knew how 
much power he would actually need.   

When the two came running out of the forest, accompanied by chirping 
and croaking sounds of large colourful birds—which Charlie chased here 
and then but did not have the slightest chance of actually catching any—a 
vast green clearing opened before them, with a green lake in the middle. 
Without thinking, the boy jumped into the water followed by the Labrador 
barking loudly and cheerfully. One could hear the boy giggling and laugh-
ing merrily and the brown dog splashing, when all of a sudden, the black 
figure fluttered behind the last tree at the edge of the forest.  

The figure climbed onto the first branch and then straight onto the sec-
ond and the third until it reached the middle of the massive tree, where it 
nestled on a thick branch. The man closed his incredible blue eyes, thus 
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copying his memory and the moments he had just seen and stored in his 
brain onto a database which was located thousands of kilometres away. 
When he opened his eyes, they were nearly white from the effort that was 
required to send and store data long distance. But in a few minutes, the eyes 
turned blue again, just as they had been before.   

When the man climbed down from the tree, the boy and the dog had left 
the lake. Its surface was still rippled as if the swimmers had just come out 
of the water but there was no one there. The black man was certain he would 
find them, so he climbed back up the tree. The thick branch he had sat on 
before seemed like a perfect place to spend the night. He knew that staying 
on ground at night was dangerous for someone with human blood running 
through their veins. But Andy – that was another story....  

 
Q Q Q  

 
 A large fence marked the limits of what used to be a national park ded-

icated to wildlife preservation. Its brittle edges showed signs of old age, while 
the images on the fence were like remnant memories from one hundred 
years ago. At that time, humans had recreated almost every living being that 
had ever walked the Earth. They placed them into specially designed national 
parks where they could live freely. Notwithstanding the efforts, certain areas 
did not survive, owing above all to relentless droughts and harsh conditions 
cast upon the world by vengeful Mother Nature. And then there were vol-
cano eruptions which a couple of years ago had entirely dimmed the area 
which Andy and Charlie occupied.... 

The sound of a dog barking relentlessly was coming from the foothill of 
a nearby mountain, close to the large fence, “Woof, woof! Woof, woof!”  

Andy was woken up by the barking. “Charlie?” he cried out. He knew ex-
actly where to run to.  

“Charlie, Charlie!” he called again, as he came running around the cor-
ner from a massive rock cave in which the two friends had spent the night. 
That night, his dreams had been so vivid Andy was not awaken when Char-
lie got up, though normally, he was stirred by the dog’s every move or even 
a deeper breath.   

Charlie stood before an incredibly large animal. It was a maiasaurus, one 
of the few dinosaur species that took care of their young. The creature 
screeched, facing Charlie who was visibly more beside itself with every 



passing minute and started to jump at the furious dinosaur. Feeling the boy’s 
presence behind its back, the dog felt even more courageous.  

“Charlie, don’t!!!” Andy cried which made Charlie freeze. The boy 
stepped in front of the dog, right before the maiasaurus’ muzzle. He could 
now see the dinosaur’s young who observed the action slightly scared yet cu-
rious from behind its fierce mother.  

It was totally clear to Andy that it was his four-legged friend that had 
caused the commotion, but what was done was done. The situation needed 
to be settled. Andy quickly came to conclusion that fighting the maiasaurus 
might be fatal, not necessarily to him but at least to the Labrador, which was 
something he could not let happen.  

The boy bowed humbly before the animal, while his mind started to emit 
special waves not even Charlie could sense. He slowly moved towards the 
giant until he reached its muzzle. The dinosaur’s uneasy breathing made 
Andy’s body shake every second, and its breath was anything but pleasant. 
Andy carefully moved his hand towards dinosaur’s nostrils, placing it gen-
tly right next to them. “That’s ok, that’s ok. We don’t want to hurt you or your 
baby. Shhhh....” he tried to calm the animal through his mind while bridling 
his fear he felt for the enormous creature. The dinosaur stopped cooing and 
gently tilted its head to the side as if it had heard the boy’s thoughts. When 
the boy made a step backward, slowly grabbing Charlie who backed with 
him, the dinosaur calmed down. No longer occupying its fighting stance, the 
dinosaur descended into a more relaxed pose, turning to its young, and the 
two headed into the distance.      

Andy knelled down before Charlie and wrapped his arms around it, “You 
silly dog!” Charlie was now completely at peace and started licking the boy 
just like nothing had happened at all.   

The black man that was peaking from behind a huge rock the whole time 
smiled contentedly to himself.    

 
Q Q Q  

 
 “Let’s go, Charlie!” Andy called his happy Labrador which was chasing 

duck-billed dinosaurs drinking water from the green river. The dog imme-
diately ran to him.  

“How on earth can you enjoy disturbing others again and again?” Andy 
asked with a smile. He knew that Charlie would never hurt anyone, as he 
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loved chasing animals merely for fun. However, when it came to situations 
such as the one with the maiasaurus, Charlie assumed a fighting stance, 
though it knew that it would be difficult to get out.       

Charlie overheard the question and went off to pursue a new scent he had 
picked. It was that of a large flying dinosaur, a descendant of the species they 
had seen earlier. Luckily, it was already far up in the sky, so the playful dog 
could no longer disturb it. The Labrador returned back to the boy.    

“So, this is where we will stay the night,” the boy pointed to a cave over-
grown with dense leaves. The dog ran into the damp cave amid the damp 
forest. The further they progressed into the cave, the damper and the colder 
it got. And while the boy adjusted to those conditions as they went further, 
the dog’s breath was getting heavier and heavier. That was a sign to Andy that 
the dog needed rest, though he himself could have easily continued.  

Snuggling together, Andy and Charlie fell asleep. The blue plasma ap-
peared again, surrounding the two innocent creatures. With it, Andy re-
gained his energy, while his memory and data were being transmitted in an 
invisible wave to a database at the other side of the continent, the same base 
that stored the data that were consciously sent by the man in black.  

*** 
The sound of cut air spread across the valley, echoing from the slopes of 

the surrounding mountains. Andy and Charlie jumped up from a gentle 
sleep in the cave. High above their heads, they saw black spots in the sky, 
changing course in a harmonious rhythm as they moved above the ground 
as if they were looking for something. Andy fixed his eyes on them, sharp-
ening his focus. He frowned, his face turning dead serious.  

In the meantime, Charlie howled at the sky as if there was a moon above 
him.  

“Easy, boy,” Andy tried to calm it down. He kneeled down to the dog and 
felt its little heart beating wildly. Charlie stopped barking but its eyes were 
still fixed on the sky.  

Andy again focused on the black spots which were now flying directly 
above their heads.  

He had a hunch that the flying objects were planning to conduct an air 
raid on someone, perhaps even them. Definitely those were not animals but 
some sort of aircrafts which were hybrids between airplanes and flying 
saucers, the only difference being they were arrow-shaped. Andy feared they 
might use laser canon. “Oh my, what if they start throwing fusion bombs,” 



Andy thought out loud, and the idea of the entire valley being erased in an 
instant along with all living beings made him shudder.   

The aircrafts flew over the two again. That time they came really close and 
Andy was able to notice, even without sharpening his focus, that they had 
no windows. “It is indeed a military mission,” he said out loud.   

And just as if he could have seen what would happen one minute before 
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it actually did, Andy noticed that the aircraft was about to fire laser shots. In 
a minute, the boy’s skin turned into a mirror-like surface and his body was 
surrounded by a beam of waves. What followed in the next moment was a 
thunder of laser shots. One of them brushed up against Andy who was 
thrown about fifteen metres away. Charlie jumped off to the side and that 
ran towards Andy. A shower of bright lightning lightened the sky for a mo-
ment, and then hit the ground, sending sand flying high up in the air. Andy 
recollected himself quickly and got on his feet. He roughly pushed Charlie 
back into the cave, jumping onto his friend to protect it. At that moment, a 
shower of laser pulses filled up the cave, evaporating rocks, on which the boy 
and the dog had stood on merely a moment ago. Then, the black spots were 
gone, taking away the creepy shrill sound.  

“Shhh…,” Andy whispered to Charlie, the latter still lying still underneath 
the boy’s tiny yet strong body. Charlie knew it was safe, and it licked the boy’s 
face to thank him. Andy could not help but laugh.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
 After having walked for over fifty kilometres the next day, Charlie was 

visibly exhausted, while Andy, increasingly worried, kept looking at the dog 
and all around him, trying to locate a source of water. As it did not seem they 
would find one any time soon, Andy sat on the ground and started digging 
a hole into the earth with all his eight fingers. Less than an hour later, the 
hole was pretty deep, so Andy leaned over and blew hard into it. The hole 
started to open up slowly yet persistently, until ground water was trickling 
before their eyes. Charlie started at it like crazy and quenched its thirst. Andy 
smiled. The face of the man in black who was observing the two from be-
hind a large tree split into a smile as well.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
 A week later, the boy and the dog reached the foot of the mighty moun-

tain ridge Altay, which stretched as a massive barrier beyond their eyes’ 
reach. Andy felt terribly sorry for Charlie who had not eaten anything for the 
past three days and looked completely drained. Nevertheless, Charlie loyally 
followed its friend and guardian. High up in the mountains the two pro-
gressed with difficulty. Frequently, Andy had to pick up his dog and carry it 



for a while. For an observer, such as the hidden man in black, that was ex-
tremely funny to watch, as the tiny boy had to carry a creature that was the 
same size as him or even bigger.   When they finally reached the top of the 
highest mountain and found themselves standing on a steep ledge of the 
mighty mountain range, nearly the whole world was stretching before 
them. Far up to the north, Andy could see how the green of the landscape 
was melting into complete white. Ruthless gushes of freezing cold wind 
made their bodies move back and forth. Andy and Charlie had to descend 
the steep wall to come to the valley on the other side and reach their desti-
nation, the river that was rambling through mountain gorges. A special elas-
tic rope began unwinding from Andy’s right sleeve, which he tied to a rock. 
A section of the outfit covering his left arm transformed into a mesh, which 
Andy used as a basket to lower himself and his dog down the wall into the 
valley. Andy was totally awestruck by his own abilities, which were accom-
panied by numerous data running through his mind. And while his su-
perpowers seemed outstanding, he was in awe of such power, particularly 
in light of the data on fragile and helpless people, which were stored in his 
brains.     

The next day, having overcome many an obstacle and having caught a 
dozen fish for his canine protégé who was finally full, Andy and Charlie were 
resting by the river. The boy’s gaze was fixed to the north, his eyes absorb-
ing the whiteness which was not even remotely as innocent as it appeared 
at first glance. Andy felt the presence of the man in black behind him.    

“Hello, human,” the boy greeted the man standing a few steps behind 
him. Since they have come all the way, the figure came out into the open.  

“Hello, Andy,” the man with protruding blue eyes kindly greeted him 
back. Charlie who had been sitting by the boy cheerfully ran to the man and 
started jumping up and down to welcome him. It really missed him.  

“You knew I was here all along?” said the man and stepped forward.  
Andy turned to him and said, “Yes.”  
“But did you know I would not harm you?” the man asked.  
“No, though I did realise you loved Charlie,” the boy said to the surprise 

of the man in black who was visibly touched by the boy’s reply.    
“That’s true,” the man smiled kneeling to the Labrador who buried its 

head into the man’s chest and face as far as it could.   
“You know Andy, I am your father,” the man continued, “your creator.”  
The boy nodded and then fixed his gaze back on the threatening white-
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ness in the distance. It was all clear now. He was a new version of android 
that would protect the next generation of humans at the onset of a new ice 
age that was approaching with great speed. What he had just gone through 
was in fact a test of his ability to protect a being with lesser abilities, as was 
the case with the Labrador Charlie. The tests had reached their climax with 
the air raid, the objective of which was for Andy to ensure that the being un-
der his protection would survive. However, Andy’s creator had never thought 
that the new android would be able to reach such a level of perfection with 
regard to sensing danger and acting quickly to protect someone. Neither had 
he envisaged he would be capable of indulging the joys of nature together 
with his protégé or better, because of the latter, or that he would ever inno-
cently paddle in the green lake, allowing the dog to fool around, chasing all 
sorts of dinosaurs which were brought back to life in that century by human 
hand. Though his creator had known all along that Andy was superior to all 
androids that had existed thus far, he could never have imagined that by de-
veloping that particular android, he would have outdone three hundred 
years of development in robotics and gone down in the history of mankind, 
provided, of course, humans would survive the new ice age.   
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The new ice age was a serious threat to humankind. In their search for 
solutions, however, people finally managed to get some control over nature 
in 2332 with the re-established sea currents which surprisingly quickly af-
fected the climate changes around the Atlantic Ocean. Thick snow blanket 
started to melt, revealing the frozen land underneath. Naturally, all people 
could not keep pace with such abrupt changes and many saw that as yet an-
other natural catastrophe.  

By means of a complete phase-out of all fuels which in the past had con-
tributed to greenhouse gas emissions, people have managed to drastically 
cut carbon dioxide emissions by the middle of the twenty-fourth century. Of 
course that would not have been impossible without inexhaustible re-
sourcefulness of humans and without new generation fission and later on 
fusion reactors. Energy from fusion power plants was transmitted wirelessly 
up to one hundred and fifty kilometres far. And while solar energy was still 
harnessed for power generation, the sun was increasingly used, among other 
things, for maintaining a certain level of oxygen in the air. In fact, people had 
managed to restore oxygen levels to what they used to be in the past, in par-
ticular thanks to synthetic plants which surrounded buildings and were used 
as decoration and to give the landscape some colour. When necessary, the 
synthetic plants switched their operation mode to provide water from hy-
drogen which they had produced from oxygen and solar energy.   

Well, humankind’s rapid advance was evident in other areas as well. 
Halfway through the twenty-fourth century, people considered the virtual 
world to be nearly equal to real life. Thanks to the quantum chip implanted into 
human brains people could become part of the virtual world, while they could 
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also control the real world with their minds. Furthermore, they could com-
municate through their minds with other people, robots or various appli-
ances. The virtual world was perceived as something real, and people experi-
enced it with all their human senses. Many of them did their job that way. They 
earned virtual money which they could convert into Globes which were the only 
global currency one could use in the real world. Money still had more value in 
the real world compared to the money in the virtual world. Some people still 
commuted to work. The distance to the place of work, which had once been 
very important, was now only a minor issue, even in case people had to com-
mute a thousand kilometres away. Ultra-light airplanes or other means of trans-
port enabled people to travel long distances over extremely short periods of time. 
Such a rapid development and related technologies required enormous 
amounts of energy, which people could provide only by means of highly effi-
cient systems, such as tenth generation fission reactors or fusion reactors which 
were increasingly more established. The magnitude of the virtual world ex-
tended beyond work and education, as it was a vital component of day-to-day 
life of humans, including their free and fun time. People exploited the virtual 
world for economic reasons but also to enrich their experiences.    

 
Q Q Q  

 
The hustle and bustle of the megacity was breaking the monotony of 

huge cone-shaped skyscrapers rising to the sky from the river Thames 
channel which was cut into the landscape of the London city. Some of the 
buildings were under construction, with giant robots clenching them like 
an octopus with a thousand tentacles working in perfect harmony. Work-
ing ROCEs, multi-turbine vehicles which had been used during the last 
century, but were now upgraded with a new drive, transported material and 
load to other robots which worked untiringly, building towering buildings. 
As they ran on fusion power, they could fly and work for several days with-
out stopping. Numerous magmobiles, that is, sphere-shaped floating ve-
hicles drove by soundlessly at several levels, floating at great speed above 
the surface of a magnetodrome, carrying millions of passengers. Those 
were delivered directly to their building or even to the floor on which they 
lived.  

Blue magmobiles carried passengers to residential areas between fiftieth 
and one hundredth floors. That was also where that a twelve-year-old boy Tim 
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lived. He was sitting comfortably in a magmobile armchair, doing his home-
work. Various images which he was recalling and arranging in his mind kept 
appearing on the inside wall of the vehicle. The floor of the vehicle was trans-
parent so it seemed as if Tom was suspended mid air, high above the city. 
Far in the distance he could see the outline of the skyscraper in which he 
lived. The vehicle which merely a moment ago had been attached to others, 
just like a segment of an earthworm, disconnected silently and moved onto 
braking line. Despite heavy breaking that would normally throw anyone from 
their seats, Tom did not even need to hold on to anything thanks to a spe-
cial gyroscopic system installed in the vehicle. It not only ensured stability 



of the passengers aboard the vehicle but could also compensate the inertia 
of the vehicle and the bodies inside it. The vehicle stopped and the door 
opened.   

“Thank you for riding with City Mag. Please take a look at our new ben-
efits programme. For merely fifteen Globes you can enjoy a weekly vacation 
in south Europe. Have a nice day,” the voice of an integrated computer fol-
lowed Tom’s thoughts on his way out. A moment later, Tom was inside his 
building.   

“Hey, mum. I’m home.” Tom shouted entering a transparent apartment 
inside a huge glass building. Opposite the building, there was the largest bio-
farming plant on the island. It produced synthetic food which covered the 
demand of nearly the entire megacity. Tom waited a while but did not get a 
reply, which meant that his mum was out. Again.   

Tom went to the window. Actually, the entire apartment was composed 
of transparent walls. One could see things outside of the apartment as well 
as inside the buildings and other apartments with the exception of one which 
was always dimmed. People living there could see out but nobody could see 
in. Tom lingered for a moment at the glass wall, looking at the hustle and 
bustle and then at the sky. There were hardly any elongated icy clouds left. 
Actually, those looked more like mist than actual clouds. They reminded peo-
ple of the threatening ice age from decades ago.  

A delta airplane with the second generation fusion-based propulsion sys-
tem flew close to the building after having jetted past Tom’s window, which 
had caused slight vibrations. Through his mind, Tom greeted the passengers 
on the airplane, admiring the sites of the megacity. London was in fact the 
second most important city in the British Isles, immediately after their cap-
ital Edinburgh.   

When he lost sight of the plane, Tom turned and moved towards a 
transparent working desk with a floating screen. By gently waving beside it, 
the screen turned on. Tom was now looking at his other home assignments 
which he had neglected for the past two days as he had not felt like doing 
them. Well, he decided he would do as professor Hardman wanted. Mum 
was not home anyway, and again he had no idea when he could see her again 
or whether she would bring home something to eat or not. In such days, not 
even a mental call would do....  

The most urgent homework which he should have already handed in to 
the professor concerned ethics studies and Tom realised he would have to 
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use the Internet to find information on the last criminal act. That was the 
topic he had chosen to write about in that particular seminar paper.  

“The last murder on the Earth was committed in 2329, and the last serial 
killer was captured in 2279. The last case of 6th generation malaria—which 
evolved from common malaria around the year 2280 and had six-fold more 
devastating impact on living organisms—which turned sick people into out-
casts committing criminal acts, such as robbery or theft, occurred in 2233 ...” 
Tom was reading out loud when someone knocked at the door. The doors 
were the only parts of the apartment that were not transparent but were cov-
ered in an opaque milky glaze, so one could see only the silhouette of the vis-
itor through it. Tom slowly trudged to the door, expecting to see mum on the 
other side, though he could not imagine why she would have knocked, and 
saw a boy of his size on the other side. He opened the door trustfully.   

“Hi, I’m Sean, your new neighbour,” the boy on the other side of the door 
greeted him with a wide smile and a bow. Tom bowed courteously back, 
sneaking a peak at the only dimmed apartment in the building.  

“Yes, I live there,” Sean grinned. “You are Tom, aren’t you?” he asked.  
“Yes, how do you know?” Tom asked, to which Sean contentedly pointed 

to the electronic sign on the door of the apartment where he and his mom 
lived, which read “Mandy and Tom”.  

In 2350, people were more or less on a first name basis. The only ex-
ceptions were institutions, such as schools and kindergarten, where people 
still prevailingly referred to each other by their last names for the sake of 
maintaining the necessary adult authority. Furthermore, people in the 
twenty-fourth century went back to using ancient names instead of acronyms 
and abbreviations denoting different types and generations of people. 
Namely, people again strived for equality and equivalence, which they once 
had had but had lost.    

“Of course,” Tom smiled, feeling a bit silly for having asked such a sus-
picious question. And anyway, the boy next door seemed really nice and be-
sides, he had no real company of people his own age. He had always hung 
out at home to be close to his sick mother, but ever since she had been cured, 
she was rarely ever at home....  

As he was thinking, Sean asked him, “Mandy is you mum, right?” Tom 
nodded.  

“I hear she is one of the first people to have been cured of cancer,” Sean 
got slightly more serious. Tom nodded again and added bitterly, “Yes, and 



since then she has decided to really enjoy life, so I don’t see her much. Some-
times she spends two consecutive days sitting in London’s Royal Parks and, 
as she would put it, enjoying the fruits of our planet. On other occasions she 
goes to parties that last all night long and well into the morning. Or she de-
cides on a new boyfriend and thinks that from one day to the next he would 
become the father I have never had....” 

Sean felt discomfort in his peer’s voice so he quickly said, “Hey, do you 
want to go out?”  

“Where to?” Tom raised his brow.  
“Well, outside, around the city. There’s always something fun going on. 

We will surely find something to amuse ourselves,” Sean said again with a 
wide smile.   

Tom was a bit sceptical, as he did not used to go ‘out’ except when he 
went to school, and even then, he was occasionally only virtually present. He 
had never gone out with someone he had just met. But his mum was not 
there anyway, so ...  

Again, Sean had to wake him up from thought. “Come on, it’ll be fun!”  
Tom grabbed his black hooded sports poncho—it was very old, as his 

mum had made it just before she got cancer, but Tom loved it so much that 
he did not mind that the sleeves were too short—and closed the milky white 
door behind him.     

 
Q Q Q  

 
“Where are you going?” Tom asked Sean in the hallway, just a few steps 

from the apartment. “The lifts are here,” he said pointing to three round 
tube-like lifts located in a spiral in the middle of the transparent hallway. 
“Look how deep this is,” Tom was taken aback not being able to see the end 
of the tube.   

“This sucks, let’s take the stairs,” Sean beckoned him with a smile and 
then went through the only black door in the entire building, which Tom had 
never noticed before. “Had they been there all along?” Tom wondered as he 
went after Sean.  

The light from the hallways followed the two figures and went off as they 
moved along them at a fast pace. When Tom went through the door he saw 
they opened into a new hallway which was greyish and seemed more real-
istic, if one could say so, compared to the transparent one. Absorbed in 
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thought, he suddenly noticed a set of transparent stairs which appeared right 
before him. He rushed up the stairs. He wore a new pair of sneakers, the 
kind that released special disks from the soles, whenever the person wear-
ing them would fall or jump or whenever they wanted to go faster. The discs 
helped children to move in the desired direction with five-times more power 
they had on their own, even with their PAs. Though the latter were no longer 
popular, as healthy life with as few add-ons as possible was the underlying 
principle promoted by the society of that time. Naturally, those PAs were not 
the same as the PAs people had known a century ago. The modern ones 
could help a person hover above the surface of the magnetodrome intended 
for pedestrians. The speed of one hundred kilometres an hour would have 
left any of the ancient roller blades aghast.  

“Yeeeeeees!” the echo of Sean’s excited voice resounded, which made 
Tom go promptly after him. He descended the stairs, slightly clumsily at the 
beginning, flapping his arms, but then he gained control of the discs and 
uttered an excited, “Aaaaaaah!”  

 
Q Q Q  

 
Tom was gliding down the stairs smoothly and it seemed as if he was not 

touching the surface at all. He was gaining speed and he became slightly 
anxious whether he would be able to stop at all. Even if he had suffered an 
injury, the local hospital would have taken care of it quickly, as practically any-
thing could have been fixed in those days. Even if a person had lost his or 
her limb in an accident, it would have been replaced by a synthetic one dur-
ing a single major surgery that would normally take approximately three 
hours if the lost limb was an arm. Or, a laboratory could have made a new 
arm, a clone of the existing one, which required a similar surgery, but in that 
case, the entire procedure would take a whole week.    

“Watch out, watch out,” he screamed when he saw Sean standing before 
him with a smile on his face. Less than a second later, as if his sneakers had 
frozen instantly, Tom stopped right at Sean’s face.  

“Phew, that was close,” he sighed. But Sean had already turned on his 
heels and abruptly opened a black door at the end of the hallway which led 
even further down.   

“Where are we?” Tom looked around. There was nothing familiar about 
the place although he was standing just a couple of metres behind the main 



entrance into the prestigious skyscraper. Tom had lived there with his mum 
ever since he could remember. He did not know that he had been custom-
picked by his mother who had decided all of a sudden to have a son. One 
day, she simply went to a clinic and picked up a child based on her prefer-
ences – a kind, smart, and obliging baby boy she named after her deceased 
father.  

“We’re in the Food Street,” Sean replied and beckoned towards a green 
building which was leaning onto the highest skyscraper of the biofarm. The 
green building which looked old was one of few on the island that still pro-
duced real biological vegetables. At that moment, Tom felt it was incredibly 
graceful owing to its particular architecture, and all the vegetables that 
grew with the building which was actually just the framework of the old city 
farm gave the impression that the building was alive and breathing. Older 
people used to tell that the air around it was fresher than anywhere else in 
the city.  

“Do you want to see something new?” Sean said teasingly. Tom nodded, 
though everything he had seen thus far was something completely new to 
him. He realised how much he would have liked to know the world, but had 
not known even the street behind his own building. He followed his friend 
and disappeared through a side entrance of the glass building.  

When the boys were back on the staircase, Sean said, “I don’t know if you 
know but this building is two thousand metres high and two thousand me-
tres deep.”  

“Incredible,” Tom’s eyes sparkled. He really did not know that, although 
he had questioned himself what kind of foundations would be able to hold 
up such a mighty building and prevent it to be moved by ocean winds which 
frequently blew over the Isles.  

What he found particularly astounding was the fact that a considerable 
part of the skyscraper was submerged, which meant that people, at least 
some, lived under water. 

“Yes, the people living down there are not quite like your neighbours,” 
Sean said.  

“How do you know all that?” Tom asked, slightly disturbed by the fact that 
after all those years of living in the building, he learned about its secrets from 
a boy who had just moved there.  

His new neighbour shrugged his shoulders and said, “Are you coming?”  
Before Tom could answer, Sean was already sliding down the stairs two 
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thousand metres deep into the megacity with the same acceleration as be-
fore. The two boys were zapping down the stairs turning into darker shades 
of grey until they melted into the black, rushing past all sorts of walls with 
flickering images and films Tom had never seen before. He remembered 
one shot in particular, namely, that of a sick man stealing a purse from a 
woman that resembled his mother. The thief was, like everyone who was sick 
with 6th generation malaria, in the state of uncontrollable shivering and it 
was only a matter of time when he would cough blood again. But Tom could 
no longer think about that as he had just tripped. He hit the ground so hard 
that he immediately passed out.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
While being unconscious, Tom dreamed he was in the underwater 

megacity of Tangaroa which was named after the Maori God of the sea. The 
city was located about fifty kilometres west of what used to be the coast of 
the Netherlands, a once European country which had disappeared under the 
sea long ago. Tom was driving along transparent corridors interconnecting 
the buildings within the city. He arrived to a port, where he dove into the 
deep sea in his amphibian vehicle and then landed by one of the higher 
buildings in Tangaroa. When he entered, the entire front of the building be-
gan to crack. First, water leaked through the cracks drip by drip but then the 
cracks got wider, and the water gushed in ferociously and started to fill the 
building from all sides. Tom tried to resist water currents mercilessly drag-
ging him down into the deep.   

“Tom, Tom,” he suddenly heard voices in the background. It was Sean 
who had just poured some water onto Tom to wake him up. “Tom, are you 
ok?” Sean asked him, worried, when Tom lifted himself up from the floor 
under the stairs.   

“What happened?” Tom asked faintly and grabbed his aching head.  
“It seems you’ve been a bit clumsy,” Sean grinned gaily and pointed to 

the staircase with the last stair missing.  
“No, no, something ripped me,” Tom shook his head. He knew that he 

had not fallen just like that.  
“Well, if you say so,” Sean turned and went through another black door. 
“Sean, wait!” Tom ran after him. Hs head was still throbbing from the 

fall, but luckily he had not hurt himself badly.  



The two boys found themselves in the Underground Street which was 
darker than any of the streets in the city above, though it still gleamed with 
greyish, nearly silver, while street lights flickering like stars in the sky. Sean 
behaved as if he knew that part of the city better than the one above 
ground.    

“Have you lived down here before?” Tom rushed to Sean, hardly keep-
ing his pace. While they were walking past stalls, they were called over by 
street merchants who were selling a variety of items, from ancient watches 
to museum laptops which modern people had not used for over two cen-
turies. Apparently, they were in some kind of a flea market, Tom thought, 
recalling television shows on such markets, which he saw on a history 
channel.    

“Yep,” Sean nodded honestly, picking up the pace.  
“Oh, Sean!” cried a little girl with a tiny electronic tattoo of a daisy on the 

left side of her head. 
“Daisy!” Sean did not try to hide his joy at seeing the little girl. He lifted 

her high up. A nice lady came to them.  
“It’s so nice you dropped by, son,” the woman said softly, glancing at Tom.   
“Mum, this is Tom,” Sean introduced his friend to his mother. Daisy who 

was looking at Tom curiously, hid behind her mother’s fluttering skirt.  
“Hello,” Tom bowed courteously.  
“Oh, you are our new neighbour,” Sean’s mum said with a smile and 

bowed back.  
“Actually, you are our new neighbours. Me and my mum have lived there 

for ever,” Tom grinned, not quite knowing whether that had sounded a bit 
disrespectful to the old lady or not.  

In 2350, people had their children in their fifties or even later, but Sean’s 
mother seemed to be approaching seventy.   

“Yes, you’re right,” the lady laughed and went back behind her stall which 
looked like an ancient stall from two hundred years ago. It had various shin-
ing and beeping appliances and devices Tom had never seen before. They 
were kitchen appliances from the end of the twenty-first century, which were 
being eagerly purchased by antique collectors.    

“Mum, we are going around a bit!” Sean shouted to his mum and waived 
to the little Daisy who jumped on her mother’s stall to play, pretending to 
be a cook who was about to puree vegetables in an antediluvian fruit and veg-
etable blender. Mum nodded her head with a smile.  
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Q Q Q  
 
“Wow, did you see that?” Sean poked Tom.  
“Wow,” Tom repeated. “What on earth could be bending space like that? 

It seems as if it were made of a cylinder, doesn’t it?” Tom said looking at Sean 
and then the unusual occurrence in the sky.  

“Haven’t you heard?” Sean asked. “The first anti-gravity vehicle called 
GEEM was launched a week ago.”  

“GEEM?” Tom looked at him with surprise, wondering how lost in 
dreams he must have been to have missed something like that. Perhaps he 
was just preoccupied with his mother too much.  



“Yes, it’s called Gravity Mover or shortly GEEM,” Sean explained, arous-
ing him from daydreaming which normally turned into Tom worrying 
about his mother.   

“But does it really work?” Tom was sceptical.  
“Well, you can see it does,” Sean interrupted him and added, “Nothing 

should be located in the range of thirty metres below the aircraft or else there 
might be serious trouble.”    

“Well, who operates the thing then?” Tom was curious.  
“Nobody. They are still undergoing some tests, which is why they are kept 

away from other vehicles,” Sean replied, sending Tom a mind map includ-
ing more details on the vehicle.  

“Aha! Now I understand everything!” Tom said pleased with himself and 
at the same time amazed by Sean’s incredible level of sophistication, par-
ticularly for a boy of his age.  

The two came running to the end of the Underground Street and found 
themselves in front of a huge stone entrance to an enormous tunnel. The 
last stall of the flea market was more than a hundred metres behind them 
and street lights were rather sparse. Luckily, the air was full of fireflies so the 
place seemed nicer, almost fairy-tale like at times.   

“What’s this?” Tom turned to Sean whom he considered to be one of the 
smartest twelve-year-olds he had ever known. None of Tom’s school-mates 
was as experienced as Sean or as curious and bold in their desire to try out 
everything.   

“This is the tunnel that was used for submarine train to New York years 
ago,” Sean replied seriously. 

“How do you know this?”  
“I know because my father helped design it,” Sean said proudly.  
“And where’s your father now?” Tom asked but Sean had already disap-

peared into the black tunnel.  
 

Q Q Q  
 
Tom lit his clothes and covered the upper layer with a special resistant 

coating which provided additional protection to his body in case of injury. 
The light from the clothing illuminated the dark walls of the tunnel, re-
vealing a river of cables streaming along the ceiling which was ravaged by 
time.    
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“Sean, where are you? Sean!” Tom cried, tripping shyly into the dark. 
Fireflies circled at the entrance of the tunnel and the sight of them and 
Sean’s shining outfit slightly further down the tunnel was simply spectac-
ular. “Of course they know better than to go in here,” Tom thought to him-
self. “Sean!” he shouted again, that time louder, as his feeling of discomfort 
was getting more intense. He felt like he was walking on railroad tracks.   

“Shhh!” an unfamiliar hissing sound came from behind him. Tom 
turned his head suddenly to see a face of a man, apparently malaria-stricken, 
shivering on the floor before him.   

“Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t realise someone else was here,” Tom apologised 
and moved one step closer to the man on the floor. Suddenly, something 
thrust him towards the exit and Tom found himself amid fireflies with Sean 
standing beside him, panting.   

“This was an infected sick person, Tom. You cannot mingle with these 
people like that,” he said. 

“What?” Tom was confused.  
“You know; 6th generation malaria and all,” Sean said and headed away 

from the tunnel towards the flea market.  
“Yes, I was just reading about this at home, for my homework. I know 

about malaria but hasn’t it been rooted-out? Besides, it was you who left me 
alone,” Tom tried to find excuses for his ignorance.  

“Yes, I know. I’m sorry,” Sean said feeling remorse. “Come, let’s go to my 
place for lunch!”  

They were too tired to walk any further, so they called a magmobile 
through their minds. Merely fifteen seconds later, it appeared above the mag-
netodrome which was the name for the trail above which magmobiles hov-
ered and moved. On their way home it started to rain, and the boys were 
looking at water which was pouring from roofs, pavements, and magneto-
dromes disappear into storm drains leading to a waste water treatment plant.   

The magmobile stopped at a landing ledge by the skyscraper and in a mo-
ment, the two boys were standing at the entrance to their building. The ex-
terior of the building was adorned with panels which either generated elec-
tricity, water or oxygen, or were used to store carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere. With respect to their function and purpose, the panels changed 
their colour. Green indicated that the panels produced water and oxygen; the 
brown panels generated electricity, while colour blue indicated that the 
panels stored carbon dioxide.  



“Get some fresh air,” Sean said jokingly to Tom who was looking at the 
provisional colour of one of the panels.  

Tom and Sean rushed up the flight of stairs in the glass building, using 
the acceleration of their state-of-the-art sneakers, and entered the dimmed 
apartment of Sean’s family. His mum had prepared a rich fruit and vegetable 
meal, and as if she had known that his son’s new friend would stay over for 
dinner, there was an extra plate on the dining table. Tom did not know how 
Sean’s mum had managed to clear her stall, come back home with her 
daughter, and prepare the raw food lunch in such a short time. Apparently, 
he had lost track of time.  

“Thank you, Mrs. ...” Tom wanted to thank Sean’s mum but realised he 
did not know her name.  

“Call me Moyra,” she smiled and gave him a blue apple which tasted 
great.  

“Thank you, Moyra,” he smiled back. Ever since he had stepped into 
Sean’s home, not once did he look towards his apartment, even though his 
mum could have been home for ever by the time. 

“So, how was your day?” Moyra asked.  
“Great! After the flea market we ...” Tom started but could not finish his 

sentence, for Sean had kicked him hard under the table. Instead, he swal-
lowed the mouthful he had just bitten off a juicy fruit. Daisy who had seen 
all that giggled, and Sean winked at her.  

“We had a great time,” Sean replied. “Do you need any help with the 
dishes, mum?” he said to change the subject.  

“No need, Bin will do everything,” mum said. At that instant, a robot-an-
droid came into the kitchen past her. That was the sixth generation of an-
droid guardians. The first generation by the name Andy had been developed 
back in 2300 to protect human children on the verge of the upcoming ice 
age.  

“Good afternoon, young man,” Bin greeted the guest politely.  
“Good afternoon,” Tom replied and asked, “How old are you, Bin?”  
You could hardly guess the age of an android based on its appearance. 

The easiest way was to talk to it for a while. Although they could do calcu-
lations or anything one could have imagined, they did not really excel in their 
emotions, thoughts or creativity. For an android of the sixth generation to 
be able to think as a thirty-year-old human who had just become of age, it 
would need to have about one hundred years of experience.  
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Bin smiled to Tom and said, “I’m ten years old, Tom. I am going to work 
for Sean and his mum for five years to upgrade my emotions, so I can pro-
ceed to the next development level.”  

”Huh, these androids do have a hard life,” Tom thought, not realising that 
Bin was in fact totally fine and he needed such way of life in order to develop 
further. Actually, scientists were at the time still trying to discover how to 
stimulate neural networks in the brain and increase the number and the ac-
tivity level of dendrites, that is, the part of the brain responsible for think-
ing and creativity.    

Nevertheless, Tom recalled the idea that was recently spread as mental 
information by some activists fighting for the future of androids. They dis-
cussed the slavery of androids, arguing that only robots should be used as 
domestic help and not androids that were able to think. Activists fighting for 
the future of androids believed that humans and their mental ability should 
be merged with the perfectionism of the android body in order to get bions, 
as they would call them. 

In the part of his mind that was reserved for him alone, Tom asserted that 
it was there that the popular bionism had originated from. It was a move-
ment which increasingly more people were talking about.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
After the meal at the neighbours’, which had restored his energy, it was 

now time for Tom to go home, that is, to go for a three-step walk, he was 
amused at his thought. He thanked for the feast and offered Bin to come to 
his house to hang out if it wanted. A few moments later, Tom entered his 
apartment.    

“Hi, mum!” Tom greeted in a loud voice, while the door behind him 
shut.  

There was no reply, though he could hear deep breathing sounds com-
ing from the living room. On entering the living room he saw Mandy sleep-
ing on the large water sofa. In her hand which was resting on her belly she 
was holding a large flower with almost fluorescent green blossoms. Tom 
had no idea who could have given it to her, but he was too tired to think any-
more. It had been a very busy day, and Tom looked forward to the next one, 
so he headed to bed. He again had not finished his crime homework. So 
what!  



Q Q Q  
 
After weeks and months of exploring London’s above- and under-ground 

streets, Tom and Sean became inseparable. Tom’s mum was still out most 
of the time and when she did come home, she heaved herself tiredly onto 
the comfortable sofa in the middle of the living room. So, Tom always 
dined with the neighbours. He enjoyed helping Moyra with selling ancient 
appliances at her stall, and Daisy loved to play hide and seek with him. That 
also was a game which Tom had not known before.    

But one day, just as he was about to shut the door to his apartment on 
his way to school, little Daisy opened the door of the apartment next door.  

“Tom, would you come here for a while?” she asked silently and looked 
at him with her big eyes. Her tattooed daisy was a withered version of its old 
self.  

“Daisy I can’t, I have to go to school. I’ll come in the afternoon, ok?” he 
said, though he could not wait to drop by at his friend’s house later that af-
ternoon. Although the boys had become friends, Tom actually did not 
know much about Sean, apart from who he lived with and the fact that his 
father whom Sean had mentioned that single time way back, had co-de-
signed the underground tunnel which used to connect London with New 
York.  

“I don’t know if he’ll still be with us in the afternoon....” Daisy said sadly. 
“What do you mean?” Tom went over, while she widely opened the door 

of the dimmed apartment cell which was located nearly at the top of the gi-
ant glass skyscraper.  

Tom saw a large living room with a similar sofa he and his mum had. Ac-
tually, all apartments in the building were similarly furnished, so as to 
avoid people being differentiated based upon their wealth and hence prevent 
the society from going back to low-class criminal acts, such as thefts and rob-
beries.    

Sean lay on the large sofa with Moyra sitting beside him. Bin lay next to 
him, wrapping his body in a special foil, trying to bring down his tempera-
ture which was over fifty degrees. But it did not work.   

“Moyra, Bin, what’s going on?” Tom was worried.  
“Tom, Sean is dying....” Moyra said sadly. Her sadness was heartfelt, 

though there was no trace of tears in her eyes, as there had been no tears in 
Daisy’s eyes.   
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“What do you mean? We can take him to hospital and they can help him 
urgently,” Tom smiled. He thought that while his neighbours knew a lot 
about the underworld which they came from, they knew little of the life 
above ground, where he came from.   

“Tom, you don’t understand,” Moyra said, “Sean’s got a deadly virus 
which had taken away his father before him.”  

“Virus or no virus, anything can be cured today, Moyra!” Tom got impa-
tient. “If my mum has been cured of cancer ...” he started but was inter-
rupted by Moyra saying, “Tom, your mum is a human!”   

“Yes, she is....” Tom was about to laugh when he suddenly realised what 
Sean’s mum was trying to tell him. 

“No,” he moaned silently. Moyra nodded without saying anything.  
Tom who finally grasped the fact that his best friend—hell, his first and 

only friend—was a virtual boy, slowly extended his hand towards Daisy who 
was looking at him as innocently as she could. When he tried to get hold of 
her hand, his hand slipped through.   

At that instant, Tom truly realised that in his harsh loneliness, he had es-
caped into the virtual world where he enjoyed the company of his new 
friends and acquaintances.   

“Bye, Tom,” Sean said and his image turned pixelated before it vanished 
completely.  
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Nearly three hundred years after Sean’s father, a virtual programmer, de-
signer and engineer had designed the sub-oceanic tunnel connecting New 
York and London, the lone tunnel brought fear to the seabed,. A sub-oceanic 
train used to move through it at a supersonic speed, travelling the distance 
of over five thousand and five hundred kilometres in merely half an hour, 
taking workers and businessmen from one continent to another day after 
day. But several decades after the tunnel had been opened for the first time, 
the sub-oceanic train became a synonym for transport means for the low-
est stratum of society. A couple of decades later the tunnel was lone and des-
olated at the bottom of the sea.    

After 2400, the anticipated escalation of the ice age settled. Ice age was 
in fact not all bad. In a way, it stirred solidarity in people and their desire for 
equality. But as soon as the climate got warmer and people no longer felt in 
danger, greed ruled the world again and social stratification pushed its way 
back. Hence, the rich decided on their own anti-gravity vehicles called 
GEEMs. Scientist had by then resolved the issues related to space bending, 
but in turn, GEEMs became so expensive hardly anyone could afford them.  

In 2390, a special law was passed which gave androids the same rights 
as humans. In the year 2420, androids’ creative ideas were vying with 
those of humans, owing in particular to the upgraded synthetic brains of the 
former. In order to become immortal and to adapt to the environment 
more easily, many humans decided to end their lives and become bions. 
They could do that by transferring their memories and emotions into a syn-
thetic body. Thus, some bions were the descendants of androids while other 
came from people. Despite their different origins, they were the same. Both 
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were extremely intelligent, creative and they had immense physical ability. 
Thanks to saving their memories and thoughts repeatedly, bions actually be-
came immortal. Though their bodies could be destroyed or replaced, they 
could always preserve their ideas and thoughts.     

In the beginning of the twenty-fifth century it was very popular to use spe-
cial bodies which were identical to bionic ones, but had no thoughts or emo-
tions, so they were actually human-shaped robots. That was their most 
common form, though they could assume different shapes as well. Those 
‘beings’ which were mind-operated by humans and bions alike were called 
vions, as they were some sort of virtual bions. They were frequently used in 
situations where bodies were exposed to harsh conditions which they could 
have succumbed to. So, if one was in need of their ‘other self’ for a specific 
activity that day, they only needed to activate their vion.  

The invention of the system which could create a small wormhole was 
great fun for both bions and humans. They could travel to parallel worlds 
through wormholes, and although the experience was only virtual, it was 
nonetheless intense. Of course the invention was initially not intended for 
amusement at all. But still, human descendants, that is, children, were still 
as playful as their hystorians were. And just as in any age before, children 
were the ones pushing the boundaries in 2420 as well. The sub-oceanic tun-
nel, though lonely and deserted, in that age in particular stirred the imagi-
nation of the youth, and became an important milestone in human devel-
opment....  

 
Q Q Q  

 
FIFTY-FIVE YEARS AFTER THE TIME IN WHICH THE STORY IS SET  

Nambi was a human boy who had just reached the age of nine. As all chil-
dren his age, he liked to go to parties which were organised all over the 
megacity of Delhi. In 2475, the city was the most famous centre for anti-grav-
ity tricks. Young people from all over the world came to Delhi to train and 
to have fun.  

Nambi and his virtual coach were chasing along the vertical wall of one 
of four thousand metre high skyscrapers he had used to train on. Giant spi-
ders were climbing up and down the wall, weaving their webs. In addition 
to fighting gravity, Nambi had to avoid those as well. When he finished that 
level of training, he proceeded to a more difficult level which required ex-
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cellent coordination with parallel worlds. That was the highest level, and any-
one who wished to excel there, had to have distinguished sense of multi-di-
mensional space and time.   

“Coach, let’s switch to level nine,” Nambi said concentrating on what 
would appear before him.  

The eye of the wormhole opened, drawing in Nambi in a spiral whirl. The 
space around him instantly stretched into long lines lapped from the out-
side by bluish mist. The boy lost track of time. It seemed as if he was trav-
elling along the unusual dimensional tunnel for ever.   

“Coach, please give me information on our location,” Nambi asked af-
ter a while to find out how far from level nine they were. There was no re-
ply from his coach. 

“Coach, do you hear me? Please give information on the journey,” Nambi 
tried once again, being more assertive.  

Still, there was no reply. Nambi noticed that his body was decomposing 
into small pieces, at least it appeared so.   

“Coooach!” Nambi shouted.  
“Coooach!” Nambi’s screams echoed within the wormhole, with the in-

tensity of the echoes decreasing towards the end of the tunnel, towards 
which the boy was falling.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
EIGHTEEN YEARS BEFORE THE EVENT DESCRIBED 

It was 2402. In a supposedly deserted tunnel under the Atlantic, a body 
of a human child was curled up on the floor, with a spilt catomic outfit ly-
ing beside it. Stuffy smell of the air with little oxygen spread across the long 
tunnel corridors. Water droplets were dripping from the ceiling onto the 
child’s shoulder, splashing into the face of the motionless human. The face 
which seemed lifeless for a while, started to move a bit with each touch of 
tiny droplets.     

Nambi opened his eyes with difficulty, and he felt his brain functions 
were seriously weakened. He felt dizzy and was unable to see clearly. He 
tried to stand up but he merely dropped on the floor, completely weakened. 
However, he could feel and see that he was not alone. In a sitting position, 
he dragged himself, using his arms, to the wall of the tunnel and leaned on 
it. He was trying to discern what was happening around him. Dark silhou-



ettes he could see a bit better now were moving around him, talking to each 
other in a strange language. The noises coming from the unusual beings 
were intertwining, and it sounded to him as if someone way back in the past 
had played a radio at full volume without selecting any proper station. Sud-
denly, one of the figures bent over Nambi and aimed a beam of green light 
at him. Nambi passed out immediately.   

“Doctor Niclaus, we have brought the little one to surgery. The lab is ready 
as well,” the news flew in doctor Niclaus’ mind, as he was preparing his last 
specimen of combined synthetic-catomic brain. Such brain which had 
never been seen anywhere in the world before could spread all over the body 
and grow to be as much as five-times larger than normal brain.  

“Good, I’ll be right there,” the doctor informed them through his mind 
and said, “Prepare a molecular refrigerator and set it to minus two hundred 
degrees. And start the auxiliary fusion reactor to power the body. We must 
test the new power battery today. We don’t have much time left.” 

“Copy that,” the voice resounded in the doctor’s mind.  
Nambi’s small body lay motionlessly on the bed with rings of light wind-

ing around his head. The instruments by the bed indicated what portion of 
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Nambi’s memory had already been transferred. The brain, submerged into 
cold liquid nitrogen, received every single thing recorded in the boy’s brain 
and emotions.  

“Doctor Niclaus, the brain is starting to overheat. We cannot maintain a 
normal temperature,” lab computer notified the doctor. “Should we continue 
with the process or stop it?” the computer asked and noted, “If we continue, 
we risk an error in the transfer of emotions.”  

“No, there’s no time. Please continue and increase transfer capacity,” the 
doctor replied.   

“I’ve put in so much effort, I cannot bail now. I have to finish this and prove 
to the world who is the best one around,” the doctor thought to himself.  

Dr. Niclaus was the first human-bion and actually one of the first in-
ventors of synthetic brain. Unfortunately, as luck would have it, he had lost 
all his notes, so other scientists overtook him and reaped all the glory in his 
stead. Thus, he was very mad at the world for not being recognised as an im-
portant pioneer, the first to have developed bions. One day he decided to seek 
revenge with the world and show everyone that he was truly the best of all. 
For years he raised funds which he invested entirely in a research laboratory 
which he hid in the deserted tunnel in the Atlantic. There, he started to de-
velop a completely new type of synthetic bions, forming a mighty army of 
extremely intelligent and capable yet enslaved beings. Dr. Niclaus wanted his 
army to swarm and conquer the world he would then become the ruler of.    

The temperature of synthetic brain kept increasing and liquid nitrogen 
was at its boiling point, its vapours spreading across the room. The lab was 
filled with fog. The instruments indicated that data transfer was complete. 
The doctor contentedly rubbed his hands. “Finally, our commander-in-chief 
is born,” he proudly announced.   

A figure two hundred and twenty centimetres tall rose from the bed and, 
turning to his maker, said, “Hello, Father.”  

“Hello, Kroni,” the doctor was pleased to greet him. Kroni was an ancient 
name for primordial Evil in Universe. With him and the powerful army, the 
doctor wanted to terrorise the world and show the power of his own mind.   

“Kroni, check your brain capacities to see if everything is in place,” the 
doctor said, patting him in a patronising manner on his shoulder.   

Two synthetic bions standing close to Kroni tried to move a couple of steps 
away from him, just in case, but his white stare stopped them in an instant, 
freezing their brains. The two bodies stopped, motionless, and then fell on 



the ground and started shaking as in an electric shock. Half a minute later, 
Kroni notified the doctor: “Father, I have absorbed these two creatures into 
my brain. Thank you for your gift.”  

“You’re welcome, Kroni. When you see what the world has to offer with 
all its primitive creatures, then you can really thank me,” the doctor added 
smiling contentedly.  

Doctor Niclaus trained Kroni in the years that followed and the latter grew 
into a great commander-in-chief. Two decades later, his army consisted of 
twenty thousand synthetic bionic soldiers that were hidden in the tunnels 
and corridors deep under the ocean. Their special security systems made 
sure that nobody from the outer world could sense them and even if they did 
once in a while, it appeared as if they were a shoal of fish or something like 
that.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
PRESENT DAY … 

“Nils, come here! Nils!” Denny was calling his friend who had moved to 
London from the far Antarctic slightly over a month ago.   

In 2420, the Antarctic was completely shrunken. Most of the glaciers had 
disappeared in the middle of the twenty-third century. When climate began 
to get colder in the twenty-fourth century, the land got its firm shape and the 
temperatures got really low. Several decades later, global warming made the 
Antarctic which was then much smaller than it had ever been before, move 
further away from the Isles as a result of new global warming. It was no se-
cret that owing to constant climate changes, only bions populated the land. 
Up until recently, Nils had lived there with his family.   

“I’m coming,” Nils hailed back through the dark tunnel which was run-
ning nearly six thousand kilometres under the Atlantic Ocean. The two fif-
teen-year-olds were trying to escape their two friends, Mick and his sister 
Vayra, as it was now their turn to catch them.  

That was a game that the four friends often played, occasionally joined 
by the fifth friend Katya who had moved from Siberia with her elder sister. 
The two were bions as well. Tag game in the sub-oceanic tunnel was no ran-
dom chasing. The two catchers first had to jump into the virtual world in 
which the setting was programmed to look like the times when trains were 
still rushing through the tunnel. They had to wait in the virtual world for five 
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minutes and then run five hundred steps through the tunnel, and only then 
could they jump back into the real world, trying to tag the others in the de-
serted tunnel. In the virtual world, the tunnel and the train were still in ser-
vice, so it was extremely dangerous for the catchers who had to avoid being 
run over by the train.   

“Come on, wait for me!” Nils yelled wearily to Denny who was racing 
through the dark tunnel without once turning back to his friend to see if the 
latter could keep up.   

Although bions were better adapted to unfriendly northern and south-
ern climates, they were not necessarily faster than humans such as Denny, 
in particular because the latter was wearing his catomic outfit. In the far 
north and south, bions did not need speed as much as they needed the abil-
ity to adapt to fast changing weather, including occasional hurricanes, and 
extremely low temperatures plummeting to up to fifty degrees below zero. 
The bions from the Antarctic were paler compared to other bions. Some of 
them resembled ghosts, while their once dark blue eyes were almost com-
pletely white. For that reason, Denny could sense Nils’ whiteness behind 
him in the dark tunnel even without looking back too often.  

“Well, here we are,” Denny slowed his pace and nearly stopped. He finally 
turned to Nils.   

When Nils caught up with him, his body had managed to analyse the con-
ditions in the tunnel, including high temperature and stifling air. His three 
lungs took in only ten per cent of the air from the tunnel, while the re-
maining ninety per cent of air was supplied, though only for a short period 
of time, from oxygen storage in his spare lung.   

“Do you think they know we are close to the end of the tunnel?” Nils 
asked his friend.  

“I think they don’t have the foggiest idea,” Denny grinned maliciously.  
The main challenge for the catchers was not just the virtual world and 

the obstacles in the dim tunnel in reality, but also the fact that they never 
knew which part of the tunnel the runners would have teleported themselves 
to, and thus hide from them. So, when the two catchers came back from the 
virtual world, they first had to find the spot where the runners had teleported 
themselves from, and judging by the mark they had left behind, they as-
sessed the approximate distance to the target. The latter was usually given 
away by the light mark. If the glow was yellowish, the runners had beamed 
themselves up to a thousand metres far, if it was reddish, they were some-



where between one and two thousand metres away, and if it was bluish, they 
had teleported themselves between two and three thousand metres far.   

“We can then look around, can’t we?” Nils was pleased as he headed from 
the large tunnel into a hardly discernible section of the tunnel on the right.  

“Hey, wait!” Denny ran after him.  
 

Q Q Q  
 
The Transatlantic tunnel comprised five separate tubes which ran paral-

lel to each other and were joined together, floating about fifty metres below sea 
level. One could travel to specific sections of the tunnel by sea or through the 
tubes. In times when the tunnel was still in service, it had interim stations 
which had been designed for workers and supply staff. They could access the 
stations with high-speed MOVEs which resembled magmobiles. MOVEs did 
not float freely but hovered in a magnetic field above special rail track, but 
could never travel as fast as the transatlantic train. In order for the trains to 
be able to reach such high speeds, vacuum had to be created in the tubes, as 
any air resistance would cause additional problems at such high speeds. 
Hence, people working in the tubes had to wear special uniforms. Way back 
in the past those would have resembled space suits like the ones astronauts 
had worn, though later on, it was enough to put on a specially designed out-
fit which was later—while the tunnel was still in service—upgraded to a 
catomic suit. Two of the tubes within the tunnel system were used to trans-
port material, another two to transport passengers, while one was used for 
evacuation purposes. There were special evacuation stations, located every five 
kilometres along the tunnel, where up to two thousand passengers could hide 
safely. Of course those would have not sufficed in case the tunnel had been 
flooded. The time people would have had to reach an evacuation station at the 
time would have been very limited, in particular if people had not worn their 
PAs or subsequent catomic outfits. There were two solutions used to extend 
the evacuation time. The first solution was to pump flood water and discharge 
it into transport tubes, while the second one involved special pumps with such 
immense capacity they could have filled a lake in an instant. Of course there 
were special sections that would close in case of a flood. Actually, the main 
problem was not the flood itself but how to stop the train as quickly as possi-
ble. Even when it had to stop, the train did restore some of the power required 
for its journey. Nevertheless, in order to stop the train without the risk of pas-
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senger injury one would require quite some time. And time was precious also 
with games children played in the now deserted tunnel.   

Mick and Vayra ran like crazy in front of a train in the virtual world. For-
tunately, Mick pulled Vayra on one of the platforms just in time. The plat-
form located a thousand kilometres into the tunnel was there in case the 
train would have broken down.   

“Quickly grab onto something or you’ll be blown away!” he shouted 
to her.  

A second later, the train flashed past at such speed that their little bod-
ies fluttered in the air. Luckily, people no longer had hair, unlike bions who 
could opt for hair, though the latter were normally worn merely as an ac-
cessory. However, Mick and Vayra were different from their peers, as they 
liked to wear knitwear and woollen clothes over their catomic outfits. Hardly 
anyone wore such clothes at the time, with the exception of alternative peo-
ple such as their mother, who tried to maintain contact with Mother Earth. 
In line with that, she as well as her children, tried to keep their human-like 
appearance, in particular by using hand-made things. Her children had also 
learned, among other things, to grow their own vegetables and fruits or even 
to purify water. Though some people had adopted synthetic food, the alter-
native people, such as them two, never had.  

“We escaped by a hair’s breadth,” Vayra said completely short of breath 
and laughed at the phrase she had used. It originated way back in times 
when people still had hair, but she could not think of any other expression. 
Mick grinned, the reason being not so much the phrase his sister had used 
as the fact that they had managed to escape contrary to his expectations.   

“Isn’t it always the case?” he asked, to which Vayra responded with a 
smile. 

Mick smiled back and said, “Well, let’s head back home.” 
He then set his brain function to teleporting, and made a step off the plat-

form at exactly the same time the next train arrived, so it actually looked as 
if he had stepped into the galloping virtual beast. Vayra did as her brother. 
At the next moment, they landed on the dusty bed of deserted railway 
tracks that have not been run on for twenty years. The tunnel was dark and 
creepily silent.   

“Do you see anything?” Vayra asked her brother who had reached the tar-
get a nanosecond before her.  

“Yes. Darkness,” he frowned.  



“Well, let’s take a second ... and focus our vision,” she said slowly ad-
justing her focus.  

“Look!” she screamed and ran to the spot from which Denny and Nils had 
teleported themselves. The light mark was green, which neither Vayra nor 
Mick had ever seen before. 

“Oh, no,” Vayra seemed horrified, while Mick shook his head concerned 
at what he saw. He knew that his friends had risked their health and more, 
for that matter, by having teleported themselves over three thousand metres 
away. But he and his sister could not take the same risk.   

“Shall we go after them?” Vayra asked eagerly.  
“Have you lost your mind? We’ll go twenty-five hundred metres far, tops,” 

he decided. As an elder brother he felt responsible for his sister. If something 
had happened to them in the tunnel, they might not have been found for a 
long time, as their parents knew nothing about their tunnel games.    

“Ok,” Vayra agreed, standing up from a squatting position she had got 
into to have a better look at the colour of the light mark.   

Within a second, the siblings were gone, leaving a bluish light mark behind.  
 

Q Q Q  
 
Katya was really excited to be able to join her friends in the tunnel 

games that day. While she was waiting for a magmobile she had ordered, her 
school-mate Bin sent her a mental invitation which read, “Hey, Katya, do you 
want to go for a ride? I’ve got a brand new GEEM.”   

Bin was a bion from a wealthy family who owned the latest fleet of MAAs, 
that is, vehicles that could travel under water at the speed of up to three hun-
dred kilometres per hour. They could reach such speed thanks to an air 
pocket that surrounded the vehicle which prevented water from exerting 
pressure directly onto the vehicle. MAAs were used as a means of transport 
in underwater cities which were rather common in 2420. Bin’s father had 
been the mayor of such an underwater city, called Abispolis, which was lo-
cated about a hundred kilometres east of the island of Madeira towards 
Gibraltar. Humans as well as bions remembered the famous affair in which 
fifteen million Globes had disappeared from the city treasury. Nobody knew 
exactly how, but the connoisseurs of the most state-of-the-art banking sys-
tems claimed that someone had broken into the city’s bank account, trans-
ferring one thousandth of a Globe to each alien bank account. Who knows 
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how many bank accounts were needed to transfer the sum of fifteen mil-
lion Globes. But since the computer system had been designed to round 
up the sums to hundredths rather than thousandths, it did not even detect 
that the money had gone missing. So it was only during the monthly in-
spection that a hue and cry was raised. The mayor resigned as a result of 
the growing pressure by humans and bions who blamed him for the in-
complete system and resulting money loss. Several years later, the former 
mayor came up with a company that manufactured MAAs. It was said at 
the time that he must have invested some twelve million Globes into the 
respective technology. Nobody knew where he had got that kind of money. 
He had supposedly borrowed it from his friends, or at least that was what 
he made others believe.      

“Oh, Bin. You’re right on cue,” Katya replied. “You know, I’m in a hurry 
and I must get to the tunnel ASAP,” she added.  

“Tunnel? You mean THE tunnel?” Bin asked.  
“Yes, I’m meeting my friends there. We play virtual hide and seek,” she 

replied.  
“Phew, this is a dangerous thing, Katya. I’ll be there in forty-four sec-

onds,” Bin replied through his mind and threw in a smiley.   
In the meantime, Katya was looking at the hustle and bustle filling the 

air gaps between the megacity’s tall buildings. And precisely forty-four sec-
onds later, Bin appeared in his vehicle right before Katya, as if he had de-
scended with a lift from high up. The door opened and Katya sat next to Bin.   

“Hi, Bin. Thanks for inviting me.”  
“Hi, Katya. You’ll see what this beauty can do,” Bin said with excitement. 

He then directed his thoughts to the computer of his vehicle which began 
to accelerate until it got really fast. In a matter of seconds they were two kilo-
metres high, with Katya sitting in the vehicle with bated breath. Bin wanted 
to show off, so he swerved the vehicle off the course, which was of course 
prohibited.   

“How did you do that?” Katya asked slightly concerned.  
“These modern computers can do anything,” Bin smiled to her and the 

next moment, they were heading towards a tiny gap between two multi-
storey buildings nearly touching each other.   

“Gosh, Bin, I hope you know what you’re doing!” Katya cried visibly agitated.  
“Sure, look at this,” Bin said as the vehicle flew spinning towards the two 

buildings.   



“Attention, uncontrolled interference with the manoeuvre,” the vehicle 
kept signalling, but it seemed as if that encouraged Bin to be even more bold 
and foolish. The vehicle was now winding among buildings. One could hear 
Bin’s happy laughs and Katya’s sighs following each dangerous manoeuvre.   

“Attention, illicit passage of GEEM course,” the computer signalled one 
last time before a catomic shield wrapped itself around the vehicle and ... 
“Bang!” The collision was so hard that Bin and Katya went unconscious for 
a moment. When they opened their eyes, both their vehicle and the GEEM 
they crossed paths with were falling into the depths of the megacity. The 
catomic shields in both GEEMs had been activated again to slow down the 
falling vehicles gliding through water.   

About a minute later, they landed safely on the ground, and shaken pas-
sengers from both vehicles were looking at the damage.  

“Katya, that was really not my intention. I’m sorry,” Bin went to apolo-
gise, visibly shaken as well.  

“Oh, leave me alone!” Katya stormed off, calling a magmobile in her 
mind.  

About a minute later she was driving towards the tunnel, regretting that 
she had gone on a ride with Bin in the first place. The only consolation was 
that nobody had been hurt.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
“That’s so stupid of them. I can’t believe how far they’ve gone! What are 

they trying to prove?” Mick was angry with his friends. He was running 
lightly through the tunnel at nearly thirty kilometres an hour. His eyes had 
adjusted to darkness and in passing, he avoided obstacles such as electric 
wire hanging from the ceiling or a pile of ceiling ruins on the way.   

“Ouch!” Vayra cried all of a sudden. When Mick turned around, he 
found her lying on the floor next to a protruding part of a railway track which 
she had tripped over.     

“Haven’t you focused your vision properly?” Mick said kneeling to her. 
She shook her head, on the verge of crying.  

“Let me look....” he said reassuringly, taking a look at the injury on her 
ankle, which stung like hell.   

“Thank goodness you’ve got your catomic suit on. Without it, it would 
not be surprising if your ankle was sticking out of your leg,” Mick theorised. 
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Vayra pulled a short stick from her pocket, which resembled a once felt-
tip pen, and slid it over the painful wound below the slit catomic suit. In less 
than a second her wound was healed and the suit as good as new.   

“It’s all right,” she said cheerfully and stood up.  
“Ok!” Mick said clapping his hands. “Now look where you’re going,” he 

smiled. Vayra winked at him and rushed through the tunnel at forty-five kilo-
metres per hour. 

 
Q Q Q  

 
“Denny, are you here?” Nils asked, looking for his friend in a small and 

dark tunnel corridor.  
“Yeah, I’m here,” Denny grumbled far behind him. They had been walk-

ing along the unknown tunnel for a while but had not come anywhere.  
“Look,” Nils pointed his finger to something in the distance. Denny pro-

duced a loud whistle.  



A new underground world unfolded before their eyes, and the small tun-
nel which they were coming along, gasping for air was merely a window into 
that world. The underground world was completely lit with almost entirely 
white industrial facilities rising high up. The two boys had no idea what was 
being made within the giant complex surrounded by countless pipelines 
transporting yellow, blue, and silver substances. Small aircrafts flying near 
the complex seemed to be making sure that everything proceeded as it 
should. When they looked up to see the top of the complex, they saw an open 
blue ocean above their heads, with a variety of sea creatures living in it. It 
seemed as if there was an invisible wall around the unusual complex, which 
prevented the ocean from swallowing them up.     

“Wow,” Nils was completely awestruck.  
“Do you think there is a glass wall between us and the ocean?” Denny 

said the first thing that came to his mind, though he felt his question was 
slightly ridiculous when he thought about it.  

“I have no idea but I doubt glass would endure all that,” Nils asserted. It 
was long since glass had been used as construction material.  

“Interesting,” Danny uttered and rushed to the massive white complex.  
“Hey, Denny, don’t mess around!” Nils shouted after his friend, but the 

latter was nowhere to be seen any more, so he plunged after him.  
 

Q Q Q  
 
“They were here,” Mick asserted after noticing a fragment of the white 

material from the bionic outfit worn by his friend Nils.   
“Apparently he got stuck into something and tore his suit,” he said further.  
“So we should go on,” Vayra concluded, speeding up her pace towards 

the end of the tunnel. In a moment, the same complex that had allured their 
two friends a while earlier lay open before their eyes in all its greatness. The 
siblings were no longer sure whether the game was still on or not. But one 
thing was certain, namely, they had to find their friends.   

“Do we go on?” Vayra asked dubiously. Mick was concerned. He would 
have gone on himself, but he could not let his younger sister go into the un-
known.  

“I’m not sure this is a good idea,” he said straightforward.   
“Yeah, ok, but if we think rationally about where we are right now ...” 

Mick said thinking out loud, “We have surpassed the three thousandth 
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kilometre of the underground tunnel between the United States of Europe 
and the American Union, and we are now here, by this operating complex 
of some sort.” 

“What if we first go into the virtual world and see what this is? Maybe this 
would clarify some things,” Vayra suggested, fully understanding her 
brother’s cautiousness.  

”Perhaps it would be even better if we first go back to the past and see 
what that thing is, which has been erected here. Surely we will be more cer-
tain about what this was supposed to be,” Mick thought.  

“Ok,” Vayra replied and before Mick could turn on his brain function that 
would take him to the past, he lost sight of her. Luckily, he had grabbed hold 
of her hand so they travelled hand in hand back to the year 2348. If he had 
not done so, he would not have known in which year to follow her. It was 
the year before the tunnel was completed.  

Vayra and Mick found themselves standing in complete darkness. In-
stead of thousands sources of light, from pipelines transporting colourful 
energies to the whiteness of the gigantic complex, they could only catch a 
glimpse of a smaller building which was apparently still at a very early stage 
of construction. 

“Look,” Vayra hissed and pointed her finger at the large pipes of the tun-
nel which ran perpendicularly to the main tube.  

“Where could this tube lead to?” she asked herself out loud.  
Mick went silent for a moment, browsing through historical data. He 

then reached into his pocket and pulled out a tiny catomic robot. He held 
him with both hands and thrust him up into the air as if it were a little bird. 
The robot flew through the tunnel, flickering light like a firefly and sending 
data to Mick’s brain.   

“This, sis, is the unfinished tunnel which goes through Greenland and 
further to Alaska, and this facility here, is an interim station,” Mick said 
pointing to a large hall at the passage of both tunnels.   

A whistling sound came from the distance, which might as well have been 
the sound effect of a breeze. Nevertheless, Mick was stirred by it, though Vayra 
continued on her way rather loudly, as she was agitated by the sight. “Isn’t it 
strange that this tunnel had such an unusual comeback in the future?”   

“Shhh, someone is here,” Mick tugged at Vayra’s sleeve.  
They could hear whistling in the distance, which ceased as soon as 

Vayra made her loud comment on the tunnel.   



Mick pulled his sister and they hid behind nearby machines in the hall, 
which were still wrapped in foil.  

“Put on your catomic shield,” Mick told his sister and a moment later he 
transformed into an object in the hall which could not be recognised by passers-
by or by instruments. Vayra did as her brother, waiting for his next move.  

The whistling resumed, that time much louder. The hidden eyes of the 
two children saw it was coming from a bion who was walking towards the 
construction site of the emerging building. As if he had sensed their pres-
ence, the bion turned his head to the siblings and back again as if nothing 
had happened, and then entered the unfinished building.  

 “Let’s go!” Mick plunged from behind a rock, followed by Vayra. They ran 
to the building in which the whistling man had disappeared. 

Fortunately, the door was ajar so the two children could push their way 
through. When they came through a dark dimly-lit narrow hallway they reach 
some kind of a laboratory flooded with piercing white light.  

“Mick, I don’t like this,” Vayra said turning to her elder brother.  
“Me neither. Let’s go out ASAP,” Mick said, slightly frightened.  
The second they turned towards the door, they were swallowed by green 

light and they fell to the floor unconscious.  
 

Q Q Q  
 
“Nils, Nils!” Denny was calling his friend who was running towards the 

entrance to a building in the middle of a huge transparent complex. But Nils 
had already disappeared into it.   

On the other side of the door, Nils witnessed an unusual scene. He saw 
a crowd of nearly a thousand identical bions training various skills. Every 
now and then, they would evaporate an object after having jointly directed 
their energy into it.  

“Mhm, how strange,” Nils thought. He was particularly surprised by the 
strength and the coordination of the bions, even more so because they 
could join forces and act as one.  

“Insane. That can’t be possible,” he told himself.  
That very moment he could hear Denny’s thoughts and realised that his 

friend had just been discovered by bions. Then, the signal suddenly cut out.  
Only a second later, his electromagnetic waves told Nils that the bions had 

tracked him down as well.  
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“Oh, I have to do something quickly. There may be just few seconds left,” 
he asserted. He switched on his memory and copied all his memories and 
data into a special window. He then opened a virtual wormhole but instead 
of plunging into it himself, he sent all the data into the wormhole, marking 
the trail with a special colour.  

The next moment he was hit by the green light, and as his friends before 
him, Nils dozed off instantly.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
Katya had just arrived to the entrance of the tunnel, and as soon as she 

stepped out of the magmobile, she received an unusual mental message.  
“Huh, that’s a load of information. And it’s all so confused and disor-

ganised,” she said trying to decode the unconnected sentences that flooded 
her thoughts. When she finally managed to decipher the message, her face 
turned completely pale.  

“I must tell the parents,” she said on impulse, but after having thought 
for a moment, she decided it was best to directly notify the central computer.  

In a moment she froze, like she was meditating, and she connected her 
thoughts to the central computer.  

The latter was not merely a computer as someone might think. Actually, 
it was a kind of a world ruler but it could not make every decision by itself. 
It was in fact an indestructible super computer system which spread across 
all networks, which meant that its existence was maintained in spite of 
blackouts or errors in its network. Along with the super computer, the world 
was ruled by twelve members of Earth Senate, of which six were people and 
six bions. They were not elected by people or bions, as were not those peo-
ple or bions appointed to positions within various public services. Instead, 
each person or bion was chosen on the basis of his or her qualification via 
computer network. If someone had been chosen for a specific task or as-
signment, they simply had to accept that for a limited term of ten human 
years.    

Katya had only just completed data transfer when she got a reply from 
the super computer: “Thank you, Katya. This was indeed an important 
message and we plant to respond immediately.”   

The girl exited transfer and thought to herself: “I can’t just do nothing 
while my friends are in trouble. I have to do something.”  



Q Q Q  
 
“Hi, Bin. I’m sorry I was so cross with you earlier. Well, if you wish to 

make up for what you’ve done, you can do me a huge favour,” Katya sent a 
mental message to Bin.  

She waited for a while and sent another message: “Hi, mum. Something 
terrible has happened. Please call Mick’s and Varya’s mum, Denny’s father, 
and Nils’ mum. All of you should then send your vions to the entrance to 
the Transatlantic tunnel. I can’t tell you what’s going on just yet. You’ll have 
to trust me on this.”   

“Hello, Katya. I’d be happy to make up for before. Just tell me how,” Bin 
replied.  

“Bin, could I borrow four of your MAA two-seaters? Something horrible 
has happened to my friends,” Katya lost no time.   

“I’ll come to the mouth of the tunnel with four MAAs, but I’ll be oper-
ating one of them, ok?” Bin replied exuding confidence. 

“Oh, thank you so much,” Katya rejoiced. She hardly managed to break 
the connection when three vions appeared before her.  

“Great!” Katya was happy to see them. She briefed them on what had hap-
pened.  

“Bin is coming come to help us with his MAAs. I suggest we descend in 
them to the glass hall. I guess that is where Nils, Vayra, Mick, and Denny 
were taken.”  

 “Katya, what were you doing down here in the first place?” the vion of 
Nils’ mother asked.   

“Playing,” Katya said briefly and ran to the blue-glowing mark which in-
dicated where in the tunnel her friends might be.  

“What kind of games are these?” the vion of Denny’s father asked stiffly.   
“We don’t have enough time for such details. My friends, that is, your 

children are trapped in some kind of a hall and considering the marks I’ve 
found, it will not be difficult to find the hall. I only hope that they are still 
in the present,” Katya said.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
A battalion of two hundred military GEEMs armed to the teeth with mi-

crofusion projectiles and laser guns lifted from a military base in Greenland. 
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About ten groups of bionic commandos entered the tunnel on both sides, 
namely, the one in New York and the one in London. The super computer 
electronically isolated the area around the tunnel, so not even a micro-byte 
of information, let alone a being that might harm the world, could escape. 
However, the shield was losing its power, yielding under the force pro-
duced by twenty thousand bionic soldiers who merged their mental power 
and broke every protection algorithm. The first half of GEEM fleet was al-
ready near the tunnel where it noticed the first small base.   

“Prepare fusion projectiles,” the squadron commander said. A couple of 
seconds later, a shower of fusion projectiles came soaring towards the sea. 



Some five hundred metres above the sea, the projectiles ran into an invisi-
ble shield and they burst into a variety of colours. GEEMs which dangerously 
approached the shield evaporated in a second and disappeared in the form 
of small clouds.   

“Whaaaat?” the squadron commander was flabbergasted.   
“Carry out the protection manoeuvre,” were his last words before a 

shower of similar projectiles appeared in the sky, changing the latter into a 
small artificial sun which then disappeared in the red, along with all GEEMS 
which the super computer had sent from Greenland.   

A group of commandos had just reached the first fortified point in the 
tunnel which was sending a wave of laser projectiles in their direction. Left-
overs of evaporated rocks and other material destroyed by laser shots lay all 
around.  

“ALFA2, ALFA1 reports we are only eight left and we can hardly withstand 
the blitz,” head of ALFA 1 group noted.   

“ALFA2 ?” he repeated but he could only hear horrendous noise and 
screams at the other end of the line, which made even a bion who was used 
to warfare get cold shiver down their spine.   

“ALFA3?” he tried to call the third group, but the signal was cut out.  
He desperately tried to contact other groups as well, but in the next mo-

ment, ALFA1 group was hit by a mental wave which instantly froze their 
brains and their bodies fell to the ground like puppets.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
Several thousands of kilometres away, Katya, the vions of her friend’s par-

ents, and Bin were discussing their plan inside their MAAs. They did not 
have the faintest idea what was going on far away.  

“I suggest we use a virtual wormhole and check what has been going on 
over the past couple of days,” Katya said, and others nodded in agreement.   

In the meantime, the super computer sent a team ten-times stronger 
than the one before, but it was wiped from the face of the Earth in less 
than twenty minutes. The super computer all of a sudden detected move-
ment of a smaller group of vehicles and a particular wormhole starting to 
open.     

“Katya, what on earth are you doing? They’ll destroy you in a snap,” the 
super computer sent a mental message to the rescue team led by Katya.   
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“But they are our friends and our children, we have to help them,” Katya 
replied in awe.  

“Fine, Katya, but it’s at your own risk. You have thirty minutes. If we don’t 
manage to break the shield of the rebels in this time, I will have to evapo-
rate the whole tunnel, regardless of whether you or your friends and chil-
dren are still inside,” the super computer warned her and added, “I have to 
save world’s population, so there may be some casualties. Katya, you need 
to understand that.”    

“We are aware of that,” the rescue team replied almost unanimously.  
“I think we should teleport ourselves directly into the hall. This way, we 

might save others quicker, and we can then teleport them to another time 
so the rebels will lose track of them,” Bin suggested. 

“What a great idea!” Katya said, delighted to see the courage and enthu-
siasm of the young bion.   

“The vions will go first,” the vion of Denny’s father said and added, “If 
anything happens, this will buy you time to pull back before it’s too late.”   

“Ok, deal. Good luck.” Both Bin and Katya sent their thoughts to the 
vions who disappeared in a matter of seconds, having teleported themselves 
to another time.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
Through his mind, Kroni operated both soldiers and arms which fiercely 

defended and attacked World’s federal armed forces. 
“Nobody can measure up,” dr. Niclaus was totally ecstatic, preparing pow-

erful electronic missiles that could erase the memory of the entire megac-
ity in merely a second.   

“You’ll see, Kroni. The entire memory of Mexico will be transferred to 
your brain and enrich it,” he continued sending thoughts to his protégé 
from his laboratory, his face expressing his utter insanity and destructive-
ness. 

“Fifteen more seconds and you’re finished,” Kroni thought of the super 
computer when he penetrated its shield and got dangerously close to its pro-
tection algorithms.  

A while later a small space vortex emerged behind Kroni’s back. That was 
where the vions of the captured children’s parents teleported themselves to 
their past. Standing somewhat awkwardly, Kroni was thrown on the floor by 



the vortex, and his body was briefly embraced by the wormhole. In a mat-
ter of seconds, another wormhole appeared, namely, the one through which 
Katya and Bin teleported themselves. That time, the wormhole caught 
Kroni and despite his strength and the force with which he resisted took him 
to the virtual world in the past.      

 
Q Q Q  

 
The super computer sensed that the power of the rebels had suddenly de-

creased so he launched its most powerful weapon, an antimatter bomb, to-
wards the tunnel.  

“In ten minutes, everything will be over,” the super computer thought, 
hoping that Katya and others would make it, for he was no longer able to 
communicate with them through its thoughts.   

Meanwhile, the vions of the parents managed to break down the door of 
the laboratory, and were surprised to see that they managed to disable two 
bions who succumbed to the electronic stroke of three minds.  

Katya and Bin, however, were sitting on the floor with tall and stout Kroni 
standing in front of them. They were aware of his powers thanks to the in-
formation they had instantly received through their minds.   

“Look, Kroni. We’ve only come here to fetch our friends. They are just 
kids,” Katya who could not withhold tears started to explain. 

Bin’s reaction was slightly less emotional, though much more scared: 
“J-j-just let them g-go p-please,” his voice was shaking, his eyes fixed on the 
floor. He dared not to meet Kroni’s frighteningly white eyes.   

Kroni stood there with bloodless face, looking around in surprise. 
“Kroni?” he turned to the two scared children who were sitting at his feet, 
hugging their knees. “I am Nambi,” he said rather unsurely.   

Dr. Niclaus saw on the monitoring machines that something weird was 
happening with his Kroni.  

“Please, don’t let it be what I feared so much,” he thought, recalling the 
transfer of Nambi’s thoughts. He knew that the computer had warned him 
then that the boy’s brain had overheated, which might have left conse-
quences in the future. 

As soon as dr. Niclaus read Kroni’s thoughts which were now Nambi’s, 
he gathered twenty top bionic soldiers and rushed to the vehicle which he 
had intended to use later on to escape from the hallway to space.  
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Nambi turned, as if he had heard what was going on with his creator. He 
looked at Katya and Bin, his eyes spookily white, and said, “You’ve only got 
four minutes before an antimatter missile from your super computer hits us.”  

“Teleport yourself immediately and leave the tunnel area,” he ordered.  
Bin and Katya as well as the rest of the bunch who had just joined them 

did not think twice. The next moment, they were all seated in their MAAs 
which were flashing at top speed away from the tunnel area. 

 
Q Q Q  

 
“Kroni, don’t do this!” dr. Niclaus was trying to stop Nambi who was over-

whelmed by what was going on as well as by the memories of what he had 
gone through in the tunnel.   

“Father ... Dr. Niclaus, I have to end this. I’m sorry but neither you nor 
I deserve to live in this world. Look how much misery we have caused. Good-
bye,” were Nambi’s last words.  

“No, don’t do it!” Dr. Niclaus resisted in his mind. 
At that moment, the protective shield around the tunnel disappeared and 

all protection algorithms were reduced to meaningless bytes.  
Dr. Niclaus’ vehicle rose from the submerged tunnel, yet the blue spot 

coming from the sky was faster. It struck the sea surface, lighting the face of 
the tunnel floating underneath it. Then, the sky and the sea lit up. The sea 
surface above the tunnel suddenly caved in, creating a channel-shaped hol-
low, and then a hundred-metre wave burst out of it and plunged across the 
sea with incredible speed, though it was getting lower with each kilometre.  

A couple of minutes later, few pieces of debris floating on the sea were 
the only thing that indicated that something had happened there. The tun-
nel area that had been there disappeared for ever and with it, the Evil that 
wanted to rule the world.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
SEVERAL DAYS LATER… 

“Katya, your gang has been released from hospital. Do you want to fetch 
them? I can pick you up with my new GEEM,” Bin contacted Katya.   

“Thanks, Bin, but considering what happened the other day, I really don’t 
want to repeat it,” Katya replied laughing.  



“Come on, it will be all right. I’ve learned a lesson from what hap-
pened,” Bin insisted.  

“So you will drive carefully?” Katya asked distrustfully.  
“I promise,” Bin replied.  
Fifteen minutes later, the two were reunited with their friends.   
“Wow, what a bad-ass ride you’ve got!” Nils said on seeing GEEM. When 

they left the tunnel in it the other day he was too terrified and in shock to 
notice what kind of vehicle he was in.   

“Hey, Bin, can I go for a spin?” Mick asked. Vayra giggled because it 
seemed as if her brother also had not grasped the fact that he had ridden in 
that car already. 

“What’s up, Denny. You are also speechless, huh?” Katya smirked at the 
third boy from her tunnel gang.  

“Yeah, sure. Hop in,” Bin grinned and added, “I have to take you some-
where special but I can’t just tell you where.”  

As soon as they sat down, GEEM was filled with screams, caused by Bin’s 
wild ride. Katya was about to send him a mental punch, when the vehicle 
suddenly stopped over a cliff, above which they saw a kind of a mound cov-
ered with a giant cap.   

They all heard the voice of the super computer in their minds, “You were 
very brave and the world would not be so well-off if it weren’t for you. My 
security system did not perform very well. But you and your courage have 
outdone yourselves and saved the world from its ruin.”   

The friends looked at one another contentedly and then at the cap which 
was sliding off the mound.   

“To thank you for your courage and selflessness, I present each of you 
with their own GEEM,” the super computer said.  

“But make sure you won’t drive like Bin!” it laughed and disconnected.   
Nils looked at Katya, “High four!” They slapped their palms in the air just 

like any other bions who had merely four fingers on each hand.  
A couple of minutes later, after they have uploaded the software for op-

erating GEEMs, the gang drove away. For the day, the super computer had 
enabled them to use a special corridor in which they could try everything a 
GEEM could possibly do. Had it been possible to hear their laughter and 
their screams, those would resound far into the distance. The vehicles grad-
ually disappeared into the horizon, above the slightly wavy sea underneath 
which a transatlantic tunnel used to connect two continents.  
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The twenty-fifth century was anything but calm. Over the past three 
hundred years, the nature had gone completely wild, first covering nearly 
a fifth of the globe with a thick snowy blanket. In the twenty-fourth cen-
tury it seemed that people had managed to tame it to a certain extent, 
which restored water currents in the Atlantic and resulted in global warm-
ing which led to ice covering only a minor share of the planet. In order to 
adapt to the changing environment and constant changes, people trans-
formed massively into bions which were partly synthetic and partly bio-
logical beings with human soul and reason. Those people who did not 
transform completely lived in friendlier and warmer places on Earth, 
while bions could adapt to the harshest climate conditions one could 
imagine. In time, some of the bions assumed other, non-human forms. 
Nonetheless, people and bions lived in harmony. After all, they had no 
other choice.   

Many bions lived and worked outside the Earth’s embrace. Nearly sev-
enteen million bions populated Mars. The Moon and some other satellites 
of the planets within the Earth’s solar system were home to another ten mil-
lion souls. 

Extremely rapid development resulted in a surging demand for energy. 
Spaceships in which bions lived and worked roamed the Earth’s solar sys-
tem, collecting various raw materials, such as the extremely precious anti-
matter, for example. The latter was the main fuel used for intergalactic mis-
sions which began after 2490.   

Bions’ children frequently accompanied their parents on their missions 
which could take several years. During that time, they might not have set foot 
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on a planet or a satellite at all. Their home was the walls of the spaceship 
where they resided and the virtual world which they used for education, 
amusement, and social bonding. Only now and then, if the opportunity pre-
sented itself, they might have stayed briefly on an actual planet. However, 
some of them got lucky. Like for example Nicole who was about to move to 
Mars with her father to live there for a few years.    

  
Q Q Q  

 
One hundred and twenty metres long spaceship ESHU 360-12 was ap-

proaching Phobos which revolved around its huge friend like an annoying 
fly buzzing around one’s head. Behind it, one could see the reddish, blue and 
green surface of planet Mars. A beam of rays from Phobos hit a plate-shaped 
reflection disc which was used for ships’ propulsion. That time, however, the 
beam served to stop the ship, and was followed by the last thrusts of the fu-
sion propulsion system, which gently slowed down the ship, so it could land 
in a Phobos port.  

Nicole woke up to the trepidation of the ship and sun rays playing on her 
face. The invading sunlight blocked the view from her bedroom window 
onto the vast universe. She knew that they had reached their destination and 
her sun-lit face split into a wide smile. The sun rays spilled over a virtual im-
age by her bed, which showed lush vegetation in Congo, a former African 
country where Nicole’s ancestors had come from.    

She jumped briskly before the wall as if there was a real wardrobe there. 
She pondered what to wear for the day, browsing through the pattern and 
colour dataset in her mind. “Ok, let’s see,” she said out loud and extended 
her arms. A strange black matter wrapped around her, covering her dark 
skin, and then spread across her entire body. That was the latest version of 
catomics. As soon as her body was fully covered, the colour of the suit 
changed according to what Nicole had selected. “Excellent, this green out-
fit with real-tree leaf pattern looks really great,” her blue eyes lit, seeing her 
suit. She looked around the room to see if she had forgotten something and 
then browsed for her father’s location in her mind. Her father was an en-
gineer with the company InterSolar Materials engaged in prospecting for var-
ious materials in the Earth’s solar system. Several years earlier, he had spe-
cialised in antimatter, a resource that was used as fuel in new generation 
spacecrafts.   
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The content of the suitcase which she had prepared the day before com-
prised all those things that a modern teenage girl at the end of the twenty-
fifth century normally possessed, from spare catomics to a special mirror 
showing the present reflection of the person looking into it or a future re-
flection aged by ten or fifteen years. It also included things she used in her 
free time, such as an e-book, transparent yarn and knitting needles and 
much more. She put her suitcase in a special lift, and then walked through 
a long corridor which was shared with other rooms towards the deck restau-
rant with a great view of the outside world. Her father, dressed in his cor-
porate uniform, awaited her with a shiny smile.      

“How did you sleep, princess?” he asked her, and their facial expressions 
seemed as if he had just given her a peck on the cheek.  

“Excellent. I dreamt about truly incredible adventures the entire night,” 
Nicole burst, and   helped herself to fresh synthetic fruit adorning restau-
rant tables.  

“I dreamt we went camping somewhere on Mars, just like our ancestors 
used to go,” she said, her eyes sparkling.  

“Well, I only went camping twice in my entire life. But it is indeed 
crazily amazing; you should try it someday,” her father said with a bewildered 
face, wondering how had the idea of camping come to his daughter’s mind.   

While they were having breakfast, the father gently poked Nicole and said, 
“Well, we are really starting a new life here, aren’t we?”   

Nicole smiled rather unconvincingly at his words, as it was long since she 
had been in such a situation. Over the past three years, she had cruised with 
her father around with only one longer stay on the Moon. The girl loved the 
Moon for its low gravity field which was a great source of amusement. But 
what she was about to experience was not all play. What awaited them was 
an entirely different experience, as they had moved to Mars to stay there for 
a couple of years. But first, she would have to go to a summer school to meet 
other children....   

 
Q Q Q  

 
As her father had stayed on the ship to help with unloading, Nicole 

headed, accompanied by other children, to a GEEM dock. GEEMs were anti-
gravity vehicles which were used to transport passengers from Phobos to 
Mars. Other children on board were Irene, Xavier, Aki, and Jon who was the 



only human. He had joined his father on his way to Mars, where they were 
planning to spend a couple of months. Anxiously awaiting new adven-
tures, the children were quiet for quite some time, looking at each other 
shyly from now and then before the vehicle lifted off Phobos’ ground and, 
flying downward, started to descend to Mars.  

Sitting in the corner of the vehicle, a boy with black hair—at least that 
was what his head accessory looked like—kept shaking his leg while he was 
looking outside. All of a sudden, he could no longer hold back, so he 
jumped from his seat and said, “Hello, I’m Xavier, from the generation of 
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bions from South America. I’m here on vacation with my parents, and then 
we are going back to Europe, Jupiter’s satellite. I can see you’ll be attending 
summer school as well. Do you happen to know how much free time we’ll 
have there? Well, to go around and explore the area, yes? You know, two years 
ago, when I was ...” he continued without pausing, so the others did not have 
the slightest chance to speak at all. 

Although bions could communicate through mind, their way of think-
ing gradually became different from that of humans, so they sometimes re-
sorted to more primitive ways of making conversation, namely, such that 
people were used to way back in the past. Behind Xavier, the children could 
already see the outline of Aurora, the largest city on Mars.    

Irene, a bion from Siberia on planet Earth glanced at the faces of other 
children with her sky-blue eyes, and sent, through her mind, her personal 
data to all present and then said slightly playfully, “Nice to meet you, Xavier, 
but would you please sit down and allow us to enjoy this beautiful scene. You 
can talk later.” Xavier sank to his seat, offended and speechless.  

The spacecraft started to descend towards the base of Aurora, the city 
with over a million corridors carved into the mountains. Such construction 
had been chosen to provide protection in case of sudden asteroid rain in the 
times when Mars’ atmosphere was sparser. Cone-shaped stairs soared 
from the mountain range, surrounded by synthetic plants in different 
colours. Queues of small vehicles flowing from and into the city hovered 
in the air. In the valley at the foothill of the mountains, vast fields of syn-
thetic plants extended without end next to a port for large ships. The syn-
thetic plants had an important role in creating new life on Mars. Far in the 
distance, a series of high chimneys emitted steam which formed clouds in 
Mars’ atmosphere.    

 
Q Q Q  

 
The passengers scattered in different directions and the group of children 

continued their way in a smaller vehicle which took them three thousand 
metres up towards a beautiful manor with rounded shapes.  

Aki, a tiny bion girl originally from Hokkaido, who was visiting her 
mother, screamed with joy, “Wow, what an amaaazing manor! Here is where 
our summer school is?” she asked uncertainly, though she had been in-
formed of what their school building would look like.    



Jon nodded and said, “Did you know there is a wormhole gate here, 
which we can use?”  

“Yes, so I’ve heard,” Aki said. “But it has been sealed,” she quickly added.  
“Oh, yes. I’ve heard that,” Irene joined in, “I suppose because three stu-

dents had escaped into the past a decade ago, right?” she looked at the oth-
ers as if to get a confirmation.  

“Well, not really escaped. They were sucked in and they disappeared,” said 
Xavier who again was being a smart alec, though he was still looking 
through the window with a smirk. Nicole was all ears, while her thoughts 
were befuddled. A moment later, they all heard a gentle voice in their 
minds, “Zoltan Manor, please prepare to exit.”  

A while later the company was standing at the gate to the manor. The gate 
opened and a mental guide escorted them to their rooms. Nicole was look-
ing at the moving images on manor walls. She particularly liked the image 
of three bions with their clothes scattered all over the place, looking as some 
sort of phantoms practicing martial arts. An inscription kept appearing in 
the lower corner of the image. Nicole read it out loud, “Mya, Mex, Mey - the 
generation of 2480” and stared into the image for a while.  

“The generation that lost most of its loved ones in wormholes, not even 
realising that in two years’ time, the wormholes would disappear as quickly 
as they had appeared. Although these three could probably never find this 
out,” Nicole wondered.   

“That aside, they look like true fighters, though they do seem slightly vi-
cious,” she smiled and wondered why they had chosen names that were so 
particular. In the twenty-fifth century, children could change their original 
names given by their parents. She herself had kept her original name be-
cause she liked it.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
The morning had just awoken over the colourful land. Zoltan manor and 

other buildings in the city turned light green. There was a buzz over Aurora, 
caught in a play of the early sun rays and the colour green. The city was lit-
erally breathing with fresh oxygen supplies released from buildings. The 
hustle and bustle of the city was slowly gaining momentum, but despite a 
growing number of vehicles, traffic continued to move with unabated speed. 
More and more vehicles left the main port to set off to the wide universe.   
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Valery sat comfortably in his virtual armchair, listening to the lesson. Get-
ting twenty-five new classmates, boys and girls, was something he found ex-
ceptionally interesting, in particular because there were more bions among 
them than in the entire city of Odessa. He was looking to his left and to his 
right, greeting his new classmates. Although that type of education was no 
longer in fashion, Zoltan manor continued to use traditional classrooms that 
very much resembled the ones used in the twenty-second century. Valery and 
seven of his classmates were attending the lesson virtually, as they were still 
on their way to Mars. The first series of classes that day was rather normal, 
as children learned about the history of Mars and of its inhabitants. With the 
bulk of information students received through the day, the second series of 
classes focused on students’ emotional development or in other words, on 
experiencing the planet as it once had been. 

The person who was sitting two virtual chairs away from Valery was hid-
den behind Benjamin, a huge bulky bion. Valery often thought how a real 
chair would have crushed under the immense pressure exerted onto it by the 
rear of his giant classmate. As he was watching the brittle legs of the virtual 
chair, he noticed a pair of Nicole’s blue eyes watching him from behind Ben-
jamin’s back. Valery briskly looked away but he could feel his blood boiling 
and his heart felt like being pierced by a thousand arrows. He took a deep 
breath and looked to his right, but Benjamin’s wide body was blocking his 
view. Nevertheless, he gathered his courage and poked Benjamin with his 
virtual body, “Hey, Benjamin,” he whispered into his mind, making sure that 
the other classmates did not sense it. “You’ve dropped something,” he con-
tinued, hardly controlling himself, although that was not what he had 
wanted to say. Benjamin ducked and Valery looked at Nicole who was at-
tentively listening to the lesson.   

Suddenly, he felt a fierce blow, as if he had been hit by a hundred hurri-
canes. “Are you making fun of me?” Benjamin could not hold back.  

“Benjamin, Valery. Please calm down!” they heard a voice in their heads. 
It was the voice of their virtual teacher whose authority could tame any stu-
dent, no matter how untameable he or she was.  

The school-day went by fast and the company from Zoltan manor went 
to their rooms. Before entering her room, Nicole walked to a large balcony 
with a view of the colourful Aurora landscape. Xavier came after her.  

“Beautiful, isn’t it?” he said in a low voice, leaning in a bit too close. 
Nicole moved away.  



“Yes, it really is. It’s been a while since I saw such beautiful and real 
colours of the sky and everything,” she said.   

“Um, maybe we could go for a walk sometime?” Xavier asked her directly, 
though a bit timidly.  

“Yes, sure,” she smiled and added, “But let’s invite others as well. They 
surely wish to explore the place.”  

Meanwhile, Valery was staring through the window of the space ship and 
watched the Earth becoming a tiny dot within the vast universe. He could 
not focus on his favourite virtual game called Adventure which he was play-
ing with other children.   

“Valery, you’re out. You really suck today,” he could hear the voice of Cho, 
his neighbour from Odessa, laughing at him. Shortly, Valery left the game 
and lay on his bed, looking at the ceiling. As soon as he switched on a med-
itation programme, he was flying like a bird through rain forests which once 
existed on planet Earth.     

 
Q Q Q  

 
The ship with fusion pulse propulsion slowed down as it approached a 

potato-shaped Mars satellite. The crowd on board enjoyed the magnificent 
sight of the dead dwarf and the colourful giant in the background. The open-
ing which led to the port on planet Phobos where the ship was to land be-
gan to open. Due to exposure to a variety of astro-weather conditions, as both 
humans and bions liked to refer to radiation and asteroid rain in space, all 
activities on planet Phobos went on below the surface.  

“In half an hour, we are going to land on Phobos,” the mind communi-
cator of the space ship informed the passengers.  

Valery did not get the message as he had accidentally switched off the 
communication chip which he, being a human, had to use. Bions, on the 
other hand, had no need for such chips, as they had synthetic brain with in-
tegrated communicators which were much more advanced than those of the 
humans.   

“Valery, get up, we’re landing,” the room computer repeatedly urged 
Valery at high volume. Valery woke up and said, yawning, “Thank you, Zen. 
Could you please synchronise my brain chip with the transmitters and up-
date the data?”  

“Done,” he received a message in his mind merely four seconds later.   
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Valery stepped to the wall, from which an outfit emerged and wrapped 
around his body. He immediately changed its colour to light blue. Then he 
scanned the ship with his mind, looking for his parents, just like Nicole had 
done a couple of days earlier. His parents were enjoying the view of Phobos 
with Mars in the background. They were not concerned of Valery being late, 
as room computers and brain communicators were there to make sure that 
would not happen.  

“Good morning. Have you had your breakfast yet?” Valery asked his par-
ents through his mind.  

“Good morning, sleepy head. Yes, we’ve eaten already. Go and grab 
something and then meet us on the platform,” his mother replied through 
her mind. Her eyes reflected the reds and the greens of the planet covered 
with white puffy clouds.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
Valery headed to Aurora’s main port in a GEEM, just as his classmates 

had done a couple of days ago. He was the only child on board. Next to him 
sat a couple who belonged to the new generation of bions, the one that no 
longer looked like humans. Valery watched the two, intrigued by their ex-
otic look which was something he had not seen in reality but merely in his 
mind.   

“Hello, Valery. You can call me Shssszzzzzsh,” the female bion said 
through her mind. Well, at least Valery thought it was a female.   

Valery then converted the hissing sounds in his mind and realised that 
they were in fact an unusual name based on a certain type of undulation. The 
bion’s body kept changing its form, as if it were made of water. Now and then 
it even assumed a human form, noticing Valery’s discomfort. 

It then continued to speak to him through its mind, “Since you obviously 
wish to know more, we’ll tell you everything. We are from the new genera-
tion of bions who live in the deep seas on Europe, Jupiter’s satellite. And no, 
I’m not a female bion, just as Shhhddttt is not a male bion.”  

Both beings then assumed a human form and gently smiled to the as-
tonished Valery. Then they sent him, through their minds, information on 
their way of life, as he had requested. Thanks to that exciting encounter, 
Valery felt that the trip had lasted only a short while.  The next moment he 
was in the vehicle which took him high up to Zoltan manor.  



Q Q Q  
 
Nicole sat motionless by the window, recovering live memories of her 

mother which she had lost to human stupidity years ago. Between 2400 and 
2480 humans undertook a series of unusual experiments, trying to find ways 
to extract antimatter, which nearly brought the entire human history to its 
end. They made a special gate into parallel worlds, which was actually a small 
wormhole through which one could send small robots, signals, energy or in-
formation. In 2460, scientist finally discovered how to get antimatter which 
was used for interstellar travels from the parallel worlds. Hence, they extracted 
a large volume of antimatter from parallel universes in 2480. A result of such 
uncontrollable exploitation was instability and collapse of one of the parallel 
universes, ten thousand times smaller than ours, which in turn led to the for-
mation of some sort of wormholes in other universes, including our own. All 
of a sudden there were wormholes emerging and disappearing everywhere, 
and nobody knew how long that might take. Many people, bions and objects 
would disappear from the face of the Earth into the unknown. Nicole’s 
mother was one of them. Fortunately, the wormholes closed in 2482 but un-
foreseen accidents would still occur here and there. And neither people nor 
bions, who had disappeared, ever came back....  

“Don’t forget the party today,” a voice came to Nicole’s mind, waking her 
from daydreaming.  

A virtual costume party was planned for later that day, in which anyone 
could disguise themselves as anything they could possibly imagine. And 
since it took place in the virtual world, one could really see the most in-
credible transformations. Nicole thought for a while. “My costume is going 
to reflect other people and their emotions,” she said to herself effervescently.     

Time went by fast, and soon the company gathered at the party. Once 
Valery had settled into his large room he went looking around the manor, 
admiring the incredible view of Aurora and its surroundings. He had also 
chosen a costume which, like Nicole’s, was rather unusual. He decided his 
mask would represent energy which would flash around the room, chang-
ing its form. As most of the children that would come to the party were 
bions, they would easily see him as energy by means of their infra-red sight 
or feel him as some sort of undulation. Valery went to the party as a snake-
like stream of light, slightly brushing up against every one of the guests. 
He observed his funny classmates. Benjamin’ costume was a huge dough-
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nut with jam oozing out of it. Xavier came as a sea cucumber, hopping all 
around the place. Jon was a mist, dispersed through the room. Irene and Aki 
had turned into two lionesses, animals which lived on Earth. Half an hour 
into the party, various pleasant waves which travelled through the bodies and 
minds, excited feelings of everyone present. The waves had similar effect as 
music used to have on people way back in the past. Then, a new guest in a 
costume came down the stairs, wearing a long white gown, reflecting ev-
eryone that had gathered in the hall. Valery was amazed by the incredible be-
ing. When he approached the figure through a beam of electrons wrapped 
around a nearby chandelier, he realised that the mysterious being was in fact 
the same person that had been hiding behind Benjamin’s body in class. 
Valery descended in a snake-like beam of light to brush up against her. But 
as soon as he came into contact with her field, they created a burst of light 
which briefly flooded the room in thousands of colours. Valery, surprised and 
confused at the same time, headed towards the crowd, while Nicole’s heart 
kept racing in incredible rhythm for quite a while.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
The next day, the students went on a trip to Aurora. When two-seater 

GEEMs arrived to the foothill of the manor, the students got in and left for 
the old part of the city which was crisscrossed by a network of corridors and 
underground mazes. Xavier grabbed hold of Nicole’s hand and before she 
could realise it, they were sitting in one of the vehicles, descending into the 
city. Irene followed them, pushing Valery into the next GEEM. Valery was a 
bit astonished, looking at the vehicle in front of them and the outline of the 
two in it. It felt a bit odd to be sitting alone in a vehicle with a female bion 
he hardly knew.  

“Valery, how come your eyes are green? Don’t people wear blue eyes, like 
us bions?” Irene asked him, and sent him a tender thought which made 
Valery feel slightly embarrassed.  

“No, people on Earth still have their normal eyes,” Valery replied.  
“What about the suit you’re wearing? Which generation of catomics is 

it?” Irene was curious to know. Catomics were special nanorobots which 
could assemble themselves to form different types of surfaces. As they had 
a wide array of functions, they were used as outfits by humans and bions 
alike. Though in fact, they were much more than just clothes.     



 “Delta 17,” Valery replied briefly, seriously embarrassed.  
“Whaat? They still make those? They should be in a museum,” Irene 

said hastily without thinking, and her reaction made Valery feel like a 
ragamuffin.    

Irene turned to Valery and said, “Look, I want to give you something.”  
Tiny strings emerged from her suit and wrapped around Valery’s hand.  
“What are you doing?” Valery, slightly concerned, asked his bion friend, 

though he had not exchanged many words with bions before that.   
“No need to worry. It’s just a small gift,” Irene said and added, “You’ll see 

what it can do once we get out of the vehicle.”  
“Well, thank you. But I’ve got nothing to give in return,” he was looking 

at his outfit as if it was all tattered, though it was nice with its blues and greens.   
As the vehicles landed one after the other, Benjamin was anxiously shift-

ing his weight from one foot to another.  
“What’s now with you love birds. Do you wish to make out in GEEMs or 

should we go exploring?” he ticked off Valery and Irene as well as Xavier and 
Nicole who had been sitting before them.   

“Come on, Benjamin, cut it out,” Irene said and playfully added, “Why 
don’t you find someone instead of rolling around.”   

 
Q Q Q  

 
Soon thereafter, they were walking through underground corridors which 

had been in fact the first settlements of people and robots on Mars at the end 
of the twenty-first and the beginning of the twenty-second centuries. The stu-
dents were accompanied by a mental tour guide who shed some light on the 
life on Mars as once had been by means of information they would receive 
through mind and actual holograms which would appear before them. Thus, 
the company walked among androids and people who lived in that time.   

“Well, here is a then biofarm. As you can see, those were not synthetic 
plants but real, biological plants,” the guide informed them and continued, 
“Here, they produced oxygen. This was used for water storage....” Students 
were completely awestruck by the primitiveness of some of the devices used 
in the past, and they could not understand how anyone could have lived and 
survived on Marsh with equipment like that.   

While they were roaming through a maze of corridors, Xavier approached 
Valery and blocked their mental field so nobody could hear them. “Hey, I’ve 
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got to tell you something,” he said.  
“You know, Nicole and I, well ... she’s my girlfriend. We’re dating. You 

don’t need to spread the word, but just so you know. I’ve noticed you look-
ing at her,” Xavier said with a smirk. Valery thought to himself how overly 
confident Xavier was.  

Nevertheless he nodded and said, “Yeah, sure. I won’t tell the others.”  
A moment later, Xavier released the mental field, and turned to his 

new—at least he thought so—girlfriend, “Nicole, wait for me.”  
Nicole turned and her blue eyes caught Valery’s green eyes which tried 

to resist the emotions within. When Xavier caught up with Nicole, he 
turned to Valery and winked. Valery nodded in reply.  

The group reached a series of corridors that were built two hundred years 
later in 2300.  

“Ok, this piece is one of the first true androids, and as you can see, they 
were very sophisticated,” the guide noted. A cross-section of android body 
appeared in their mind, complete with a whole series of information.     

“The year 2400 is regarded as a transitional period in which many peo-
ple decided to transform into bions. We can say that we have created a per-
fect merger combining the perfectionism of synthetic biology and androids 
with the creative nature of humans,” the guide continued. 

Valery did not pay much attention, as there was something entirely dif-
ferent going through his mind. His daydreaming was suddenly interrupted 
by Jon, a human himself, who said: “Hey, dude, where did you get this suit?”  

“Oh, you mean the green one?” Valery asked, though he knew perfectly 
what Jon was referring to, as he only had one suit on.  

“Yes, it’s wicked cool. Do you know what can it do?” Jon asked.  
Irene, standing behind them, said, “Valery, have you tried out my gift?”  
“What gift?” Aki who was standing right next to Irene was curious to 

know.  
“I gave him some of our catomics. Look at that green thing on his 

hand,” Irene replied through her mind.  
“Oh, I can see it, yes,” Aki said and added, turning to Valery, “Valery, you 

really have to try it.”   
Valery stopped and synchronised his thoughts with the new piece of his 

suit. When he extended his right arm, green strings began twirling around 
his arm, and a moment later, they flew to the exhibited android entangling 
it completely.    



“Gee, I didn’t mean it,” Valery said slightly scared, “I just let it rip....”  
Benjamin turned and could not help but play on Valery’s words, “You let 

it rip, eh? I thought I could smell something rotten.”  
The entire company burst into laughter, leaving Valery completely em-

barrassed. The green strings let go of the android body and wrapped around 
his arm.   

“Ok, rookie,” Benjamin decided to help his friend, “Open your mental 
field so I can enter and teach you how to operate this thing.”  

Valery did as Benjamin had told him to. A bunch of green strings from his 
right arm formed a large protection balloon around him. In the next moment, 
the balloon suddenly shrank, and sharp swords emerged from Valery’s arm 
and disappeared in an instant. The green strings then travelled across his body 
and to the ground where they transformed into some kind of a bicycle.  

“Well then, hop on,” Benjamin said.   
“Come on, you should not be doing this here in these corridors,” Aki re-

marked.  
“It’s just for a while. He’ll only try, won’t you, Valery?” Benjamin en-

couraged his friend.   
Valery looked at Benjamin with uncertainty, and shrugged his shoulders, 

“Ok, I’ll just try to sit on it.”  
As soon as he sat on the bicycle which automatically adjusted to Valery’s 

height, he whizzed away through the maze of corridors at two hundred kilo-
metres per hour. His friends laughed, hearing Valery’s screams from the dis-
tance. He was back in a snap.  

“Hey, this was really wicked. Something completely different,” Valery said 
while he was stepping off the bike, his legs trembling. The bicycle trans-
formed back to a series of strings which wrapped around his arm. Valery kept 
looking at his new gadget, imagining what it could do, and feeling a strange 
dull pain in the upper part of his abdomen.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
Nicole had never imagined that her dreams she had revealed to her fa-

ther days ago would now come true. The students were told that they would 
go on a three-day camping trip to the gigantic twenty-one kilometre high vol-
cano mountain called Olympus Mons. They all cried with excitement on 
hearing the news. Benjamin and Xavier bragged about what they could and 
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would do. Jon and Valery, on the other hand, refrained from saying anything, 
as bions were indeed much powerful compared to humans. The girls dis-
cussed their sleeping arrangements in tents and things to take with them. 
The plan for the first day of the camping trip was to leave Aurora at 5:20 a.m. 
in an amphibian craft which was normally used to transport food and 
equipment but could also serve as emergency bivouac in case something 
went wrong. They would arrive to their destination at 5:45 a.m. and imme-
diately set up a camp which would take about thirty minutes. After prepar-
ing their equipment, the hikers would set off to climb Olympus Mons. Once 
at the top, they would have lunch, maybe descend briefly into the crater, af-
ter which they would return to the valley. The evening would be off.   

“Woo-hoo, an evening off!” Benjamin howled jumping up and down. “I 
can’t wait!” he cried hugging Xavier who was one head shorter so tightly the 
latter could hardly breathe.   

The evening went by in a blur of incredible tension. Nobody could sleep 
that night. Everyone found their own way to entertain themselves through 
the endless night. Valery also kept tossing and turning in his bed and he 
could not forget Xavier’s words. Nicole could not sleep either. She thought 
about humans, realising that they were not that different from them, just 
slightly dissimilar and odd, like Valery for example. Then again, they were 
not really odd but rather oddly interesting. “Valery’s eyes are really beauti-
ful,” she whispered and stared at the wall which was changing colour in sync 
with her emotions. The wall turned the colour of Valery’s eyes. “Well, not re-
ally beautiful. Unusual,” she corrected herself, yet the colour of the wall did 
not change.    

In the meantime, Irene received a mental message from Valery, which 
read, “Thanks for the gift. It’s truly fantastic. I hope we can get together some 
time and try it out. CU, Val.” Irene’s eyes glistened and she tried not to 
breathe deeply, though the strong beats of her heart urged her to.    

 
Q Q Q  

 
The sun had just crested the horizon, with the blues and the reds of the 

sky clashing with one another. The amphibian craft, fully loaded with supplies 
prepared by robots earlier that morning, was hovering in front of the manor. 
Benjamin came running out of the manor and pushed himself off the stair-
case, jumping directly into the craft which was eleven metres away, making 



it sway. The others came after him in a much less excited manner. About five 
minutes later, twenty-five students attending summer school left Aurora.    

Their craft accelerated to two thousand kilometres per hour, which meant 
that they would not need to listen to Xavier’s stories and Benjamin’s jokes—
which were not really funny to anyone but himself—for too long. Ben-
jamin’s guffaw which followed each one of his jokes resembled the sound of 
a washing machine running its centrifuge cycle. The latter was once used by 
humans to wash their clothes. Although Benjamin’s jokes were not at all 
funny, everyone burst into laughter when they heard his strange laugh.   

A colossal mountain was rising in the distance. Many of the children saw 
it for the first time. Valery and Jon who had never before left planet Earth 
were left speechless by the sight. A bunch of clouds were hanging in the 
air approximately half way up the mountain, along with numerous aircrafts 
with tourists, humans and bions alike, who admired the remarkable won-
der of nature.    
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The aircraft landed, and as soon as the door opened, the students gushed 
out. They distributed among them special packages with which they formed 
a circle, with fifteen metres in between packages. Then, they directed their 
thoughts into them and soon, tiny catomics from each package started to form 
a dome. The walls of the domes which were initially were flabby, fluttering 
softly in the gentle breeze, soon became rock-solid. The students carried 
their gear into their tents, and switched on tent communicators, so the tents 
could adjust to weather conditions and to children’s needs. They set up another 
tent in the middle of the camp, which would serve as a diner with kitchen.     

“Hey, we can have our parties here, eh?” Xavier was excited.  
“Wicked parties!” Benjamin grinned, guzzling a fifty-centimetre synthetic 

sandwich.   
“Or we could have an anti-gravity party,” Jon noted. 
“Yes, that would be really great,” Nicole agreed with a smile. She was used 

to different kind of parties in the adrenalin parks on the Moon. Of course, 
an anti-gravity party was not really different from a regular party thanks to 
various gadgets which children had in abundance.     

 
Q Q Q  

 
With the hikers daydreaming and chattering, the whole process of set-

ting up the tents took one hour more than initially planned. If they wished 
to reach the top of Olympus Mons they had to hurry. Each of the students 
tried their outfit and its functions. That was necessary, as some sections of 
the gigantic mountain were unwalkable, and they would need to use special 
climbing gear. That was particularly true of the two-kilometre overhang 
called Monolith. It was named so by bions who, or at least some of them, 
worshipped it as a symbol of the greatness of bionism, a belief that human 
race could only survive through transformation. Of course, anyone could use 
additional equipment and fly all the way up the mountain, but in that case, 
they would miss the magic of the colossal mountain.     

Although the students knew that they should be saving their energy, Ben-
jamin plunged uphill, followed by a couple of classmates. They were so fast 
that the group was soon just a small dot on the horizon.  

“Benjamin, what’s the rush?” Valery asked his friend through his mind. 
“Shouldn’t we rather go together? It’ll be safer this way,” Valery voiced his 
concern.  



“Do human brothers have worries? No need. We surely are tough, true 
heroes indeed!” Benjamin responded in verses. Valery looked at Jon. They 
smiled and shrugged their shoulders as if to say, “This Benjamin of ours is 
really hopeless.”  

Irene came hopping to Valery, her mental field embracing his like a bub-
ble.  

“Valery, your message yesterday ... Thank you so much. And as for get-
ting together some time as you suggested – I’d be happy to.”  

Valery smiled at Irene and tried to explain, “But I didn’t ...”  
Before he could finish his sentence, they both heard Xavier’s message in 

the open field: “Hello, love birds. Here is a tune which is perfect for you two.” 
He sent them gentle undulation, such that people in love normally wanted 
to feel. Everyone burst into laughter except for Valery who looked surprised 
and Nicole who looked away towards the giant mountain.  

In about thirty minutes they reached the foothill of the mountain and be-
gan a strenuous ascent. They checked on the whereabouts of Benjamin and 
his group, and saw that the latter were some two kilometres higher up. The 
sky above the mountain turned unusually dark as if a storm was coming up, 
though there were no clouds to be seen.  

“How weird,” Valery thought, not sensing any irregularities through his 
communicator.   

“Hey, has any of you noticed any irregularities?” he asked the others, try-
ing to find out what was behind that strange occurrence.  

“Everything fine,” they all replied as one. 
“Well, maybe it’s just me,” he thought and tried to reason, “It’s my first 

trip to Mars so these may be side effects or something.” He also recalled that 
a human could live on Mars for up to five years, and not merely a couple of 
days which was how long he had been on that interesting planet thus far.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
Benjamin and the rest of his group which led the way came to the foot 

of the overhanging cliff and decided to make a short stop. Benjamin was 
looking around when suddenly, the image in his field of view moved and got 
blurry, as if he was drunk or experienced vertigo. 

“Maybe I did exaggerate with the speed,” he thought. And just like 
Valery before him, he also noticed that the sky got darker. In addition, he 
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sensed some irregularities in the operation of his synthetic brain. The bions 
normally used the term irregularities to refer to failure of their communi-
cators. Other students in Benjamin’s group also sensed something straneg, 
and they started looking around to see what it was. In a matter of seconds 
they were engulfed in pitch black darkness in which neither their infra-red 
or any other vision could help them see things that were a bit further away. 
They felt as if they were blind, palpating the walls and the rocks around 
them, being able to see only what was within a two metre radius. The dark-
ness was complemented by a strange sound penetrating their minds, and 
unusual feelings built up fear they had never known before. Although they 
tried to scan the area with what was left of their functions, they could find 
nothing that could make such sounds. They tried to call the others but to no 
avail. Furthermore, mental communication was disabled so they could only 
talk to each other using their voices.  

Meanwhile, the rest of the group continued on their way, looking rather 
tired.  

“About a thousand metres more and we’ll reach the others,” Aki said and 
briefly added, “Don’t you think it’s strange we cannot call them or com-
municate with them?”  

“Maybe they are playing hide and seek,” Irene said with a laugh and 
added, “Come on, what could possibly happen to them? Aki, don’t make a 
mountain out of a molehill.”   

Nevertheless, the second group soon discovered their communicators no 
longer worked as they should. They hardly communicated through their 
minds and they all felt dizzy. Valery tried to think for a while but he soon 
switched off his brain chip. Being a human he could do that, while bions 
could not switch their synthetic brains off. Suddenly, his dizziness disap-
peared and he started to observe other members of his group, completely 
composed.   

“Something is terribly wrong,” he said and turned to the only human, be-
sides him, in the group, “Jon, switch off your brain chip. Now!”  

Jon did as he had been told. He looked towards the top of the mountain 
where the first group was located and saw a dark ring with sparks jumping 
as if there was a load of unreleased energy within the ring.  

“Let’s try to go on,” Valery said authoritatively to his friends who were 
slowly dragging their feet behind them, looking like they were about to col-
lapse.  



They walked a while longer but they soon just had to sit down. They were 
too tired to continue. Besides, the darkness was beginning to fall on them 
as well, along with the sounds which filled their minds and bodies with fear. 
Valery and Jon, on the other hand, did feel the human fear, yet their minds 
were completely pure.  

They managed to get near the overhang, merely two hundred metres 
away from the first group. Despite Jon’s and Valery’s calls, there was no re-
sponse from the other group. Valery looked down towards the valley. He 
could compare his sight to the one he would have had if he had been look-
ing from the Earth’s highest peak Mount Everest directly to the sea.   

“Huh, this is going to be tough,” he said to himself. He thought for a 
while and then, turning to the bions in his group, said, “Irene, Xavier, 
Nicole and the rest, please lend me more of your strings.”  

“What are you planning to do?” Jon asked him, surprised.  
“I think I know what is going on,” Valery replied briefly and elaborated, 

“I think a wormhole has broken through somewhere, and we must be near 
the energy field it has created.”  

Valery was very interested in wormholes and knew a lot about them. He 
also knew that it was possible to neutralise the effect of a wormhole, pro-
viding one used enough energy. However, their team had no such source of 
power on them.  

“We have to get to our spacecraft as soon as possible. Jon, please make 
sure that nobody gets hurt while I’m gone,” Valery said.  

“But how do you intend to get to the craft?” the others wanted to know.  
“Flying,” Valery blurted.  
His heart was racing like crazy, and he feared others might notice that 

through his outfit. He had never flown before, at least not without his anti-
gravity suit. Well, he had flown in the game called Adventure when he oc-
casionally turned into a dragon or an aircraft. But what was about to happen 
was for real and the depth beneath him also. To make sure once more, he 
kicked a stone which rolled to the abyss of infinity. Everyone went completely 
silent, watching the stone slowly disappearing into the depths.  

“Hey, what’s up now? Come here, I need your catomics,” he turned to 
the bions. Strings emerged from their tired bodies clenching against 
Valery’s body and face. He extended his arms sideways and the strings 
formed two magnificent long wings. Valery looked like a butterfly that had 
just hatched.  
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“Are you sure you know what you are doing?” Nicole asked and looked 
him deeply and confidently into his eyes for the first time.   

“I’m not sure, but what else can we do,” Valery replied with a lump in his 
throat, looking into Nicole’s amazing blue eyes. He knew it was a matter of 
life or death.  

“Take care, Valery,” Nicole said, her face and voice expressing concern.  
Notwithstanding the danger, Valery had to switch on his brain chip, as 

that was the only way to operate his new outfit. The feeling of dizziness re-
turned and he could hear strange sounds piercing through his body and 
mind.   

“I have to hold on. I have to hold on....” he kept repeating to himself. As 
soon as he felt he could control his outfit, he turned to the others and said, 
“Now keep your fingers crossed.” He looked at his friends once more, and 
then his eyes met Nicole’s. He turned to the abyss and plunged into the 
depths. 

Valery dove about fifty metres, surprised at the fact that the speed of his 
fall was much lower than it would have been in the Earth’s gravitational field. 
After fifty metres he spread his wings and glided like a giant bird above the 
rocks of the colossal mountain. The others were watching his circular mo-
tion as he descended to the valley, disappearing from their sight.   

The winds caused by the wormhole sent sand swirling around the val-
ley. Valery was looking for a place to land but did not see very well. He re-
lied on his instincts but with that speed, he could easily get smashed against 
an obstacle. He did manage to see the outline of their camp and spacecraft, 
and he tried to stop using a special manoeuvre, but his left wing did not per-
form as it should have. He started to spin and suddenly hit one of the tents 
and bounced about fifteen metres away.     

Valery lay motionless on the ground for a couple of moments, and was 
then awoken by a horrifying sound coming from the wormhole. He tried to 
get up on his feet but failed. His leg was broken and a quick analysis he man-
aged to perform with the help of his hardly functional chip indicated a dou-
ble fracture. He made his flying outfit turn into a bicycle which took him to 
their spacecraft which was almost completely covered in sand. He opened 
the shutter to the engine to find another shutter which was code locked. He 
again used his new suit. Catomic strings coming from it wrapped around 
the shutter and opened it, the blue light of the fusion propulsion flooding 
Valery’s face. 



Q Q Q  
 
Meanwhile, both groups were surrounded by darkness. Benjamin and 

the rest of his group felt a wormhole window was opening around them, 
which could take them to the infinity of time and space. They were feeling 
around them, trying to find a way to retreat. Kanetoshi who was also a bion 
from the asteroid ring around the Earth’s solar system reached the edge of 
the cliff and slipped into the abyss. Osmann jumped after him, grabbing 
Kanetoshi by his hand in the last minute. The weight of Kanetoshi hanging 
over the abyss was slowly yet persistently dragging Osmann behind his 
friend, and he was losing control of his body, being closer to the abyss with 
every second passing. He almost let go, when he was grabbed by a strong 
Benjamin’s hand which started to pull. The rest came to help and they man-
aged to pull the boys back to safety.   

 
Q Q Q  

 
Valery disassembled the fusion drive from the spacecraft and put on his 

anti-gravity suit to take him to his friends who were in need of help. It was 
difficult to activate the drive because of the wormhole but when he finally 
succeeded, he started flying to and fro without control. In spite of unbear-
able throbbing pain in his leg, he focused all his thoughts on rescuing his 
friends. Valery engaged all his efforts and finally managed to get control of 
the suit insomuch that he was able to start moving upwards towards the dark 
and creepy ring which was still holding his friends captive.  

The friends from his group were pressed against the rocks, just like the 
other group. A wormhole gate started to appear right next to them, opening 
like monster’s jaws waiting for prey.  

Trying to maintain control of his anti-gravity suit and its movement, 
Valery realised that moving in it upwards was not nearly as easy as moving 
downwards. He noticed huge rocks rolling down Olympus Mons, crushing 
everything underneath them.   

“Oh, no. I have to hurry,” he thought, worrying about his friends who 
were hiding in the mountain, with rocks and stones flying past them like 
cannon balls. Occasionally, a ledge would break off and tumble down.   

Nevertheless, Valery managed to reach the first group in time. When he 
started to descend towards the ledge they were on, his brain chip failed com-
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pletely, and Valery lost control over his suit. He was thrust against a wall and 
then crashed on the hard stone ledge.   

Jon and some of the others ran to him and they all picked up the fusion 
reactor which had crash-landed with Valery.  

“Luckily it hasn’t been damaged,” Jon said to the others. They restarted 
the reactor by placing it between two rocks, so that in the event of explosion, 
the latter would not spread and reach those that were close by.  

“Although the amount of energy is huge, it should be sucked into the 
wormhole in no time,” Jon tried to convince himself. In case that would not 
happen, a massive explosion would not only blow off the nearby rocks but 
evaporate the entire mountain. Jon knew that but would not say it out loud.    

Valery was dragged away to safety, while Jon went toward the fusion re-
actor which bions had covered in catomic strings. The latter were supposed 
to delay the explosion until a hole in space and time would form, thus de-
stroying or at least weakening the wormhole which was spreading over the 
slope. Jon set the self-destruct mechanism and quickly backed away, hiding 
behind a thick rocky wall. The others jumped to the ground and waited for 
the explosion.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
A strong flash of light burst from behind the wall and the next moment, 

a wide beam of light flashed to the sky. Rings of hot air formed around the 
beam and started to move to the wall, dragging small objects with them. 
They began shaking until they collapsed into themselves in a snap, to-
gether with the beam of light.  For a split second, everything was silent. The 
children were looking at one another but before they could smile, the 
ground below started to shake so violently everyone was waving their arms, 
looking for something to hold on to. At the spot where the beam of light had 
disappeared a moment ago, the black cloud rings surrounding the moun-
tain were sucked into a small hole like through a funnel, looking like a gi-
ant tornado. For nearly an hour, the ghastly sound which was now louder 
than before filled the minds and the bodies of the hikers trapped on the 
mountain.    

Like his friends, Jon covered his head with his hands. He looked to the 
side with his right eye and saw that the darkness was gone. He put his hands 
down, stood up with difficulty and switched on his brain chip. The dirt from 



his clothes disappeared in an instant. He looked around and everyone else 
was getting on their feet, looking around them, astonished. Xavier rushed 
to Valery who lay on the floor, and turned him around.    

“Valery is unconscious!” he screamed.  
“I’ll take him to the valley,” he said and took the anti-gravity add-on Valery 

had used about an hour earlier.  
He securely embraced Valery with his suit and plunged from the ledge 

towards their camp or what was left of it.  
On their way down, Xavier talked to his unconscious friend, at the verge 

of tears. “Oh, Valery. I haven’t been frank with you. You know, Nicole’s not 
my girlfriend. I think she likes you. And that message for Irene ... I just 
added one sentence of you asking her out ... I meant no harm, I just did it 
...” Xavier confessed with remorse to what he had done.   

As they approached their spacecraft, Valery was still unconscious, so 
Xavier laid him down by it. He jumped into the cockpit and retrieved a first-
aid kit. He took a device which resembled a gun from the twentieth century, 
and a stream of blue plasma from it covered Valery’s body. The catomic 
strings from Xavier’s suit wrapped around Valery’s injured leg, thus mobil-
ising it.  

 
Q Q Q  

 
For about an hour, Xavier fluttered about, trying to help Valery as much 

as he could. The others were coming down the sand-covered slopes of the 
mountain on bicycles from their outfits, leaving a dusty cloud behind them. 
Irene shared her bike with Jon.   

Valery finally moved and raised his head, “Hey, Xavier. Are we safe?”  
Xavier screamed with joy, “Yes, thanks to you! You were a true hero, 

dude!”   
“Stop, you’re overreacting,” Valery replied modestly. His face and his body 

looked exhausted but he nevertheless lifted himself a little more to see the 
rest of the company approaching. Amid them, he noticed Nicole who 
seemed so close now. His heart filled with warmth. 

“Where are Benjamin and his group?” he turned to Xavier. 
“Valery, if you’re ok, I’ll go and see what has happened to them, ok?” 

Xavier said, remembering the others.  
“Yeah, sure. Go on,” Valery agreed.  
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Q Q Q  
 
Nicole was getting closer to the spacecraft incredibly fast. She stopped so 

suddenly that a huge cloud of dust covered Valery leaning on the side of the 
spacecraft. He saw a blurry figure running towards him through the dusty 
cloud.   

“Oh, Valery, are you ok?” she gently put her hand on his shoulder and 
looked deeply into his eyes, which made his heart skip a beat.   

“You know, I’ve got to tell you something,” she continued, feeling for the 
first time in her life that she was growing soft on someone and being totally 
afraid for his life.  

“I know this isn’t fair to Irene, since I guess you are an item, but I ... you 
know, erm ... I need to tell you that ...” She could not finish her sentence, 
as a huge shadow came over the two.   

It was no one else than Benjamin who was flying towards the spacecraft, 
unable to stop, howling like some kind of a monster. Nicole and Valery re-
alised at the same time that he was far from being ok. They heard him 
screaming the words, “The brakes don’t wooooork!”  

Benjamin’s body was surrounded by a protective shield made of catomics, 
which made him look like a ball. As it hit the first tent it bounced off into 
the second and so on, crushing and squashing everything underneath. The 
sounds coming from inside the unusual ball were a mixture of Benjamin’s 
screams and laughter. The ball finally stopped on a small bump, rocking to 
and fro. Then, it suddenly opened, and catomic strings retreated, revealing 
Benjamin with a wide smile on his large face.  

Other spacecrafts started to descend from above. They had come to save 
the children and take their hero, Valery, to hospital. He was taken first in 
a special craft, and had no time to say goodbye to his friends. Xavier shared 
his ride with Nicole and Irene, so he explained to the girls what he had 
done to Valery, and apologised to both. He sounded so full of remorse that 
the girls could not resent him. They knew he had acted on emotions. In-
stead of bearing a grudge, they started tickling him, which made everyone 
laugh their hearts out, helping them to release the fear that had accumu-
lated within them over the past couple of hours. If it had not been for 
Valery, everyone might have finished as Nicole’s mum had. Nicole could 
not imagine how her dear father would have felt if he had lost his daugh-
ter, too.... 



Q Q Q  
 
The white building comprising a series of domes sparkled under the sun, 

reflecting the greens of the plants and the browns of the earth. Now and 
then, a GEEM would emerge, almost unnoticeably, from the largest of the 
domes or disappear into it. The inside of the domes was not that unnotice-
able. The high corridors were covered in various moving images from the 
virtual world. A GEEM has just landed within the dome. Its door opened and 
a nearly transparent capsule swooshed from the vehicle, gliding in the air 
along the corridors. Other capsules brought by other vehicles or those wait-
ing to be taken elsewhere were moving above it in different directions. 
They disappeared through the walls of the corridors without making a 
sound. Valery had been put into one of those capsules a couple of days ago, 
while he was presently levitating among virtual stars and planets. Lightly 
glowing rings around his body slowly moved up and down the entire night. 
With the first sunlight, the stars slowly faded away, replaced by daylight. The 
rings disappeared, and Valery’s body gently lowered onto a bed. 

“Good morning, Valery,” the doctor who had entered the room through 
the wall greeted his patient in his mind.  

“Your health seems to be improving, but I’ve good news and bad news 
for you,” the doctor said in a serious tone.    

 “You know, Valery, you were incredibly lucky. Had you been exposed to 
wormhole radiation for just a second longer, you would have died,” he 
noted.   

“The good news is that you can look forward to a complete recovery with 
no consequences.” He lingered for a while and then continued seriously, 
“You know, the radiation exposure can only be fully remedied in a place with 
a different gravitational field. We can close you up in a room for about six 
months or we can send you back to Earth. In fact, you should go back to 
Earth as soon as possible so you can recover properly,” the doctor said, look-
ing into Valery’s saddened eyes which turned reflective.   

In that moment, the door opened and a bunch of Valery’s classmates 
filled the hospital room. Valery’s eyes were looking for Nicole in vain. The 
company threw a party in the room and only after the doctors had nagged 
for a while, they finally left Valery alone two hours later. The last one to go 
was naturally Benjamin who told him a couple of jokes and then left the hos-
pital laughing heartily.   
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Valery turned on his side and a tear ran from his right eye and down his 
bed, disappearing on the floor. He heard the door behind him open and shut 
silently. He turned his head and saw Nicole standing by the door with a bas-
ket full of synthetic fruit in her hands, biting her lip.    

“Hello, Valery,” she said shyly. Valery gave her a gentle yet sour smile 
and said, “Hello, Nicole. How nice of you to come by. I thought you won’t 
make it.”  

“I was here before, but I heard what the doctor said about your recovery,” 
Nicole said as she came to his bed and sat on its edge. Valery propped him-
self up on his hands, bringing himself to a sitting position.   

“You know, I wanted to tell you ...” Valery said, his voice trembling. The 
door to his room suddenly opened and a mind communicator told them: 
“Visiting hours end in five minutes. Please leave the hospital.”    

Valery wanted to say everything he had kept away, but Nicole put her fin-
ger to his mouth, “Shhhh, I know everything, Valery. And I wanted to tell you 
the same thing,” she sent him a mind map which made Valery’s body melt.     

“I have to go now. They’re taking you to the inter-solar transporter,” her 
voice trembled as she spoke. She reached out and stroked him tenderly, wip-
ing off the tear running down his cheek. She leaned forward, and her lips 
gently touched his. She also could not hold back her tears as she could not 
bear to look at him.  

  
Q Q Q  

 
Valery sat in his room in the inter-solar transporter, looking outside and 

bidding farewell to the planet that was getting smaller and smaller. Next door, 
his parents were uneasy, analysing Valery’s medical record.   

On the other hand, Valery did not worry too much. The thoughts that 
occupied his mind regarded the wonderful experiences he had had during 
his short stay on Mars. He kept touching his lips, trying to relive his first 
kiss and feeling his body melting next to the beautiful Nicole. He recalled 
her touch on his face and the salty tear sliding between their lips....    

Lost in reverie, Valery was gazing through the window. The pain in his 
stomach would not stop, and his heart was beating unusually fast, as he 
thought of the past few days.   

And then, he got a mind map from Mars. It was Nicole, Valery’s first love. 
He knew in a moment that someday they would meet again. 
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Android: Human-like robot which was first introduced in the twen-
tieth century. The androids of the twenty-second century were consi-
derably more sophisticated and could do all sorts of work, but they 
were still merely computers with no mind of their own. Only in the 
early twenty-fourth century, androids became equal to people. And 
just like a human being, an android also required a certain amount 
of time (i.e. growing up) to be able to develop its emotions. In 2390, 
androids were given equal rights as men and almost immediately 
thereafter, they decided to transform into a superior form, that is, 
bions. 

Antimatter: This is a special material consisting of antiparticles. These 
have their opposite form – particles. Particles are those which form ordi-
nary matter, already known to people. When an antiparticle and particle 
pair are coupled, both are transformed into a huge amount of energy. 
This energy is much stronger than the energy which one could obtain 
from, for instance,  nuclear fission or nuclear fusion. 

Biofarm: This kind of farm differs from vertical farms. Biofarms 
appeared in the second half of the 22nd century and in comparison 
with green vertical farms, they were producing synthetic products: 
meat, milk products, fruits and vegetables. Since then, people have 
neither not killed nor bred animals , and synthetic fruit and vegeta-
bles have contained more minerals and vitamins than natural fruit 
and vegetables.  

GLOSSARY



Bion: Bions first emerged in the beginning of the twenty-fifth century, 
when about half of Earth’s population decided to assume a different form, 
due to the changes in climate and the environment. Some people deci-
ded to become bions also because they could become immortal. They 
could achieve this by simply transferring their thoughts and memories 
to the brain of a bion. Moreover, this enabled them to switch their bodies. 
Even if one destroyed their bionic body, the memory and everything else 
was preserved. They just had to buy a new body which—in the second 
half of the twenty-fifth century—was not necessarily human-like. But 
bions were also androids who had become so intelligent by the end of 
the twenty-fourth century that they could match people. So they were in 
fact new beings. Androids also would decide to transform into bions. 
There was no difference between the bions which emerged from humans 
and those that emerged from androids. The human-like bions had pale 
complexion and very bright blue eyes. What distinguished them from 
people was a special iris pattern. Bions could also wear different hairsty-
les, whereby the hair was made of catomics, among other things.  

Bionism: Represents the movement which was established in the 22nd 
century and expanded in the 24th century. The idea behind this is the 
desire of humans to adapt to difficult environments, to travel into space, 
and finally, to be immortal. A human being, who becomes a bion, repla-
ces its body but keeps its thoughts and memories (and soul). Another 
reason for this transformation was actually the need of humans to be as 
mentally and physically powerful as artificital intelligence – therefore 
humans merged together with artificial intelligence. 

Catomics: The word itself derives from claytronics; Claytronic + Atom = 
Catom. These molecular robots were first developed in the twenty-first 
century. Unlike their earlier and fairly primitive versions, they were later, 
in particular after 2380, able to assume extremely thin and diverse sha-
pes. They were able to change colour, with black being their basic colour. 
They were exceptionally good at connecting one another’s powers of thin-
king, thus enhancing the latter by mutual interworking. People as well 
as bions used them as protective multifunctional outfits until the end of 
the twenty-fifth century. At the time, catomics were able to assume 
almost any form or function a human or a bion could imagine.  
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Currentians: People living in the time in which the story is set (derived 
from the word current); 

Electromobile: Personal car with electric drive. It was only used until 
2180.   

ESHU space ships: This type of spacecrafts was used predominantly wit-
hin the Solar System, and they rarely travelled outside it.  They were used 
to transport either goods and material or people and bions from one pla-
net to another. ESHU space ships were propelled by fusion.  

EXTRA: Large tubes used to transport waste packages outside a city. The 
acronym stands for External Transport. Waste packages were encased in 
special capsules which floated in the magnetic field inside the tubes. A 
specially designed magnetic system, similar to the one used by magne-
tic trains, moved the capsules through the tubes.    

Eye lens: This is the predecessor of the brain chip and was first applied 
at the end of the 21st century. The eye lens enabled communication with 
other people. It also enabled access to different databases. The eye lens 
allowed virtual visits to concerts, lectures, cinemas, theatre or other 
events distant from Earth. With 3D vision of objects and virtual working 
with them, the eye lens enabled a person to manipulate different real 
devices. With use of eye lenses, people no longer needed cell phones, 
monitors, televisions or watches. People could virtually change to other 
people (seen differently by others). People worked mostly through the 
virtual environment and used only a couple of days in the real environ-
ment in order to maintain social contacts.  

Fission: Is a nuclear reaction in which the nucleous of an atom splits into 
smaller particles, usually neutrons and photons in the form of gamma 
radiation. During this reaction, a large amount of energy is released. The 
use of nuclear fission started in the first half of the 20th century; first as a 
nuclear weapon and later as the one of most important sources of energy. 

FIST: Acronym for Fight with Intelligence and SporT, which was a spe-
cial game popular in 2150. 



Fusion: Nuclear fusion is a nuclear reaction during which two or more 
atomic nuclei collide at very high speed and form a new nucleus (for 
instance the sun produces energy which is a consequence of collisions of 
hydrogen nuclei, and as a result, helium nuclei are formed together with 
the side product of a tremendous amount of energy). 

Futurians: People from the future (derived from the word future); 

GEEM: An anti-gravity aircraft developed in 2350, which was commonly 
shaped like a flying saucer, a ball or a drop. They no longer required 
wings, as they did not use the principle of buoyancy. Instead, they had to 
reduce air resistance as much as possible. Such anti-gravity aircrafts were 
used to transport passengers from the orbit and satellites to planets, for 
example, from Phobos to Mars, from the Earth’s orbit to the Earth etc. Ini-
tially, they were propelled by fusion.  

Globe: The only global currency which was used in the real word from the 
twenty-second to the end of the twenty-fifth century.   

Heat or cold storage: This can be either a tank with water or other fluid, 
or a material, in which, for a certain time, heat or cold can be stored. The 
cold can, for instance, be stored during winter and used for cooling in 
summer. The opposite can be done with heat stored in summer which is 
then used in winter for heating. 

Historyans: People from the past (derived from the word history); 

Hydrogen transporter: In the twenty-second century, the heavy transport 
vehicles (e.g. lorries) were propelled by hydrogen or fuel cell systems.  

INTRA: Large tubes used to transport packages of food or other goods 
around a city. The acronym stands for Internal Transport. Food packa-
ges were encased in special capsules which floated in the magnetic 
field inside the tubes. A specially designed magnetic system, similar 
to the one used by magnetic trains, moved the capsules through the 
tubes.  
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MAA: An (under)water craft which was developed in the beginning of 
the twenty-fifth century. It could reach very high speeds. There is no water 
resistance on the surface of this craft, as the latter forms a strongly ioni-
sed air layer around itself, which makes the water move away and flow 
around the boat.   

Magmobile: A public means of transport that could carry up to 16 pas-
sengers, depending on their type. In case a larger number of passengers 
had to be transported to a destination, magmobiles could combine as 
modules. Magmobiles resembled MOVEs, the difference being that the 
former could levitate freely above a magnetodrome and did not require 
any rails.   

Magnetodrome: A special road or track over which a vehicle (magmo-
bile) could levitate. It was made from magnetically-sensitive material and 
material that is highly conductive at room temperature. These were cal-
led superconductors.  

Mega City: This is a very large city with about 10 million citizens. In the 
year 2013, when this book was written, there were approximately 20 such 
cities in the world. Sometimes, cities expand within an area in a way that 
results in two or more cities becoming part of a larger city. In the future, 
these MegaCities will play a special role, especially because the number 
of citizens in such cities will be an incredible 50 or even 100 million. 
Due to such high population density, these kinds of cities will not only 
spread over a large area, but they will grow upwards as well as into the 
ground. The high population density will also require MegaCities to have 
optimised paths for supply of energy, water and food. 

Molecular or atomic refrigerator: The idea behind this technology was 
already known in the 20th century. It is based on the fact that each atom 
or molecule, cooled down to a very low temperature, stays at rest and 
does not vibrate, or vibrates less than at higher temperatures. If a mole-
cule or atom is therefore trapped and its vibration is stopped, it will cool 
down. At the beginning of the 21st century, this technology was used for 
the cooling of single atoms. Later in the 23rd century, scientists found a 
way of cooling whole materials, for instance food. 



MOVE: Soundless high-speed driverless vehicles which were used to 
transport people in and around cities on different levels. They were 
mounted onto special rails, and used various types of propulsion, either 
such that resembled the one in electric trains or a magnetic propulsion 
system. The latter was based on the so-called superconducting electro-
magnets which were equipped with special cooling systems, as people 
in the twenty-second century had not yet discovered suitable materials for 
them.  

PA: A PA is a bionic add-on resembling a prosthesis, which is placed on 
different parts of human body, usually legs, to increase the physical 
strength of a person several times. The acronym is derived from the 
phrase Propulsion Add . 

Photovoltaics: Is related to the photo effect which occurs when voltage or 
electrical current in the material is exposed to light. 

Plasmic: The type of music popular in the second half of the twenty-
second century. It was characterised by fast rhythm and twelve different 
melodies which intertwined to form special sounds, adapted to human 
senses. This type of music was programmed to suit different moods of 
the listeners.   

Pods: Public driverless vehicles with electric drive, which were used for 
transport of passengers or goods. They were used for public transport 
until 2180, while after that, they were used only for freight transport until 
2300.    

Quantum (brain) chip: Started to be used in humans and androids in 2150. 
It enabled everything that the eye lens could do, including telepathy 
through networks between people, between people and androids, robots, 
and computers... It also enabled telekinesis as human manipulation of 
machines. With the quantum (brain) chip, people could also feel objects 
and sense different emotions. Almost all the work of humans was perfor-
med through the virtual environment. With this chip, people were able to 
speak any desired language, connect brains to different data-bases, as well 
as being able to sense infra-red light and other electromagnetic waves. 
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Quantum Physics or Quantum Mechanics: This area of physics deals with 
physical phenomena on a very small scale (atoms or smaller). As a result, 
classical physics, as it is usually known, no longer holds true, and the world 
on such a scale behaves differently from the world in which we live. The 
observed characteristics of a system cannot be exactly defined but is rather 
defined through the probability that certain characteristics will occur. The 
state of a system in quantum physics can be described as waves. 

ROCE: The word is an acronym, derived from the phrase Rotor Cell. 
ROCE is a special aircraft which is propelled by several smaller turbines. 
In 2150 already, these aircrafts replaced the then helicopters. ROCEs were 
used until the twenty-fifth century with different types of propulsion. In 
the beginning, that is, in the twenty-second century they ran on hydro-
gen and fuel cells, with only some versions being propelled by electric 
power. Later, in the twenty-third century, the aircrafts were propelled by 
nuclear fission, while in their last century, they had small fusion reac-
tors. With the invention of anti-gravity vehicles, ROCEs almost disap-
peared, being used merely in civil engineering.  

Sting: A tiny flying robot, its size ranging from a mosquito to a medium-
sized bird such as a pigeon. Robots of this type were used in different 
forms until the twenty-fourth century.   

Supergrid: Is an electrical grid which used cables for transmission of elec-
tric energy. Later, the grid became wireless. The expression “super” 
means that a large amount of energy can be transferred, which is not 
possible with conventional metal wires (e.g. copper wires). Supergrids 
appeared at the beginning of the 21st century through the use of super-
conducting cables (wires with very small or zero electrical resistance). 
They were used for transporting electricity over very long distances. The 
first of such grids, which were used from from the 21st to the 23rd cen-
tury, used materials which required cooling in order for them to be super-
conductive. Cooling was performed by hydrogen, which was used also as 
fuel. Later in the 24th century, new materials were developed, which sho-
wed no electrical resistance at room temperatures (room temperature 
superconductors). These kinds of materials no longer required cooling 
and their application drastically changed the world. 



Synthetic brain: Is an artificial brain, developed with synthetic biology 
and which represents a kind of a porous structure of atomic thread. This 
brain works with parallel processing and neuron-quantum networks. 
Scientists have discovered how to activate synthetic neuron networks 
(nerve cells) in the brain and increase the activity of cell dendrites and 
axons. The beginning of thinking about synthetic brains goes back to 
2250, when these replaced a quantum (brain) chip in androids.  

Synthetic plant: A plant developed with the aim of synthetic biology. It 
can be adapted to different environments, and can contain different 
minerals, vitamins, tastes, and appearances. Some of these plants could 
produce hydrogen, light, or electricity.  

The Theory of Everything: Around 2150, scientists have connected the 
theory of quantum physics with the theory of relativity, which led to the 
Theory of Everything. Thus, humans finally understood how gravity and 
quantum physics are connected. This also opened new knowledge about 
our own and other universes. 

Theory of relativity: Was first published in 1905 by Albert Einstein and 
extended to its general form in 1915. This special theory of relativity 
speaks about the structure of space and time as the fourth dimension. It 
is based on two different principles which are different from classic mec-
hanics or physics. The first principle states, that for a particular system, 
all the laws of physics are equal for all  observers, which have some move-
ment with regard to each other. The second principle states that the speed 
of light in a vacuum is equal for all observers, regardless of their move-
ment or the movement of the source of light. This leads to different fin-
dings. For instance, two events, which can be seen by one observer at the 
same time, cannot also be simultaneous for another observer, who has 
some speed of movement  from the first observer. Or another finding: if 
we travel with  some speed, then the watch on our wrist will run slower 
than the watch of somebody who is at idle with regard to our movement. 
And the third example: all the objects which move towards an observer 
(and with very high speed), will become shorter. There is also a very well-
known expression of Einstein’s which states, that energy and mass are 
equal and that mass can be transformed into energy and vice-versa. Ein-
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stein also added something that perhaps willnot hold true in the future. 
He stated that the maximum speed of light is limited and that nothing 
can travel faster than light in a vacuum, i.e. 300,000km per second. First, 
one should take care of what “travel” means. For instance, the travel in 
our thoughts can be faster than light (this however does not hold true 
for our brain’s nervous systems). Travel to the same point can also lead 
to different paths, some of those being very short, and others very long.  

Vertical (green) farm: Represents a large building in the city in which fruit 
and vegetables are produced. Vertical farms were already in existence in 
the 21st century, and were replaced in later centuries by biofarms of synt-
hetic food. 

Vion: Vions were developed jointly by humans and bions. They were 
actually virtual bions resembling androids without souls. Vions were 
mentally operated by their creators, and they both looked identical. Vions 
first emerged in the beginning of the twenty-fifth century.   

Wireless power transmission: Wireless power transmission was possible 
as early as in the twenty-second century. Then, the distances that power 
could travel wirelessly were shorter, up to about 150 metres, but this was 
enough for propelling electric vehicles. In the twenty-third century the 
range of such systems extended, and in the twenty-fifth century, power 
could be transmitted wirelessly more than a 1,000 kilometres far. The 
originator of the idea on wireless power transmission was one of the 
greatest minds of the twentieth century, Nikola Tesla.    
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